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1  I N T R O D U C T I O N
THE BURNING BLUE is a board game of air warfare over 
Great Britain in 1940. During the Battle of Britain, Germany’s 
Luftwaffe launched raids against England, which were beaten 
back by the Royal Air Force’s Fighter Command.

1 . 1  P l a y e r s
Two players are required, one to play the Germans (the 
Luftwaffe player) and the other the British (the RAF player).

The Luftwaffe player controls bomber and fighter raids. 
Success for the Luftwaffe comes from dropping bombs on 
ground targets and shooting down enemy fighters.

The RAF player controls the squadrons of Fighter Command. 
Success for the RAF results from disrupting enemy bombing, 
inflicting aircraft losses and turning back raids.

DESIGN NOTE: The RAF player plays the role of the fighter 
controllers, directing squadrons to intercept incoming raids. The 
Luftwaffe player is in the position of the Luftflotte commanders, 
planning and executing their raids. 

1 . 2  R u l e s
This rulebook describes the rules of the game. The rules use 
the King’s English in preference to American spelling.

Rules are numbered. Cross-references to other rules are listed 
in [square brackets]. Design notes describe the rationale 
behind the rules. Some rules are optional and should be 
used only if both players agree as they add more detail and 
complexity.

1 . 3  S c e n a r i o s
The scenario book gives advice on how to learn and start 
playing the game. The scenario book lists five scenarios 
to play, each scenario representing a phase of the battle. 
Historically, these phases were defined by shifts in the 
Luftwaffe’s targeting and tactics. Playing a scenario recreates 
an hour or two of the fighting in that phase.

1 . 4  S u m m a r y  o f  P l a y
Please read this before reading the main rules!

The Luftwaffe player’s objective is to bomb targets in England 
by launching air raids. Raids are stacks of Gruppe counters 
moving together. A raid usually comprises bomber Gruppen 
and their protecting fighter escort. However, raids containing 
only fighters, termed Freie Jagd, sweep out ahead to clear the 
route of RAF fighters.

The RAF player’s objective is to disrupt the Luftwaffe 
bombing. He can order squadrons of aircraft to take off 
and patrol areas of airspace or direct them to intercept the 
incoming raids.

Prior to play, the Luftwaffe player determines his raid forces. 
Then he plans his attack by drawing each raid’s route on the 
planning map.

A game turn represents five minutes. Players keep track of 
time using a clock printed on the map. Each turn begins 
with a dice roll for random events. Following this the RAF 
player orders units to ‘scramble’—these units take off at 
the end of the turn. Then the Luftwaffe player forms up 
raids over France. Initially these raids are undetected, but as 
they progress the RAF player uses radar (RDF) and ground 
observers (Observer Corps) to determine the strength and 
altitude of the raids.

After Luftwaffe raids have formed up, the RAF player may 
order squadrons into ‘orbits’ to defend a single location or 
‘patrol lines’ that fly between two points. The Luftwaffe may 
also orbit any eligible fighter Gruppen.

Then the RAF player moves his squadrons, trying to direct 
them to where he anticipates the Luftwaffe will move. He may 
change a unit’s orders if it is in radio range, issuing ‘Vector’ 
orders to fly toward a particular location, or ‘Pancake’ orders 
to return to base.

After the RAF’s movement, the Luftwaffe player moves his 
raids according to their planned orders. When a raid enters 
its plotted target hex, it bombs the target. If it enters a hex 
containing Ack-Ack or balloon barrages, the Luftwaffe player 
checks to see what effect these defences have on it.

During movement, if a moving squadron or raid moves close 
to an orbiting fighter unit, it must try to tally (visually sight) 
the moving units. If it tallies it can attack.

After Luftwaffe movement, any units that have a tally can 
chase after the units they are pursuing. After all movement 
is complete RAF units, including orbiting fighters that did 
not tally during Luftwaffe movement, may try to tally enemy 
raids. Success means they are in pursuit and the raid is 
marked as being tallied. If they are close enough to a tallied 
raid they attack and intercept. Interception may result in 
combat, a surprise ‘bounce’ attack or a battle with stragglers 
in the defending force. The outcome of combat may include 
aircraft shot down and ‘disruption’. After the RAF units have 
completed their combats, Luftwaffe Freie Jagd Gruppen may 
try to tally and attack.

Following all combats, scrambling units take off. Players then 
check whether changes must be made to the time their units 
are due to land. RAF units on the ground can rearm and 
refuel or prepare themselves to be ready to scramble.

At the end of the game turn the clock is moved on five minutes. 
Players continue playing until all Luftwaffe raid forces have 
completed their tasks and recovered at their airfields. Then 
victory is assessed, based on how well the Luftwaffe bombed 
its targets and how many aircraft were shot down.

1 . 5  S c a l e
Hexes are 5 statute miles across (approx. 8 kilometres). 
Movement Points are multiples of 60 miles per hour (approx. 
100 kph). Game turns are 5 minutes long. Altitude is in 

A complete game of THE BURNING BLUE contains:

1 Map sheet
3 Sheets of counters (684 counters total)
1 Rule book (40 pages)
1 Scenario book (48 pages)
1 Log sheet and planning sheet booklet (8 pages)
1 Deck of 55 detection cards
2 Player aid screens
1 Squadron Tote Board display
2 Raid displays
2 Six-sided dice
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Angels, which are increments of 1,000 feet (approx. 300 
metres) above sea level, so Angels 4 and 12 are 4,000 and 
12,000 feet altitude, respectively. In the game, Angels are 
given in 2,000 foot intervals.

1 . 6  G l o s s a r y
Ack-Ack. Anti-Aircraft guns, or ‘AA’. So-called after the first 
letter of the British phonetic alphabet.

Angels. Altitude in thousands of feet above sea level.

Balbo. A wing of three or more RAF squadrons.

CAI. Corpo Aereo Italiano. Italian air expeditionary force. 

Chain Home (CH, CHL). The codename for the RAF’s RDF 
radar early warning stations. Chain Home (CH) stations 
were devoted to long range detection, and Chain Home Low 
(CHL) to short range, low-level detection. 

Fighter Command. The RAF organisation charged with the 
fighter defence of Britain.

Flight. A small RAF formation, half a squadron in strength.

Foul Weather. A term that describes overcast, fog or rain.

Freie Jagd. ‘Free Hunt’, a formation of German fighters on a 
sweep, looking for RAF fighters. 

Geschwader. A Luftwaffe organisation normally comprising 
three Gruppen. All Gruppe counters in the game are 
marked with a Geschwader designation, according to 
their function. JG stands for Jagdgeschwader (Me109 
fighters). KG is Kampfgeschwader (medium bombers); 
StG is Stukageschwader (dive bombers); and ZG is 
Zerstörergeschwader (Me110 fighters). The exception is LG 
or Lehrgeschwader, an experimental formation comprising 
several types of aircraft.

Group. The highest level of organisation in RAF Fighter 
Command. The game focuses on 11 Group, defending 
southeast England, and the adjacent 10 and 12 Groups.

Gruppe. (plural: Gruppen) A Luftwaffe formation of up to 40 
aeroplanes, though more usually of around 20-30. The Italian 
equivalent of the Gruppe is the Gruppo.

Jabo. Fighters tasked with bombing. Short for Jagdbomber.

Luftflotte. ‘Air Fleet’, the highest level of operational 
command in the Luftwaffe. Three Luftflotten were deployed 
against Britain, designated Luftflotten 2, 3 and 5.

Luftwaffe. The German Air Force.

Orbit. An order to circle a location on the ground. 

Order. An order is an instruction for a unit to do something. 
For Luftwaffe units orders always override tasks.

Pancake. An order to return to base.

RAF. Royal Air Force.

RDF. Radio Direction Finding: the codename for the RAF’s 
radar early warning system.

Recover. The term for landing at an airfield. 

R/T. Radio-telephone; voice radio communications. Comes 
in High Frequency (HF) and Very High Frequency (VHF) 
versions.

Satellite Airfield. RAF sectors have ‘satellite’ airfields where 
squadrons can be dispersed for safety or forward defence.

Scramble. The RAF term for a hasty take off into the air.

Sector. Each RAF Group has been divided into ‘sectors’, 
named after the sector airfield responsible for defending that 
airspace.

Sector Airfield. An RAF aerodrome and headquarters 
responsible for the defence of a sector.

Squadron. An RAF formation of 12 aircraft.

Staffel. (plural: Staffeln) A Luftwaffe formation of 8-12 
aircraft.

Tally. The codeword for visually sighting an enemy.

Task. Tasking defines a Luftwaffe unit’s job in a scenario.

Tote Board. A display showing the status of RAF squadrons 
on the ground.

Vector. An RAF order to direct a unit to a particular place.

Vic. An obsolescent RAF tactical formation of three aircraft, 
flying in a ‘V’. Squadrons organised into Vics were more 
vulnerable to attack. 

Wing. Two or more squadrons flying together. (See Balbo.)

2  G A M E  C O M P O N E N T S

2 . 1  D i c e
The game uses six-sided dice. Some die rolls use one die and 
others use the sum of two dice to generate numbers from 2 
to 12. Some tables require players to apply die roll modifiers. 
These are added to or subtracted from the dice result to 
obtain a total.

2.1.1 SECRET ROLLS
At various points the Luftwaffe player is required to make 
‘secret’ die rolls. He can conceal these rolls from the RAF 
player. However, he is honour-bound to apply the results as 
rolled and not cheat.

2 . 2  T h e  M a p
The 22” x 34” game map portrays southern England and a 
portion of northern France and Belgium.

2.2.1 HEX GRID
A hex grid has been superimposed on the map to regulate 
the position and movement of the playing pieces. Each hex is 
numbered. Where a four-number map reference is given, the 
first two digits (00xx) indicate the hex COLUMN on the map, 
while the last two digits (xx00) indicate the hex ROW.

Distances on the map are counted in hexes. To calculate a 
distance, trace the shortest possible path from one hex to 
another and count the number of hexes the path enters.

EXAMPLE: An adjacent hex is one hex distant, the hex beyond is 
two hexes distant, and the one beyond that three hexes.

In addition to the hexes there are movement boxes such as 
the Baie de Seine or Caen. These track movement outside the 
map area [8.1.6].

2.2.2 TERRAIN FEATURES
A key describes the features of the map. Green, brown or 
grey artwork indicates land. Blue indicates sea. The dark 
line between the land and sea is the coastline. Any hex with 
a portion of coastline, however small, is a coastline hex. Note 
that the River Thames, running through London, is defined 
by coastline hexes.
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Hexes have various symbols in them showing the presence 
of Ack-Ack, as well as targets such as ports, factories, RDF 
stations, airfields, etc.

2.2.3 LANDMARKS
Any printed town, port, factory, Chain Home RDF station, 
sector airfield or non-Fighter Command airfield icon on 
the map is a landmark. Coastline hexes, including the River 
Thames, are landmarks. Satellite airfields and Chain Home 
Low RDF stations do NOT count as landmarks.

DESIGN NOTE: Landmarks are navigation references for the 
Luftwaffe. Sector airfields, with their concrete runways, made 
good landmarks while satellite airfields, often no more than grass 
strips, did not. Town landmarks have been placed where there are 
unique features or well-recognised fixes.

2.2.4 WEATHER ZONES
The historical boundaries of RAF Groups and sectors, and the 
boundary lines in the sea define the weather zones [6.3.2]. 
Weather boxes (marked with a cloud symbol) are used to 
hold the weather counters in each zone [19.1].

2.2.5 HOLDING BOXES
There are holding boxes printed on the map marked ‘Hex A’ 
and ‘Hex B’. If a hex becomes crowded, players can move the 
counters into these boxes and place a counter marked with 
the letter of the box in the hex. In addition, there are boxes 
for holding squadrons formed into wings [20.2].

2.2.6 LUFTWAFFE AIRFIELDS
Each Luftwaffe airfield has a label listing the fighter Gruppen 
based there [4.2]. In addition there are two boxes listing all 
the bomber units attached to Luftflotte 2 or 3.

2.2.7 VICTORY POINT TRACK
The track numbered 0 to 9 is used to record Victory Points 
(VPs) scored by the Luftwaffe [22]. The RAF Response [20.1] 
is also tracked here. Counters marked x1 and x10 are placed 
on the track boxes to mark the ‘tens’ and ‘units’ of the total. 
The x1 counters have a ‘+0.5’ side for tracking half values.

EXAMPLE: If the x10 counter is in the ‘3’ box and the x1 counter in 
the ‘6’ box, the total is 36. If the x1 counter is flipped to its half side, 
the total is 36.5.

If the Victory Points go into negative values, flipping the x10 
counter to its ‘x -10’ side indicates a negative score.

2.2.8 OTHER DISPLAYS
The Game Clock [5.3], Channel Patrol Display [21.1], Air 
Picture Track [12.1.5], Sun [13.3.3, 19.2.6] and Crosswinds 
[19.2.7] displays are used to keep track of various game 
functions.

2 . 3  P l a y i n g  P i e c e s
Punch out the counters from the sheets of die-cut playing 
pieces. 

2.3.1 AIR UNITS
Air units represent formations of 
aircraft. 

2.3.2 ORDER COUNTERS
Order counters are used to show a 
unit’s or raid’s current orders and its 
target hex [10.2.5] on the map.

2.3.3 WEATHER COUNTERS
Weather counters depict the weather in 
a weather zone.

2.3.4 RAID CHITS
Raid chits are used to pick the 
Luftwaffe’s raid forces in a scenario.

2.3.5 MARKERS
Sundry marker counters show the status 
of units on the map.

2 . 4  G a m e  C h a r t s  a n d  Ta b l e s
Charts and tables are provided for reference and to resolve 
certain game functions. Their use is explained in the rules.

2 . 5  R a i d  D i s p l a y
The raid display is a series of boxes, each corresponding to a 
hostile raid counter. These are used as ‘holding boxes’ for the 
units in raids [9.1.1] and for detection cards [11.2.1].

2 . 6  S q u a d r o n  To t e  B o a r d
The Squadron Tote Board displays a number of tracks, each 
representing an RAF airfield. The Tote Board is used to 
indicate the status of squadrons at airfields [18.1.3].

2 . 7  P l a n n i n g  M a p
The planning map is a reduced-size copy of the map and is 
used to plot raids before starting play [9.2].

2 . 8  L o g  S h e e t s
There are separate log sheets for the RAF and Luftwaffe 
players. These are used to track the status of air units [3.2.2].

2 . 9  D e t e c t i o n  C a r d s
The deck of 55 detection cards is used to detect and tally units 
[11.2.1, 12.1.1]. 

3  A I R  U N I T S
Air units represent formations of aircraft. Unit counters can 
be stacked to form ‘wings’ (RAF) or ‘raids’ (Luftwaffe).

3 . 1  D e f i n i t i o n s
3.1.1 UNITS
A unit represents a formation of aircraft. RAF units are blue 
in colour, Luftwaffe units are yellow, Italian units are green.

There are two types of RAF unit: the flight and the squadron, 
and two types of Luftwaffe unit: the Staffel and the Gruppe. 
A squadron is made up of two flights; a Gruppe of three 
Staffeln. A squadron/Gruppe counter is depicted by two 
aircraft, a flight/Staffel counter shows just one.

DESIGN NOTE: RAF squadrons of 12 aircraft could break down 
into two flights of 6. Luftwaffe Gruppen of around 20-30 aircraft 
could split into Staffel formations of 8-12.
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3.1.2 STACKS
Unit counters can be stacked on top of each other so that they 
move together as if they were one unit. Unless the rules state 
otherwise, assume that rules that apply to one unit also apply 
to stacks, and vice versa.

3.1.3 TARGETS
An enemy unit may be the subject of detection, tallies, pursuit, 
attacks or combat. Such units are referred to as ‘targets’.

3.1.4 PLACEMENT
RAF units in flight are placed on the map. If on the ground at 
an airfield place them on the Squadron Tote Board [18.1.3].

Luftwaffe units in flight are not placed on the map. Instead 
they are placed on the raid display [9.1.1] and are represented 
on the map by hostile raid counters. Channel patrol units are 
placed on the Channel Patrol Display [21.1].

Units are placed face up except during an interception, when 
they are flipped to their reverse side.

3 . 2  U n i t  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
3.2.1 CHARACTERISTICS
Each air unit counter has the following characteristics.

Designation. The unit’s identity [4.1].

Aircraft Type. Units are comprised of a single type of 
aircraft [3.2.3]. (EXCEPTION: Erprobungsgruppe 210 
[3.2.5].)

Luftflotte. (Luftwaffe units only) This designates which 
Luftflotte the unit belongs to [4.2]. Units marked ‘3/2’ 
are used in Luftflotte 3 in some scenarios and in both 
Luftflotten 3 and 2 in others [4.2.1].

Combat. The air combat strength of the aircraft. Only 
fighters have a combat strength; bombers do not.

Status. (RAF units only) Counters with a triangle behind 
the combat strength use vics. Counters printed with a ‘G’ 
next to the combat strength are Green [3.2.4]. 

Sector. (RAF units only) The diamond shows the sector 
the unit is attached to. It matches the colours of the R/T 
relays printed on the map [10.1.2].

Reverse. The reverse of the counter 
shows silhouettes depicting whether 
it is a fighter or a bomber unit. The 
presence of one or two silhouettes 
indicates the unit’s size [3.1.1]. 

RAF counters may also have numbers 
on the reverse listing the scenarios in 
which the counter is used. A diamond 
over the scenario number indicates 
VHF use in that scenario [10.1.2].

3.2.2 LOG SHEET
There are separate log sheets for the RAF and the Luftwaffe. 
Players have permission to make copies for their private use. 

There are five RAF log sheets: one for each scenario. Use the 
log sheet for the selected scenario. There is only one type of 
Luftwaffe log sheet, which is used in all scenarios.

The log sheet lists all of a player’s units. There are spaces for 
each unit’s identity and aircraft type. In addition the following 
information is shown:

Raid. (Luftwaffe units only) The ID of the raid the unit is 
assigned to [9.1.1].

Airfield. (Fighter units only) The airfield the unit is 
assigned to [18.1.2].

Fwd Airfield. (RAF units only) The forward airfield 
assignment of the unit (if any) [18.1.2].

Status. (RAF units only) This notes whether the unit 
uses vic formations (Vc) or is Green (Gr), and its Radio-
Telephone type (HF or VHF) [3.2.4, 10.1.2].

Task. (Luftwaffe units only) The unit’s task, which 
determines what it does in a raid [9.1.2].

Casualties. The number of aircraft casualties the unit has 
taken can be recorded in this space [13.4.3].

Disruption. The amount of disruption to the unit can be 
recorded in this space [13.5.1].

Altitude. (Luftwaffe units only) The unit’s plotted altitude 
during the raid can be recorded in this space [9.2.3].

Ammo. (Fighter units only) This box shows whether the 
unit is fully-armed. If the box is empty the unit has a full 
load of ammo. If crossed out it is low on ammo [13.5.2].

Bombs. (Bombing-tasked units only) This box shows 
whether the unit is carrying a bomb load. If empty the 
unit is carrying bombs. If crossed out it has dropped its 
bombs [16.1]. 

Recovery Time. (Fighter units only) This logs the time the 
unit is due to recover [17.1].

The RAF log sheet lists each squadron’s sector [4.3.3].

The Luftwaffe log sheet has a number of spaces for noting 
raid information, such as the raid ID, target, alternate target 
and form up time [9.2.1]. There is an additional space to 
make notes about the raid. The Luftwaffe player can note the 
scenario number, raid chits picked and time of day at the top 
of the sheet [6.2, 6.4.2].

3.2.3 AIRCRAFT TYPE
Aircraft types have the following characteristics listed on the 
Aircraft Data Charts in the play aids:

Class. The class of aircraft, either fighter or bomber. 

Endurance. The endurance in game turns. The endurance 
in hours and minutes is listed (in parentheses) [17.1].

Ceiling. The maximum altitude the aircraft can fly at, in 
Angels [8.1.4]. 

3.2.4 RAF STATUS
The scenario RAF Order of Battle Table will list whether RAF 
units use vics (Vc) or are Green (Gr). This information is also 
displayed on the counters [3.2.1]. Vic and Green status effects 
do not apply in dogfight combats [13.6.1].

DESIGN NOTE: Many RAF squadrons were organised into three-
aircraft ‘vics’, which increased their vulnerability to attack.
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Undisrupted defenders in vics receive a combat strength 
penalty [13.4.1].

DESIGN NOTE: Some squadrons rotated into the main battle 
area were unprepared for combat and were decimated. 

An RAF squadron listed as being Green suffers penalties in 
interception and combat.

3.2.5 ERPROBUNGSGRUPPE 210
DESIGN NOTE: Erprobungsgruppe 210 (‘Operational Trials 
Group 210’) was an experimental fighter-bomber unit comprising 
Me110 and Me109 aircraft operating together.

Erprobungsgruppe 210 (or Erpro 210) comprises a 
mixture of Me110 and Me109 aircraft. Use the 
Erpro 210 values on the Aircraft Data Chart rather 
than the Me110 or Me109 values.

When the Gruppe deploys into Staffeln [3.3.2] choose one of 
two options: it may deploy into three Erpro 210 Staffeln, OR 
into two Me110 Staffeln and one Me109 Staffel.

3 . 3  S m a l l  U n i t s
3.3.1 RAF FLIGHTS

DESIGN NOTE: RAF squadrons sometimes split up into units of 
flight size. Often this was to mount a light patrol somewhere.

The RAF player may deploy a squadron on the ground into two 
flights in the Scramble Phase. Two flight counters (marked ‘A’ 
Flight, ‘B’ Flight, etc.) replace the deployed squadron. Keep 
track of the separate flights’ casualties, disruption, ammo 
and endurance states on a scrap of paper. Flights have the 
characteristics of their parent unit, including vic and Green 
status [3.2.4], but have a lower combat strength.

A squadron may deploy only once. No more than one flight 
in a squadron may take off in a game turn. Flights join back 
together in the Admin Phase when both units have reformed 
and occupy the same box of the airfield track at the same 
airfield. A rejoined squadron has the total casualties sustained 
by both flights.

The flight counter mix represents a limit on the number of 
flights allowed in play at any time.

3.3.2 LUFTWAFFE STAFFELN
DESIGN NOTE: Though the Luftwaffe usually operated in 
Gruppe strength, some missions would employ Staffel-sized units.

Staffel units appear as a result of the Historical Raids Tables 
and Channel patrol chits [6.4.1, 6.4.4]. Also, when planning a 
raid, the Luftwaffe player may deploy Gruppen into Staffeln. 
He can do this in two circumstances: 

(a) The raid has multiple targets and the Luftwaffe player 
needs to deploy one or more bomber Gruppen into 
Staffeln in order to attack all the targets [6.4.3].

(b) A raid is planned to divide to attack multiple targets and 
the Luftwaffe player wishes to deploy fighter Gruppen to 
provide escort for each new portion of the raid [9.2.5].

A Gruppe deploys into Staffeln when setting up the game; 
substitute three Staffel counters for the Gruppe. The Staffel 
counter mix is a limit on the number of Staffeln allowed in 
play at any time. Staffeln cannot join back together.

EXCEPTION: In the Order of Battle Tables two Me110 
Gruppen—II ZG76 and III ZG76—are actually Staffel-sized 
units. They are treated as Staffeln and cannot deploy.

4  O R G A N I S A T I O N
Air units are organised into their historical formations. For 
definitions of organisational terms, see the Glossary [1.6].

4 . 1  A i r  U n i t  O r g a n i s a t i o n
The air unit counters represent historical squadrons and 
Gruppen. Each RAF counter has a squadron designation, 
while each Luftwaffe Gruppe is designated by its Gruppe and 
Geschwader. Italian Gruppen are known by their Gruppo 
number.

EXAMPLE: 234 Sqn. is 234 Squadron.

EXAMPLE: II JG26 represents II Gruppe, Jagdgeschwader 26.

Some RAF squadrons have names listed on the Order of 
Battle Tables and abbreviated on the counter.

DESIGN NOTE: The 600-series RAF squadrons were flown 
by reservists, named after the city or county they came from. 
Canadian, Polish and Czech squadrons were named for the 
nationality of their pilots. The remaining named squadrons were 
mostly ‘gift’ squadrons, named for the Empire territories that 
sponsored them rather than the pilots who flew in them.

4 . 2  L u f t w a f f e  O r g a n i s a t i o n
DESIGN NOTE: The Luftwaffe forces facing southern England 
were divided between Luftflotte 2 in the east, with fighter airfields 
on the Pas de Calais, and Luftflotte 3 in the west.

The Luftwaffe Order of Battle Tables list the Gruppen 
available to the Luftwaffe player. The tables are divided up by 
Luftflotten: Luftflotte 2 and Luftflotte 3. 

Each Gruppe is listed in the tables, along with the type of 
aircraft it uses and the airfield it is assigned to. Fighters are 
assigned to airfields and bombers are assigned to the bomber 
airfield boxes printed on the map. (These boxes abstractly 
represent all the bomber airfields in those Luftflotten.)

When making up raids only units from the Luftflotte 
indicated by the raid chit may be used [6.4.3]. For easy 
reference, Luftwaffe fighter Gruppen have their designation 
printed on the map next to their airfield [2.2.6].

4.2.1 LUFTFLOTTE 3/2
DESIGN NOTE: After the second phase of the Battle of Britain, 
Reichsmarschall Göring concentrated his fighter forces and Stukas 
in the Pas de Calais area. 

Some Gruppen, marked ‘3/2’ on their counter 
[3.2.1], are attached to Luftflotte 3 in scenarios 
1 and 2, but in scenarios 3, 4 and 5 they can be 
attached to either Luftflotte 3 or Luftflotte 2. The 

Luftwaffe player can decide the attachments when he makes 
up his raids. If attached to Luftflotte 2 these Gruppen are 
assigned new airfields, as listed in the Luftflotte 3/2 Order of 
Battle Table in the Scenario Book.

EXAMPLE: II JG27 is attached to Luftflotte 3, Cherbourg airfield 
in scenarios 1 and 2. In scenarios 3, 4 and 5 it can operate 
from Cherbourg for Luftflotte 3 raids or its alternate airfield at 
Montreuil if used in a Luftflotte 2 raid.
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On the map, the labels for Luftflotte 3/2 Gruppen are 
printed in red. They appear twice, in both their Luftflotte 3 
and Luftflotte 2 locations.

4.2.2 LUFTFLOTTE 2 REINFORCEMENTS
DESIGN NOTE: To reinforce Luftflotte 2, Gruppen were 
transferred from Germany and Norway. The Italian expeditionary 
force entered combat late in the battle.

I JG77, I KG30 and II KG30 do not appear in 
scenarios 1 and 2 but are assigned to Luftflotte 2 
for scenarios 3, 4 and 5, as noted in the Order of 
Battle Tables. Their counters are marked with an 

asterisk (*) next to the Luftflotte number as a reminder and 
they are printed on the map in red.

Italian units are used only in scenario 5 and are assigned to 
Luftflotte 2. They are marked on the map in green. 

4 . 3  R A F  O r g a n i s a t i o n
The RAF is organised into commands known as Groups. 
Groups are arranged into sub-commands known as Sectors.

4.3.1 RAF ORDER OF BATTLE
Each scenario has a separate RAF Order of Battle Table which 
lists the squadrons available. The table is broken down by 
Group and Sector. Each Sector lists the sector airfield and the 
names of all satellite airfields. Each squadron in that sector is 
listed, along with its aircraft type and airfield assignment.

4.3.2 GROUPS
There are three Groups in the game: 10 Group, 11 Group and 
12 Group, each covering a separate part of England. The map 
shows printed boundaries between the groups. All the sectors 
within a boundary belong to that Group. (EXCEPTION: In 
scenario 1, Debden sector is in 12 Group, not 11 Group.)

4.3.3 SECTORS
There are ten sectors in the game, each with a sector airfield. 
The map shows the sector boundaries. These are both for 
historical interest and to define the weather zones [2.2.4, 
6.3.2].

Each sector airfield has a number of subordinate ‘satellite’ 
airfields as listed on the RAF Order of Battle Table. These 
airfields are part of the sector even if they are outside the 
printed sector boundaries.

EXAMPLE: Biggin Hill sector comprises the sector airfield at 
Biggin and the satellites at Gravesend and West Malling.

Each RAF unit is under the command of a sector airfield, as 
listed in the RAF Order of Battle Table. This sector assignment 
does not change during play.

4.3.4 HEADQUARTERS
There are three headquarters depicted on the map: Fighter 
Command HQ at Stanmore, 11 Group HQ at Uxbridge and 
10 Group HQ at Box. These are shown for historical interest 
and have no effect on the game.

5  S E Q U E N C E  O F  P L A Y
Players should select a scenario to play, then set up the game. 
Play is divided into game turns in which players move their 
units and conduct combat. Each turn is divided into phases in 
which various actions take place.

The sequence of play is as follows. Where several activities are 
listed for a phase, perform them in the order indicated.

5 . 1  P r e - G a m e  S e q u e n c e  o f  P l a y
Players go through the following steps to set up the game:

TIME OF DAY PHASE. Roll the time of day and sun direction. 
Place the Air Picture counter, VP counters and RAF Response 
counters [6.2].

WEATHER DETERMINATION PHASE. Determine the 
weather for all weather zones. Roll for Crosswinds [6.3].

LUFTWAFFE PLANNING PHASE. [See section 6.4] The 
Luftwaffe player: Determines raid forces by pulling raid chits 
and making up raids [6.4.1-6.4.3]. Picks a Channel patrol chit 
and selects Channel patrol units [6.4.4]. Plots raids on the 
planning map [6.4.5]. Fills out a log sheet for the Luftwaffe 
forces [3.2.2]. Calculates the recovery time of each fighter 
unit [17.1]. Makes a form up roll for each raid [6.4.6, 9.2.8].

LUFTWAFFE SET UP PHASE. [See section 6.5] The 
Luftwaffe player: Places form up counters (if any) on the map 
[9.3.1]. Checks the strength of form up counters [11.6]. Sets 
up Channel patrol units [21.1].

RAF SET UP PHASE. [See section 6.6] The RAF player: Rolls 
for squadron readiness [6.6.3]. Fills out an RAF log sheet 
[6.6.4]. Checks the scenario Early Warning Table [6.6.5]. Sets 
up RAF units on the map and Tote Board [6.6.6]. Sets the RAF 
Response counters to match the number of units that start in 
the air. Moves units from Available to Ready state based on 
the number of squadrons set up on the map [6.6.5]. 

START PLAY. The scenario begins [6.7].

5 . 2  S c e n a r i o  S e q u e n c e  o f  P l a y
Once play starts, each game turn proceeds as follows: 

RANDOM EVENTS PHASE. Check for random events [7]:
roll the dice, make detection checks on raids as indicated by 
the roll [11.2], then apply the event instructions.

SCRAMBLE PHASE. Deploy RAF squadrons into flights 
if desired [3.3.1]. Units at readiness may be ordered to 
scramble; place them in the scramble box on the Tote Board 
[18.2.4].

FORM UP PHASE. Form up RAF units into wings if desired 
[20.2.1]. Form up Luftwaffe units into raids [9.3.2]. Check 
for detection of newly-formed raids [11.2]. Place and remove 
form up counters [9.3.1]. Check the strengths of newly-placed 
form up counters [11.6.1].

PATROL PHASE. Place eligible units into orbits or patrol 
lines [10.3.2, 10.3.3]. The RAF player places his units into 
orbits/patrol lines first, then the Luftwaffe player. Ack-Ack 
attacks any raids orbiting its hex [14.1.1].

RAF MOVEMENT PHASE. All RAF units not orbiting or in 
pursuit move according to their orders [8.1, 10.3]; orders may 
be changed before a unit moves [10.2.6]. During movement 
resolve tallies, attacks and combats by eligible orbiting, 
pursuing and moving units [10.3.2, 12.1, 13.2.1, 13.2.2]. Units 
may land; roll for recovery for eligible landing units [8.2.2, 
17.2.3-17.2.4].

LUFTWAFFE MOVEMENT PHASE. All Luftwaffe units 
move according to their plotted movement [9.3.3]. Roll for 
navigation on reaching waypoints [9.3.4].
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Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units in pursuit can either move toward 
their tallied targets now or wait until the Pursuit Phase to 
move [12.2]. If a pursuing unit ends its movement in the 
same or adjacent hex as its target, it attacks. Resolve any 
combat against the target [13.2.2].

If a moving raid is detected, place a track counter for the turn’s 
clock colour in the hex where it ended its move [5.3.1].

During movement, resolve tallies, attacks and combats by 
eligible orbiting, pursuing and moving units [10.3.2, 12.1, 
13.2.1, 13.2.2]. Resolve Ack-Ack attacks on any units that 
move through Ack-Ack hexes [14.1.1] and Cohesion checks 
on bombing-tasked units that move through balloon barrages 
[15.1]. Resolve bombing attacks on raid targets [16.2].

Raids that reach their recovery point are removed from 
the map [9.3.9]. Roll for recovery for eligible fighter units 
[17.2.3-17.2.4].

PURSUIT PHASE. RAF units in pursuit move toward their 
tallied targets. Pursuing Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units that did not 
move in the Luftwaffe Movement Phase move now [12.2].

If there is a ‘daisy chain’ of pursuit, such that unit A is pursuing 
unit B is pursuing unit C, then move the units in order such 
that the first unit in the chain moves first, the next one after, 
and so on. (So in the example given, C moves first, then B, 
then A.) Move daisy chains before any other units. Then 
move all other pursuing units: RAF first, then Luftwaffe.

During pursuit movement resolve tallies, attacks and combats 
by eligible orbiting and pursuing units [13.2.1, 13.2.2]. 
Resolve Ack-Ack attacks on any units that move through Ack-
Ack hexes [14.1.1]. If a pursuing unit ends its movement in 
the same or adjacent hex as its target, it attacks that target 
[13.2.2].

DOGFIGHT PHASE. Units marked with dogfight counters 
conduct dogfight combats [13.2.3].

RAF AIR COMBAT PHASE. Place hidden raid counters 
on the map if they are in the same or adjacent hex as non-
pancaking RAF units [11.1.1].

RAF units check for loss of tally due to visibility range or 
weather [12.3.1]. Units that do not have a tally, or pancake 
orders, may attempt to tally raids [12.1]. Place Tally Ho! 
counters on tallied raids.

After all tally checks, RAF units with tallies attack their target 
raids if they are in the same or adjacent hex. Luftwaffe escorts 
may react [13.2.6]. Resolve air combats [13.4]. 

LUFTWAFFE AIR COMBAT PHASE. Luftwaffe units check 
for loss of tally due to visibility range or weather [12.3.1]. 
Freie Jagd units that do not have a tally, or pancake orders, 
may attempt to tally RAF units [12.1]. Place Tally Ho! counters 
on each tallied unit or stack.

After all tally checks, Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units with tallies 
attack their target RAF units if they are in the same or 
adjacent hex. Check if Channel patrol units attack RAF 
stacks in the Straits of Dover or France weather zones [21.1]. 
Resolve air combats [13.4].

TAKE OFF PHASE. RAF units in the Scramble box of the 
Tote Board take off and are placed in the appropriate airfield 
hex at Angels 0 [18.2.4]. Calculate endurance and note their 
recovery time [17.1].

ADMIN PHASE. All fighter units that conducted combat 
this game turn or are marked with dogfight counters modify 
their endurance [17.1.1]. Remove Dive Bombing counters 
[16.2.2]; Ack-Ack barrage counters [14.1.2]; Climb counters 
[8.1.5]. Move Available squadrons to Ready. Move units in the 
Rearm/Refuel 1 box on the Tote Board to Available or Ready. 
Move units in the Rearm/Refuel 2 box to Rearm/Refuel 
1. Roll to reform and move reformed units in the Reform 
box to Rearm/Refuel 2. Move units in the Landing box to 
the Reform box [18.2.1]. Rejoin flights in the same box on 
the Tote Board into their original squadron [3.3.1]. Roll to 
increase the Air Picture counter; on a 6 move it one space left 
[12.1.5]. Remove Bombing Disruption and Strafe Disruption 
counters from airfields [16.4.1]. Move the game clock 
markers forward five minutes (i.e., one game turn) [5.3].

5 . 3  T h e  G a m e  C l o c k
A clock is printed on the map. The 
current time can be shown by placing 
hour and minute hand counters on the 
clock, as if it was a real clock. The hour 

hand counter is flipped to the ‘AM’ side if the time is AM, or 
the ‘PM’ side if the time is PM.

EXAMPLE: The hour hand counter is in the 11 space of the 
clock, flipped to ‘AM’. The minute hand counter is in the 3 space. 
The time is 11:15 AM.

Each game turn represents five minutes. At the end of each 
Admin Phase move the minute hand one space clockwise. If 
the minute hand enters the 12 space, move the hour hand 
one space clockwise.

5.3.1 TRACK COUNTERS
DESIGN NOTE: RAF plotters placed coloured arrow counters on 
their plotting boards to track the paths of raids.

Each space on the clock is printed in red, blue 
or yellow. The minute hand counter indicates 
the colour of the current game turn. The RAF 
player can use the clock colours to track where the 

enemy raids are moving. When a detected enemy raid finishes 
movement, the RAF player places an arrowed track counter in 
its hex corresponding to the colour of the current game turn. 
When the raid moves in a future game turn, the counter stays 
in the hex, showing its old position. This is a useful memory 
aid when trying to determine the raid’s course.

The RAF player is free to not place counters, to place them 
only on selected raids, or remove counters to reduce clutter. 
He cannot place track counters on undetected raids. 

6  S T A R T I N G  P L A Y
Players should begin by agreeing on a scenario to play.

6 . 1  S c e n a r i o  F o r m a t
The five scenarios can be found in the scenario book. Each 
scenario contains the information needed to set up and play 
a game. Scenarios are laid out as follows:

Background. The history represented by the scenario.

Dates. The historical dates of the scenario.

Channel Patrol Level. This indicates which Channel 
Patrol chit values are used: High or Low [6.4.4].
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Luftflotten. This notes the Luftflotte to which the 
Luftflotte 3/2 units can be attached [4.2.1].

RAF Response Level. The RAF Response Level for the 
scenario [20.1].

RAF Raid Matching. The Raid Matching Level for the 
scenario if using this optional rule [22.1.1].

Dummy Form Ups. The number of dummy form up 
counters the Luftwaffe player receives [9.3.1]. 

Early Warning. The Early Warning Table for the scenario 
[6.6.5].

Special Rules: This lists rules unique to the scenario.

RAF Order of Battle Table. This lists the RAF units by 
Group and Sector [4.3].

Historical Raids Table. This lists all the Luftwaffe raids 
that may be picked [6.4.1]. 

Optional Rules. These rules add historical realism to the 
scenario but may affect play balance. They should only be 
used if both players agree. 

Campaign Surge Rates. This lists the information required 
if using this optional campaign rule [23.2.5].

Players will refer to this information as they set up the game.

6 . 2  T i m e  o f  D a y
The time of day is determined before the start of play. Roll 
two dice and consult the Time of Day Table in the play aids. 
The result is the time at the start of the scenario. Set the game 
clock accordingly. The time also gives the sun direction for 
the scenario. Place the sun counter on the map’s Sun display 
in the space corresponding to the direction.

Place the Air Picture counter in the Good box of the Air 
Picture Track. Place the Victory Point (VPs) counters and 
RAF Response counters in the ‘0’ box of the Victory Point 
Track.

6 . 3  D e t e r m i n e  t h e  We a t h e r
In the Weather Determination Phase, determine the 
weather.

6.3.1 CROSSWINDS AND HEADWINDS
Roll two dice and consult the Crosswinds Table. If 
there are crosswinds, place a crosswind counter of 
the correct altitude value in the Crosswinds box 
on the map. If there are headwinds place the 
headwind counter in the box [19.2.7, 19.2.8].

6.3.2 WEATHER ZONES
There are 15 weather zones on the map [2.2.4].

England is divided up into ten RAF sectors: Duxford; Filton; 
Middle Wallop; Tangmere; Northolt; Debden; North Weald; 
Hornchurch; Biggin Hill and Kenley. Each sector is a weather 
zone, defined by the sector and group boundaries. London is 
also a weather zone. There are three weather zones out at sea, 
divided by blue lines: English Channel; Straits of Dover and 
North Sea. All land areas in continental Europe constitute a 
single weather zone which is called France.

A land weather zone exists in every land or coastline hex/
movement box within the sector boundaries (also in any hex 
which contains a portion of that sector). Sea weather zones 
exist only in all-sea hexes and movement boxes. (Note that 

the English Channel weather zone incorporates the Channel 
and Baie de Seine movement boxes.)

EXAMPLE: Tangmere weather zone comprises all land and 
coastal hexes in Tangmere sector, including the Isle of Wight.

The weather in each zone can be shown by placing a counter 
in that zone’s weather box, which is marked in white.

6.3.3 WEATHER COUNTER PLACEMENT
DESIGN NOTE: Most of the weather in the Battle of Britain came 
from the West or Northwest. Weather counter placement reflects the 
weather fronts descending over the country.

In the Weather Determination Phase 
prepare the weather counters. Each 
weather counter has a front side and a 
back side. The front, with a sun icon, is 
the counter’s good weather side. The back, 
with the cloud icon, is the counter’s bad weather side. Each 
weather counter has a colour: Yellow, Green, Blue or Red. 
The counter sun and cloud icons are printed with this colour. 
Each counter also has an ID number and letter. The ID letters 
Y, G, B or R correspond to the counter colour.

Start weather placement by rolling one die and consulting the 
Bad Weather Zones Table to determine the number of bad 
weather zones. (A result of 0 means there is no bad weather.) 
Next to this number is a list of counter colours. 

Place the weather counters only of those colours indicated 
by the Bad Weather Zones Table into a cup or other opaque 
container. The remaining counters are not used and can be 
put aside. (Also put the two London Haze counters to one 
side for the moment [6.3.4].)

Determine the weather for a zone by randomly drawing 
a weather counter from the cup and placing it on the 
appropriate good or bad weather side in that weather zone.

Place bad weather counters in a number of weather zones 
equal to the value rolled on the Bad Weather Zones Table. 

To see where the bad weather counters are placed, roll two 
dice and read the result on the Weather Table. Starting 
with the first weather zone listed, place a counter on its bad 
weather side in each zone until the rolled number of bad 
weather counters have been placed.

After doing this, draw and place good weather counters in all 
the remaining weather zones.

EXAMPLE: The Bad Weather Table calls for bad weather in three 
zones. A result of 5 on the Weather Table means they are placed in 
the Biggin Hill, Hornchurch and North Sea weather zones.

6.3.4 LONDON HAZE
DESIGN NOTE: In 1940 London was the world’s largest city. 
Coal smoke created a near-permanent smoggy haze above it.

After placing weather counters, roll one die on the London 
Haze Table. If Haze is rolled, place the corresponding 
London Haze counter in the London weather zone. This 
weather exists in addition to any other weather in that zone 
[19.1.1]. 

6 . 4  L u f t w a f f e  P l a n n i n g
Before play the Luftwaffe player determines the forces he 
plays with, then he plans his raids. 
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6.4.1 RAID TABLES
The Historical Raids Tables list all the possible raids that might 
appear in the scenarios. They are based on historical data and 
list the orders of battle of actual raids. It is recommended 
that players avoid studying the raid tables. It enhances the 
experience if players are unsure what results may appear.

At the head of the table is information on the number of chits 
the Luftwaffe player may pull, the Victory Point threshold and 
the range of chits (from ‘A’ to ‘??’) available in the scenario.

The columns in the table are as follows:

Raid Chit: The ID of the raid chit.

Target, Hex (Type): The place name of the target, its hex 
number and the type of target. If Freie Jagd is listed in 
this column, then there is no target. Instead the listed 
forces conduct Freie Jagd tasks [9.4.1]. Some raids have 
historical footnotes referenced here. 

LF: The Luftflotte carrying out the attack. 

Alternate Target, Hex (Type): The raid’s alternate target 
[9.3.5].

Bombers: The bomber units that make up the raid force. 
A number and letter will be listed. This is the number and 
size of the units in the attack. An ‘s’ means ‘Staffel’ and a 
‘g’ means Gruppe. Next to this is the type of aircraft (Erpro 
210 does not list the aircraft type).

EXAMPLE: ‘3g Do17’ is listed. This means the bombers comprise 
three Gruppen of Do17 bombers. ‘1s Ju88’ means that one Staffel 
of Ju88 will raid.

Fighters: The fighter units that make up the raid force. 
This is listed the same as bombers.

VPs (RL): The VP value is the Victory Point value of 
the raid [22]. The RL value (in parenthesis) is the RAF 
Response Level for that raid [20.1].

Date, Time: This is the date and time the historical raid 
took place and is listed for reference only. 

6.4.2 RAID CHITS
Raid chits are a series of counters lettered from 
A to Z and AA to UU. In the Luftwaffe Planning 
Phase the Luftwaffe player randomly picks chits to 
determine his forces for the scenario.

The scenario Historical Raids Table instructs the Luftwaffe 
player to pull a number of raid chits up to a listed value from 
a chit pool. Place all the raid chits in an opaque container, 
like a cup.

The Luftwaffe player secretly pulls out chits up to the number 
indicated. He looks at each chit before pulling the next one. 
If a raid chit is ineligible for whatever reason, he must discard 
it and pull another chit. Discarded chits do not count toward 
the number of chit pulls. A raid chit is ineligible if:

(a) It includes Erpro 210 and one Erpro 210 raid chit has 
already been pulled.

(b) The target is in the same hex as the target of a previously-
pulled chit. (Or is even the same target!)

(c) The chit’s VP value, added to the total VPs of all the raid 
chits pulled so far, exceeds the highest value listed for the 
Victory Point threshold [6.4.1].

(d) There are insufficient units in the Luftflotte to launch 
the raid. Total up the units so far committed by previous 
chit pulls. If the new raid requires units that exceed the 
total the Luftflotte can supply, then discard it. (To make 
this process easier, the German player might like to 
separate all his unit counters into two piles, for Luftflotte 
2 and 3, and draw out units as he pulls the raid chits. This 
should make it clear whether there are sufficient units 
left to make up the raid.)

(e) It is the final chit pulled and the total VP value of all the 
raid chits pulled so far has not reached or exceeded the 
lowest value listed for the Victory Point threshold.

(f) The raid target is covered by broken cloud or foul 
weather. (The Luftwaffe player is free to ignore the 
weather and accept such raid chits if he wishes.)

(g) The chit pulled is outside the listed range of chits pooled 
in the scenario.

EXAMPLE: The Luftwaffe player can pull three raid chits. The 
scenario’s Victory Point threshold is listed as 30-70. The first chit 
pulled has a VP value of 54. The second has a VP value of 21. 
This would total 75, which exceeds the Victory Point threshold 
maximum. The second chit must be discarded.

EXAMPLE: There are only two Ju87 Gruppen in Luftflotte 2. 
The Luftwaffe player pulls one raid chit that requires one Ju87 
Gruppe from Luftflotte 2. He then pulls a chit that requires two 
more Ju87 Gruppen from the Luftflotte. The second chit would 
exceed the number of Ju87s available and so is discarded.

EXAMPLE: A scenario says to pick 1 to 3 raid chits and its 
Victory Point threshold is listed as 30-70. The first two chits 
pulled are worth 8 and 9 VP, for a total of 17. The final chit must 
be worth 13 or greater or it must be discarded.

EXAMPLE: The chit pool is from A to HH and chit JJ is pulled.

The result of the chit pulling will be a number of chits with 
a total VP value at or between the Victory Point threshold 
values.

DESIGN NOTE: The Victory Point thresholds are set so as to 
make for a substantial attack. Players should feel free to reduce the 
threshold if they want to play a smaller scenario.

The Luftwaffe player conceals his chit pulls from the RAF 
player. The subsequent process of making up raids and 
plotting raids must also be kept secret. The raid chits should 
be kept aside until the end of the scenario and then revealed 
to the RAF player to verify the Luftwaffe player’s force 
composition and check the Response Level [20.1].

6.4.3 MAKING UP RAIDS
The raid chits generate a force of fighter and bomber units. 
The Luftwaffe player uses these raid forces to make up raids.

Each chit has a target. The bombers in the chit’s raid force 
must attack that target. If multiple targets are listed, then the 
force must try to attack all the targets. At least one bomber 
unit must be assigned to each target; if necessary Gruppen 
may be deployed into Staffeln to do this [3.3.2]. The listed 
bomber and fighter forces may be divided into separate raids 
as the Luftwaffe player wishes within the guidelines given 
for raid composition [9.1.3]. The Luftwaffe player may split 
a raid force into more than one raid in order to attack the 
same target.
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Fighters may be assigned to close escort, top cover or Freie 
Jagd tasks [9.1.2]. (Remember that Freie Jagd always form 
raids separate from bombers [9.4.1].)

EXAMPLE: A raid chit has two targets: Warmwell and Yeovil 
airfields. Raid forces are 2g Ju87 bombers and 1g Me110, 3g 
Me109 fighters. There are a number of permutations to the way 
raids can be organised. Here are two:

Option 1: the forces are organised into two raids: a Freie Jagd raid 
comprising one Me109 unit, and a second raid containing all the 
bombers and remaining fighters (here acting as escort). This raid 
is plotted to split into two raids close to the targets [see 9.2.5], with 
a Gruppe of Ju87s and the Me109 escort attacking Warmwell, 
while the other Ju87 Gruppe and the Me110s go on to Yeovil.

Option 2: the forces are organised into three raids: a Freie Jagd of 
two Me109 units; and two separate forces with a Ju87 Gruppe in 
each; the first (with the remaining Me109 unit as escort) plotted 
to fly to Warmwell and the second (with the Me110s) to Yeovil.

Units in a force may only attack their own targets or alternate 
targets, not another raid chit’s targets. Bombers and fighters 
may not be ‘cross-attached’ to the forces of other chits.

Raid forces are made up from Gruppen listed as being in the 
Luftflotte indicated by the raid chit. Pick out Gruppen of 
the appropriate aircraft type [4.2]. Fighter Gruppen may be 
assigned from any airfield or mix of airfields.

In most scenarios there should be sufficient Gruppen of an 
aircraft type in a Luftflotte to make up all the raids. However, 
occasionally the only way to make up all the raids and 
Channel patrols in a scenario is to break up a Gruppe into 
Staffeln and share it between more than one raid (or Channel 
patrol) [3.3.2].

6.4.4 CHANNEL PATROLS
Once the raid forces have been generated, the 
Luftwaffe player picks one Channel patrol chit 
randomly from the pool of chits. This tells the 
player how many Gruppe or Staffel units, if any, 

are assigned to Channel patrol. Use the figure next to L if the 
Channel Patrol Level for the scenario is Low, and the figure 
next to H if it is High.

All Channel patrol units are Me109s and are drawn from 
those Luftflotte 2 units not participating in the raids. If the 
raid forces leave insufficient Me109 units or counters to make 
up the Channel patrol, the Luftwaffe player should allocate 
the remaining units as best as he can to make up the patrols. 
Gruppen may be broken down into Staffeln to make up the 
necessary units [3.3.2].

Place Channel patrol units on the Channel Patrol Display in 
the Luftwaffe Set Up Phase [6.5, 21.1].

6.4.5 RAID PLOTTING
Once the Luftwaffe player has made up his raids he must 
make a plot for each raid, including setting a form up time 
for each raid. See the raid plotting rules for a description of 
how to do this [9.2].

Make out a log sheet for all Luftwaffe forces, writing in the ID 
and aircraft type for each unit [3.2.2]. Calculate the recovery 
time for each fighter unit based on its plotted form up time 
[17.1]. 

6.4.6 FORM UP ROLLS
After plotting, the Luftwaffe player secretly rolls for form up 
for each raid [9.2.8] and adjusts the plotted form up times 
and escort forces accordingly. This completes the Luftwaffe 
player’s planning.

6.4.7 RAID SELECTION (OPTIONAL RULE)
Normally the Luftwaffe player picks the raid chits randomly 
and must make do with whatever is picked. However, this can 
occasionally lead to some unbalanced mixtures of forces.

To reduce the chance of such an occurrence, players can 
agree to let the Luftwaffe player select one raid chit of his 
choice. It can be the first, second or whichever pick the player 
desires. Randomly pick the remaining chits, as usual.

6 . 5  L u f t w a f f e  S e t  U p
In the Luftwaffe Set Up Phase the Luftwaffe player places 
form up counters that are due to be placed prior to the 
start of the scenario [9.3.1]. (He may place dummy form up 
counters too in this phase.) Check the strength of all form up 
counters that have been placed [11.6].

The Luftwaffe player places Channel patrol units in any boxes 
of the Channel Patrol Display, however he wishes [21.1].

6 . 6  R A F  S e t  U p
In the RAF Set Up Phase the RAF player must determine the 
readiness of his units, fill out a log sheet then place his units 
on the map or Squadron Tote Board.

6.6.1 RAF ORDER OF BATTLE TABLE
The RAF Order of Battle Table printed with the scenario lists 
each sector and its subordinate satellite airfields [4.3.3].

The sector and airfield assignments of all squadrons in the 
scenario are listed [18.1.2]. The RAF player should pick out 
the listed unit counters and the matching order counters.

To help, the unit counters have the numbers of the scenarios 
they appear in printed on the back. The RAF player should 
pick only these counters since some squadrons have more 
than one counter in the mix, depending on which sector they 
are based at, or whether they are Green, in a given scenario.

EXAMPLE: 56 Squadron has two counters: one for scenarios 1, 2 
and 3, when it is attached to North Weald sector, and the other for 
scenarios 4 and 5, when it is attached to Middle Wallop.

Note that a few counters may be marked for a particular 
scenario, but their appearance is provisional on the Duxford 
Wing roll [6.6.7] or whether a scenario optional rule is used.

6.6.2 STATUS
The RAF Order of Battle Table lists whether a squadron uses 
vic formations (Vc) [3.2.4], is Green (Gr), and the type of 
radio-telephone (HF or VHF) the unit is using [10.1.2].

6.6.3 READINESS
The RAF player rolls one die for squadron readiness and 
consults the column of the RAF Order of Battle Table 
corresponding to the result. This column lists the readiness 
states of all squadrons at the start of the scenario [18.2.1].

EXAMPLE: The RAF player rolls a 2. He sets up all his squadrons 
as described in the 1-2 column of the table.
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6.6.4 RAF LOG SHEET
After rolling for readiness the RAF player should prepare a 
log sheet. There is a different log sheet for each scenario with 
the aircraft and dispositions already filled out. (EXCEPTION: 
Details for the Duxford Wing may need to be filled in [6.6.7].) 
At the start of play all a player has to do is note any special 
status, such as assignments to forward airfields, on the sheet.

6.6.5 EARLY WARNING
DESIGN NOTE: Buildups of Luftwaffe aircraft were monitored 
by radar. Sometimes traffic from the ‘Y’ signals monitoring service 
indicated a raid was imminent. Controllers launched squadrons 
early to be ready to counter the raids. 

The RAF player checks the scenario Early Warning Table to 
determine the number of squadrons he sets up in the air. Two 
squadron columns are listed: Early and Late. Compare the 
total strength of all form up counters [11.6] to these columns. 
Set up a number of squadrons up to the values listed in either 
or both columns, but select only from Ready units. These 
units set up on the map using the relevant instructions for 
Early or Late units. 

Squadrons may be deployed into flights before the start of 
play [3.3.1] and then the flights can be set up in the air. 
Each flight counts as half a squadron towards the number of 
squadrons allowed by the Early Warning Table. If a squadron 
is deployed into flights only one can set up in the air; the 
other must be placed in the Ready box at its airfield.

Squadrons set up on the map count towards the RAF Response 
total. Set the Response counters accordingly [20.1].

After setting up squadrons on the map, the RAF player 
may adjust the readiness state of squadrons on the ground. 
For every two squadrons that set up in the air, move one 
squadron from Available to Ready state on the RAF Tote 
Board [18.1.3].

6.6.6 SETTING UP UNITS
After filling out the log sheet the RAF player sets up his units. 
Some units set up on the map as a result of Early Warning 
[6.6.5]. Set up the remainder on the Squadron Tote Board 
in the Ready or Available boxes, as indicated by the readiness 
roll on the RAF Order of Battle Table [6.6.3] and adjusted 
due to squadrons set up in the air [6.6.5].

6.6.7  DUXFORD WING
DESIGN NOTE: Late in the battle 12 Group Commander, Air 
Vice-Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory, arranged for squadrons to 
reinforce Duxford on a daily basis.

In Scenarios 3 and 4 the Order of Battle Table lists the 
Duxford Wing as being present. Roll two dice on the Duxford 
Wing Table (printed in the scenario book) appropriate to the 
scenario. The RAF player receives the units indicated. Fill the 
blanks in the log sheet with the Duxford Wing squadrons.

6 . 7  S t a r t i n g  P l a y
Once the RAF player finishes setting up, play commences 
with the Random Events Phase of the first game turn [7].

The scenario is played until all Luftwaffe raid forces (not 
Channel Patrols) have recovered [9.3.9] or both players agree 
to quit. Then victory is assessed [22]. 

7  R A N D O M  E V E N T S
Every Random Events Phase, roll two dice and look up the 
result on the Random Events Table. Follow the instructions.

If either die rolls a ‘1’, before resolving the random event, 
all DETECTED Luftwaffe raids must make a detection 
check. If either die rolls a ‘6’, before resolving the random 
event, all UNDETECTED Luftwaffe raids make a detection 
check [11.2]. The RAF player should not look at how many 
detection cards are drawn by the Luftwaffe player.

EXAMPLE: The dice roll a 1 and 6, for a total of 7. Before the 
random event all detected and undetected raids make checks. 

There is only one random event roll each game turn. 

8  M O V E M E N T
The movement of units on the map represents aircraft in 
flight. The terms ‘move’ and ‘fly’ are used interchangeably.

8 . 1  M o v i n g  U n i t s
In the movement phases and Pursuit Phase the player whose 
turn it is to move must move all eligible units. (EXCEPTION: 
Luftwaffe units in pursuit move in either the Luftwaffe 
Movement Phase or the Pursuit Phase [12.2].) The moving 
player moves units and stacks in any order he wishes.

8.1.1 COUNTER PLACEMENT
Unit counters are placed on the map in the centre of hexes.

8.1.2 MOVEMENT POINTS
Units expend movement points (MP) to move. Fighter units 
have 4 MP and bomber units 3 MP.

DESIGN NOTE: MPs are in increments of 60 miles per hour. 
Though fighters could travel fast in short bursts, they mostly flew 
at combat cruise speed, around 240 mph. Bombers flew around 
180 mph, which allowed them to maintain a tight formation.

8.1.3 MOVEMENT
Raids with bomber units always move exactly 3 MP. Fighter 
units move up to 4 MP, or as decreed by their orders and 
tasking [9.3.3]. Each MP expended moves the unit one hex 
on the map, except when used for climbing or diving. MPs 
cannot be saved from game turn to game turn.

8.1.4 ALTITUDE
DESIGN NOTE: Altitude is referred to as ‘Angels’ and is given as 
the number of thousands of feet above sea level.

A unit’s distance above the ground is measured 
in Angels. Altitude is in increments of 2,000 feet, 
so Angels are always a multiple of 2. Mark a unit’s 
altitude by placing an Angels counter beneath it, 
rotated so the correct altitude is uppermost.

The lowest altitude in the game is Angels 0, which represents 
aircraft flying just above the ground. The ground and any 
units on it are also at Angels 0. Units may not fly above the 
ceiling for their aircraft type [3.2.3].

8.1.5 CLIMBING AND DIVING
Increasing altitude is called ‘climbing’ and 
decreasing altitude is called ‘diving’. A unit may 
climb or dive during movement but may not climb 
and dive. 
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Climbing or diving costs movement points.

When a unit moves one hex on the map it may dive 2 Angels 
for no extra MP cost.

Fighter units, and bombers conducting a dive bombing attack 
[16.2.2], dive to any lower altitude by expending 1 MP.

Bombers may expend 1 MP per movement phase on climbing. 
It gains the bombers 2 Angels.

Fighters may expend up to two MP per movement phase on 
climbing. At or below Angels 20 the first MP expended gains 
2 Angels; the second gains 2 or 4 Angels (player’s choice). 
(EXCEPTION: If the unit begins movement at or below 
Angels 6 and is NOT in a wing, then BOTH movement points 
expended in a movement phase gain 2 or 4 Angels.)

Above Angels 20 each fighter MP spent on climbing gains 2 
Angels. Balbos always climb as if they are above Angels 20, 
regardless of their actual altitude [20.2.6].

A unit that climbs receives penalties to interception and 
combat rolls. Note that a unit has climbed using the Climb 
counters provided. Remove the counters in the Admin 
Phase.

8.1.6 MOVEMENT BOXES
There are a number of movement boxes printed on the 
map [2.2.1]. Units can move from boxes to adjacent (i.e., 
touching) hexes, and vice-versa, or from box to box. To enter 
a box takes all a unit’s remaining movement points. To exit a 
box into a hex costs one MP.

A unit that moves into a box during movement cannot climb 
in that phase. If a unit spends the entire turn in the same box, 
it may expend MP to climb or dive within that box.

8 . 2  S p e c i a l  M o v e m e n t  R u l e s
8.2.1 TAKEOFF
RAF units at readiness may be ordered to take off in the 
Scramble Phase. Move the counter into the airfield Scramble 
box on the Tote Board [18.1.3, 18.2.4]. It finally takes off in 
the Take Off Phase. Place the unit on the map in the airfield 
hex and mark it with an Angels 0 altitude counter. It is now 
flying and moves normally.

Luftwaffe units take off using the form up procedure [9.3.2].

8.2.2 LANDING
RAF units land at an airfield if they are in its hex at Angels 2 
or lower, have a pancake order with that airfield as the target 
hex, and are not in a dogfight. If the unit is on or after its 
recovery time, roll to recover [17.2.3, 17.2.4]. Place it in the 
airfield’s Landing box on the Tote Board and move it to the 
Reform box in the Admin Phase [18.2.5]. 

9  R A I D S
A raid is a number of Luftwaffe Gruppen and Staffeln 
operating together as a combined force. A raid can comprise 
a single unit or several units that are stacked together and 
move together.

9 . 1  L u f t w a f f e  R a i d s
All Luftwaffe units specified by the raid chit draw are 
organized into raids [6.4.3]. Raids are represented on the 
map by numbered hostile raid counters.

ILLUSTRATION: A hostile raid counter, showing its front 
(detected) side and reverse (undetected) side with the “?”.

The Luftwaffe player forms up raids from Gruppen and 
Staffeln and then keeps them together for the duration of 
their mission. Units can be broken out to form new raids in 
certain circumstances [9.3.6].

A raid appears on the map at a form up point. It moves along 
a pre-plotted course that loops back to a recovery point. On 
reaching that point, the raid is removed from the map.

9.1.1 RAID DISPLAY
The raid display is a series of boxes, each with an ID that 
corresponds to a hostile raid counter. Stacks of units and their 
status counters are placed in these boxes. If a raid is detected, 
a detection card is also placed in its box [11.2.1].

Stacks are represented on the map by the raid counters 
corresponding to their boxes. Even single units are assigned 
raid counters and placed on the raid display.

EXAMPLE: A Luftwaffe raid represented by counter “Hostile 
14” comprises two bomber and three fighter Gruppen. Put all five 
Gruppe counters in the Hostile 14 box on the raid display.

The Luftwaffe player should shield the contents of the raid 
display from the RAF player. A player aid screen can be used 
for this purpose.

9.1.2 TASKING
Each Luftwaffe unit in a raid has a task that defines what it 
can do. Note this in the unit’s entry on the log sheet. There 
are four tasks:

• Freie Jagd. (Fighter units only) “Free Hunt” fighters 
tasked with hunting down RAF fighters, or to orbit areas 
ahead of the raids [9.4.1].

• Bombing. (Bomber and fighter units) Units tasked with 
making bombing attacks [9.4.2].

• Close Escort. (Fighter units only) Escort aircraft tasked 
with staying close to bombers to protect them [9.4.3].

• Top Cover Escort. (Fighter units only) Escorts that 
protect bombers at a greater distance or from higher 
altitude [9.4.3]. 

See the task descriptions for more details.

9.1.3 RAID COMPOSITION
The composition of a raid and the behaviour of units in the 
raid depends on the tasks of the units that it comprises [9.4].

(a) Freie Jagd units may only stack with other Freie Jagd-
tasked units. They may not stack in a raid with any 
bomber or escort unit. All Freie Jagd units in a raid must 
fly at the same altitude [9.4.1].

(b) All bombing units in a raid must fly at the same altitude. 
Bombing units that use different methods of attack (level 
bombing, dive bombing, low-level attack) cannot stack in 
the same raid [9.4.2].

(c) Close escort units must stack in a raid with one or more 
bombing units and fly at the same altitude as the bombers 
[9.4.3].
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(d) Top cover escort units must stack in a raid with one or 
more bombing units and fly at the same altitude or above 
the bombers [9.4.3].

EXAMPLE: A raid comprises two Ju88 Gruppen and five Me109 
Gruppen. The raid is represented by the raid counter Hostile 05. 
The bomber Gruppen must fly at the same altitude, and are both 
set to Angels 12. One Me109 Gruppe is detailed as close escort; it 
is also set at Angels 12. The remaining fighter Gruppen are top 
cover. Two are set at Angels 16; the other two at Angels 20. 

Except where directed above, or otherwise restricted, units 
may fly at any altitude up to their maximum [8.1.4].

9 . 2  R a i d  P l o t t i n g
9.2.1 RAID PLOTTING SUMMARY

DESIGN NOTE: The Luftwaffe would plan raids meticulously—
including form up times, courses, altitudes and attacks. 

A raid is plotted using the planning map and the log sheet. On 
a raid plot the Luftwaffe player should note the following:

• The ID of the raid counter. (Pick any unused counter.)

• The form up point and form up time [9.2.4, 9.2.7].

• The raid course—each leg and waypoint as well as the 
target hex (as defined by the raid chit [6.4.3]) and 
recovery point [9.2.2, 9.2.4].

• The altitudes of the raiding units [9.2.3].

• Orbits for Freie Jagd raids [9.4.1] and Jabos [9.4.4].

In addition to the planning map and the spaces for raid 
information on the Luftwaffe log sheet, use a separate piece 
of scrap paper if necessary to help keep track of the plan.

9.2.2 PLOTTING RAID COURSES
On a copy of the planning map the Luftwaffe player must 
draw a course: a line that goes from the raid’s form up point 
to its target and then back to a recovery point in a big loop. 
(Where multiple courses are plotted consider using different 
coloured pens to separate them on the planning map.)

A course is divided into ‘legs’, which are straight lines 
between waypoints. A waypoint is a hex location; it can be any 
hex the Luftwaffe player desires. On the planning map, draw 
a line from the raid form up point to the centre of a waypoint 
hex. This is the first leg. Then draw a line from that waypoint 
to the next waypoint to form the next leg, and so on until a 
series of legs have been plotted from the form up point to 
the recovery point. If the raid contains bombing units one 
waypoint must be the target hex.

If plotting a course through movement boxes simply draw a 
line from box to box. If entering a hex from a box, draw a line 
from the box to the hex. Courses through movement boxes 
and into the first hex entered from a movement box are NOT 
treated as having waypoints for the purposes of the waypoint 
restriction or navigation rules [9.2.9, 9.3.4].

9.2.3 PLOTTING ALTITUDE
The plot should include altitude information. Plot the altitude 
for each unit in the raid. For bombing raids this means noting 
the altitude the bombers and close escort form up and fly at, 
and then the altitudes of any top cover units [9.1.3].

The plotted altitude must not vary and applies to the entire 
course. There are exceptions to this: 

(a) After reaching the target hex dive-bombing units and 
their close escort should plot an altitude of Angels 2 
from the target back to their recovery point [16.2.2]. Top 
cover escort may plot a new altitude relative to the dive 
bombers, if desired.

(b) Jabos may descend to their attack altitude prior to 
reaching their target [9.4.4].

(c) After attacking balloons or strafing an airfield, fighter 
units move at Angels 4 or 2, respectively, back along their 
course to their recovery point [15.2, 16.2.4].

(d) If the optional weather contingency rule is in effect 
[9.3.8].

Only certain units, designated by the scenario as ‘low-level 
raiders’ may be plotted to fly at Angels 0. Low-level raiders 
may make low-level bombing attacks [16.2.3]. 

DESIGN NOTE: Low-level flight and attack was a specialized 
skill. Only a few elite units, such as KG76, were practised at it.

9.2.4 FORM UP AND RECOVERY POINTS
Raids are plotted to move from a form up point on the map to 
a recovery point. For raids from Luftflotte 2, form up points 
can be plotted on any landmark, airfield hex or movement 
box in France except for Cherbourg and Caen. For raids from 
Luftflotte 3, form up points are plotted in the Cherbourg or 
Caen boxes.

Recovery points are plotted exactly like form up points and 
may even be the same hex or box.

9.2.5 SPLITTING UP RAIDS
A raid may begin as a single big raid, then at some point break 
up into multiple raids which head off to separate targets (or to 
the same target). Plot all the sub-raids separately and arrange 
for them to form up simultaneously and travel the same route 
together to the point where they break up. Until they break 
up [9.3.6] they can be represented by a single raid counter on 
the map. If the Luftwaffe player does this, roll only once for 
form up, as if for a single raid.

9.2.6 STACKING RAIDS
With the exception of raids that start together and then split 
up later [9.2.5], the Luftwaffe player should not plot different 
raids to move together in the same hex as a ‘stack of raids’.

Freie Jagd raids [9.4.1] must operate independently of 
bombing raids, which means they should not be plotted to 
move together with bombers in the same hex for two or more 
consecutive game turns. 

ILLUSTRATION: This depicts a plotted course for Hostile raid 
14 outbound from form up point to target ‘X’ via a waypoint. 
From the target the course returns to a recovery point. Note that the 
course DOES NOT have to conform to the hex grid.
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(This rule prevents the Luftwaffe player using Freie Jagd like 
escorts. In general, they should sweep ahead of the bombers 
or along a separate course.)

9.2.7 FORM UP TIME
In each raid’s plot the Luftwaffe player sets a form up time—
the game turn in which the raid appears on the map.

The plotted form up time of all Luftwaffe raids must be 
within 18 game turns (1 hour 30 minutes) of the start of the 
scenario. EXCEPTION: If the time of day is Dusk, all raids 
should form up within 6 game turns (30 minutes).

9.2.8 FORM UP ROLL
DESIGN NOTE: Luftwaffe raids formed from units which had to 
rendezvous in the same part of the sky. Co-ordinating raids so that 
aircraft met up at the right time and place was tricky.

After plotting all the raids, the Luftwaffe player secretly rolls 
two dice for each raid on the Form Up Table and applies the 
listed modifiers. The weather column used is based on the 
weather in the form up point hex at or below the form up 
altitude [19.1.3]. If weather applies to different units because 
they form up at different altitudes, use the worst weather 
effect column. If a 12 or more is rolled, roll one die on the 
Special Table.

Results are as follows:

On-time. The raid forms up at the plotted time.

Late 1, 2, 3. The raid forms up 1, 2 or 3 game turns late (5, 
10, 15 minutes late). Form up the raid on the new turn.

Disruption. The bombers are scattered as they climb 
through clouds. Apply one level of disruption to one 
bomber unit in the raid, Luftwaffe player’s choice.

Half Escort. Half the raid escort units (round up) fail 
to rendezvous with the bombers. The Luftwaffe player 
chooses which units fail. Remove these units from the 
raid. The remainder of the raid forms up at the plotted 
time.

No Escort. If the raid contains fighter escort, they fail to 
rendezvous with the bombers. Remove all escorts from the 
raid. The remainder of the raid forms up at the plotted 
time and the bombers continue with the raid. 

After rolling for form up, adjust the form up time [9.2.7] 
and escorts accordingly. If forming up late, do not change 
the recovery time of any fighter units; that stays the same 
[17.1.2].

9.2.9 WAYPOINT RESTRICTIONS (OPTIONAL RULE)
Raids with bombers may plot no more than two waypoints 
between the form up point and the target and two between 
the target and recovery point [9.2.2].

Freie Jagd raids may plot no more than seven waypoints 
between the form up and recovery point.

9 . 3  R a i d  E x e c u t i o n
9.3.1 FORM UP COUNTERS

DESIGN NOTE: RAF radar watched formations form up over the 
Pas de Calais. These signaled that a raid was coming. 

Form up counters are placed on the map to warn that a 
Luftwaffe raid will soon form. Four game turns BEFORE a 
Luftflotte 2 raid is due to form up, place a form up counter 

on the map. Luftflotte 3 raids place a counter one 
turn before form up. Place the form up counter at 
the raid’s form up point in the Form Up Phase. If 
the counter is due to be placed before the start of 
the scenario [6.5] place it in the Luftwaffe Set Up Phase.

EXAMPLE: A Luftflotte 2 raid with bombers is due to form up at 
12:10 PM, so a form up counter is placed in the Form Up Phase 
of 11:50 AM. If the scenario is due to start at 12:00 PM the form 
up counter is placed in the Luftwaffe Set Up Phase.

Do not place form up counters if the raid’s form up point 
is out of the arc and range of RDF [11.3.1]. On placing a 
counter perform a detection check for its strength [11.6]. 
Remove the counter when the raid forms up.

Scenarios allocate a number of dummy form up 
counters to the Luftwaffe player. The scenarios list 
the number of dummies and the Gruppe values 
on their reverse (either 1g or 2g); these Gruppe 
values are used to calculate the dummy form up counter’s 
strength [11.6.1]. Dummy counters cannot form up into 
raids. The Luftwaffe player may place these on the map or 
remove them in the Form Up Phase however he sees fit to give 
the false impression of a raid forming up. Dummy form up 
counters may be used and reused any number of times.

9.3.2 FORM UP
Raids appear in play in the Form Up Phase of the game 
turn corresponding to their form up time (which may have 
been adjusted by the form up roll) [9.2.7, 9.2.8]. Check for 
detection, if applicable [11.2]. If the raid is detected, place 
its hostile raid counter on the map at its form up point; 
otherwise track its location secretly on the planning map 
[11.1.1]. A newly formed up raid commences movement in 
the Luftwaffe Movement Phase.

On forming up, place counters for the units in the raid on the 
Raid Display in the box corresponding to the raid ID [9.1.1]. 
Mark each unit with its plotted altitude [9.2.3].

9.3.3 RAID MOVEMENT
Luftwaffe raids generally move at the rate of the unit with 
the lowest MP in the raid. For raids containing bombers this 
means they must move 3 MP.

Freie Jagd and Jabo raids that are not pursuing or pancaking 
may move 3 or 4 MP in their movement phase, decided each 
time the raid counter is moved. They move at their maximum 
4 MP if they enter pursuit or pancake.

Raids fly their plotted course exactly, which means they must 
finish their movement on a hex of their plotted path. If not 
climbing or diving the raid must finish movement as many 
hexes away from its start hex as its movement point allowance. 
Units may only deviate from their plotted course if they are in 
pursuit [12.2] or have a pancake order [10.3.4].

If a unit’s plotted altitude changes during a movement phase 
[9.2.3] it is not forced to alter altitude immediately, but 
should try to be at its new altitude by the end of its move.

EXAMPLE: On its last MP of movement a Freie Jagd unit dives 
to Angels 0 and strafes an airfield hex. It is plotted to return home 
at Angels 2, but climbing in the target hex would trigger an extra 
Light Ack-Ack attack. So the unit expends its first MP in the next 
game turn to exit the hex at Angels 0 into a hex safe from LAA fire 
and the second MP to climb to its plotted altitude of Angels 2.
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9.3.4 NAVIGATION
DESIGN NOTE: Mistakes in navigation could cause bombers 
to become lost. Lost raids are miles off track and may miss their 
target, or mistake a nearby landmark for the target, or are so lost 
that they just scatter their bombs around the countryside.

Each time a bombing raid reaches a waypoint on an 
outbound leg to the target [9.2.2] or reaches the target itself, 
the Luftwaffe player secretly rolls two dice on the Navigation 
Table, based on the weather at or between the bombers’ 
altitude and the ground:

Results of the roll are as follows:

On Course. No effect.

Lost. Mark the raid with a Lost counter on the raid display. 
If the roll is a result of reaching the raid’s target, roll to see 
if it diverts to its alternate target [9.3.5].

Decoy. If the roll is as a result of reaching the raid’s target, 
it is decoyed by a nearby target. Otherwise treat as a Lost 
result. Bombers in a decoyed raid must bomb the target 
but score reduced VP as if lost; they do not divert to an 
alternate target.

If a Lost raid moves into a landmark or coastline 
hex during their move, re-roll navigation and 
apply the result. Roll only for the first landmark/
coastline hex moved into; if more than one such 

hex is encountered in that game turn do not roll again.

Lost raids score reduced VP for bombing [16.3.1]. (They are 
considered to have bombed another location.)

9.3.5 ALTERNATE TARGETS
Each raid chit, in addition to generating raid forces and their 
targets, also generates an alternate target [6.4.1]. A raid will 
divert to its alternate target in the following circumstances:

(a) If the raid reaches its target and there is foul weather 
[19.1.2] over the target hex at or below the raid’s altitude, 
the raid diverts. If the alternate target is also affected by 
foul weather the raid bombs it, applying appropriate 
column shifts for the weather [16.3.1].

(b) After rolling for navigation on reaching its target [9.3.4], 
if a raid is Lost, roll 1 die. On a 1-3 it bombs the current 
hex, applying column shift modifiers for being Lost 
[16.3.1]. On a 4-6 it diverts to its alternate target. If a 
Lost raid is still lost when it reaches its alternate target, it 
bombs the target, applying the Lost column shift.

If made to divert to its alternate target the Luftwaffe player 
immediately plots a new route from the raid’s current hex to 
the alternate target and a leg directly back (i.e., no waypoints) 
to the raid’s original recovery point [9.2.2]. The route to the 
target should be as direct as possible (i.e., no waypoints 
between the current hex and alternate target).

Bombing units that divert must use the same attack type 
[16.2] as intended against the original target.

9.3.6 BREAKING UP RAIDS
During play, raids may get broken up into smaller, separate 
raids. This may be plotted to happen when splitting raids to 
attack separate targets [9.2.5]. It can also occur when Freie 
Jagd break away from their original raid in pursuit [12.2], and 
when combat results in pancake orders [13.6]. Once broken 
out, units cannot rejoin their original raid.

Each portion of a raid that breaks out from the original raid 
is assigned a new hostile raid counter. Place the new raid on 
the map in the original raid’s hex and move the units to a new 
box on the raid display.

Units that receive pancake orders should be broken out from 
the raid, along with any other pancaking units, and made to 
form a new raid. If bomber units break out, escorts may, at the 
Luftwaffe player’s discretion, also break out and accompany 
them back to their recovery point. Such escorts retain their 
tasking and are not given pancake orders. If the last bomber 
unit in a raid pancakes, do not break it out; the entire raid, 
including escorts, heads back to the recovery point.

When raids break out, make a detection check on all the 
broken out raids and the original raid [11.5.6]. This may 
cause some of the raids to become undetected [11.1].

9.3.7 FIGHTER UNITS AND RAIDS
As a result of pursuit and combat, Luftwaffe fighter units may 
find themselves separated from their original raid or course, 
or at a different altitude to their plotted altitude.

Pancaking Units. Units with pancake orders return to 
their recovery point [10.3.4].

Escorts. A top cover escort unit that finds itself at the same 
altitude as the bombers as a result of a dogfight [13.6] may 
be moved to an altitude 2 or 4 Angels above the bombers 
when it leaves the dogfight, at no cost in MP. This is its new 
plotted altitude.

Freie Jagd. A Freie Jagd unit no longer in pursuit and 
drawn away from its plotted course must return to its 
course. 

The Luftwaffe player chooses any hex on the plotted 
course and places an order counter on it before moving. 
The counter marks the raid’s target hex [10.2.5] and the 
raid cannot deviate from this target unless it pancakes 
or enters pursuit. On reaching the target hex it begins 
moving along its plotted course. If the unit returns to 
or reaches an orbit point, it may be issued orbit orders 
[10.3.2].

When the Luftwaffe player places the order counter he 
may also set an altitude (it does not have to be the same as 
the Freie Jagd’s original plotted altitude). The unit must 
expend at least 1 MP climbing or diving each Movement 
Phase until it is at the new altitude. This is its new plotted 
altitude for the rest of the scenario.

9.3.8 WEATHER CONTINGENCY (OPTIONAL RULE)
Normally raid units fly at their plotted altitude [9.2.3]. 
However, weather permits the Luftwaffe player, at his own 
discretion, to alter their altitude. If raid units encounter 
cloud at the same altitude, they may abandon their plotted 
altitude and climb above or dive beneath it. They climb or 
dive the minimum required to get above/below the cloud.

Top cover units with cloud between them and the bombers 
may dive beneath the cloud, provided they stay at the same or 
higher altitude as the bombers.

These altitude changes described above must be applied in 
the phase the raid moves into the weather zone. The changed 
altitudes become the raid’s new plotted altitudes.
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Units that have pancake orders may dive or climb into 
weather, such as cloud or haze, that hampers RAF detection 
or tallying. Accompanying escorts may also change altitude.

If a detected raid changes altitude, recalculate its announced 
altitude based on its current detection card [11.5.3].

9.3.9 RECOVERY
DESIGN NOTE: When raids recover, their constituent units break 
off and land at their airfields.

Raids recover when they reach their plotted recovery point. 
Follow the recovery procedure [17.2] and remove the raid 
from the map. Recovered raids cannot form up again.

9 . 4  L u f t w a f f e  Ta s k i n g
9.4.1 FREIE JAGD TASK
Freie Jagd units stack in raids only with other Freie Jagd units. 
Freie Jagd units in the same raid stack at the same altitude. 
They have no target. They may plot one (only) orbit point in 
a hex along their course [10.3.2].

At the orbit point they stop moving and orbit in the next 
Patrol Phase. They maintain the orbit for as long as the 
Luftwaffe player wishes before continuing.

If the Freie Jagd raid is in an airfield hex, units may dive to 
Angels 0 and launch a strafing attack [16.2.4]. If it is in a 
balloon barrage hex, units may dive to Angels 4 and attack 
the balloons [15.2].

Freie Jagd units that are not in pursuit, attacking, pancaking 
or making a strafe/balloon attack should not alter their 
altitude except to avoid weather [9.3.8] or when returning to 
their course [9.3.7].

9.4.2 BOMBING TASK
All the bombing units in a stack must be plotted to move 
at the same altitude. Bombers that use different bombing 
methods (level bombing, dive bombing, low-level attack) 
cannot stack in the same raid.

Bombing units have a target hex defined by the raid chit 
[6.4.1-6.4.3]. They fly to the target hex at their plotted 
altitude. On reaching the target hex the bombing units make 
a bombing attack [16.2]. Bombing units should not alter their 
altitude except to pancake, avoid weather [9.3.8] or to dive-
bomb a target [16.2.2].

9.4.3 ESCORT TASK
Escort units protect the bombers in a raid. Escort units are 
defined as close escorts or top cover and move in the same 
stack as the units they are protecting. Close escorts must be 
plotted to move at the same altitude as the bombers. Top 
cover must be plotted to move at altitudes that are the same 
or higher than the bombers.

Escorts move the same number of MP as the escorted bombers 
[9.3.3] and never break out of raids unless they pancake. 
Escorts may react to RAF interception attempts [13.3.4].

9.4.4 JABOS
DESIGN NOTE: A ‘Jabo’ or ‘Jagdbomber’ was a fighter armed 
with bombs. Late in the battle Jabos approached their targets from 
high altitude before descending to attack.

Fighter units (including Erpro 210) tasked with bombing are 
termed Jabos. Plot Jabos just like a regular bombing raid, 

except that after the target an orbit point may be plotted as if 
the Jabos were a Freie Jagd.

Unlike regular bombing raids, Jabos may plot a change in 
their altitude. Plot one hex en route to their target where they 
descend to the altitude at which they will attack the target.

When a Jabo drops or jettisons its bombs, it changes its task to 
Freie Jagd and continues along its plotted course. It may orbit 
(if an orbit is plotted) or strafe like a regular Freie Jagd. When 
a Jabo changes its task to Freie Jagd, so do all escort units in 
the same raid. The entire raid is then tasked with Freie Jagd. 

Bomb-laden Jabos may not fly higher than Angels 24 or tally 
(or attack) enemy units while carrying bombs. A Jabo unit 
must jettison its bomb load if it is intercepted; it no longer 
has any bombs. EXCEPTION: Erpro 210 do not jettison their 
bombs if intercepted. Instead they take part in combat and 
receive a penalty to their combat strength [13.4.1].

1 0  C O M M A N D  &  C O N T R O L
Command and control rules govern what RAF and Luftwaffe 
units can do during play. 

1 0 . 1  R A F  R / T
The RAF controls its units in the air by radio-telephony or 
R/T. The RAF uses two types of radio: High Frequency (HF) 
and improved Very High Frequency (VHF) systems.

10.1.1 IN COMMAND
An RAF unit must check that it is in command whenever it:

(a) tries to change an order (including order changes as a 
result of losing a tally), or

(b) checks the air picture column for tallying [12.1.1].

If the unit is within radio range [10.1.2], it is in command; 
otherwise, it is out of command.

10.1.2 HF AND VHF RADIO-TELEPHONES
DESIGN NOTE: RAF fighters were equipped with short-range HF 
R/T. HF was eventually replaced by long-range VHF radio.

RAF squadrons are equipped either with HF or VHF R/T. 
The scenario will specify the type of R/T units use. As an 
easy reminder, a squadron counter with a diamond over the 
scenario number uses VHF in that scenario.  

HF R/T has a radio range of 8 hexes, though this range might 
be increased to 11 or 14 hexes by random events [7]. VHF 
R/T has unlimited radio range and so units with VHF R/T 
are always in command. 

The radio range is the distance from the squadron’s sector 
airfield, or any R/T relay location connected to that sector 
airfield, to the squadron. Radio range into a movement box 
or from a box to a hex counts as 4 hexes.

Dotted lines connect R/T relays to their sector airfield. 
Sectors cannot use relays unless they are connected. 
Connection lines that overlap do NOT imply a common 
connection, so different colour lines are used to distinguish 
between connections where they overlap.

To help the RAF player determine command at a glance, 
squadron counters are marked with a coloured diamond. 
This matches the colour of the R/T relays printed on the map 
and the R/T relay symbol at their sector airfield.
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1 0 . 2  O r d e r s
RAF units operate under orders. Luftwaffe units may be given 
orders that override their tasking. Orders can be changed if 
certain conditions are met. Sometimes orders are issued as a 
consequence of combat [13.6].

No unit may have more than one order. Issuing an order to a 
unit cancels any previous order. There are five basic orders:

Vector. Fly to a designated target hex [10.3.1].

Orbit. Stay in a hex and intercept enemy stacks that fly 
past [10.3.2].

Patrol Line. Fly between two hexes [10.3.3].

Pancake. Fly home [10.3.4].

Pursuit. Chase and attack a tallied enemy stack [12.2].

10.2.1 RAF ORDERS
RAF units without an order at the beginning of the RAF 
Movement Phase must be given an order. RAF units may be 
issued Vector, Orbit, Patrol Line or Pancake orders [10.3]. 
They receive a pursuit order when they tally.

RAF units must be given an order on takeoff. No command 
check is required; on takeoff all units are in command. No die 
roll is required for vector orders issued on takeoff [see 10.3.1 
optional rule]. 

DESIGN NOTE: Squadrons received orders by landline telephone 
as they scrambled.

10.2.2 LUFTWAFFE ORDERS
Luftwaffe units don’t always have orders. They move and 
conduct combat according to their tasking [9.4]. However, 
orders may override their tasking.

All Luftwaffe units may receive Pancake orders [10.3.4]. Freie 
Jagd units may Orbit [10.3.2] and receive pursuit orders when 
they tally. Escorts may never tally or be given a pursuit order.

10.2.3 PURSUIT ORDERS
RAF units and Freie Jagd receive pursuit orders as a result of 
tallying. Pursuit is described in the Tallying rules [12.2].

10.2.4 ORDER COUNTERS
Orders require the placement of order 
counters on the map. Each RAF squadron 
and Luftwaffe raid has a counter with 
Tally Ho! on one side and Order on the 

reverse. Both sides use generic Orbit counters to mark when 
they are orbiting.

10.2.5 TARGET HEXES
Depending on a unit’s orders [10.3], it may have a target hex. 
When the unit moves it flies directly toward the target hex, 
and must use all its Movement Points to try and reach the hex. 
Draw a line from the unit’s start position to the target hex. 
The unit must move toward the target hex by the most direct 
route and end its move either in the target hex or on this line. 
It may alter altitude freely except where noted in the orders 
description. It must stop movement when it reaches the target 
hex, though units may continue to expend MP on climbing or 
diving in a target hex.

10.2.6 CHANGING ORDERS: RAF UNITS
RAF units may be issued Orbit and Patrol Line orders in 
the Patrol Phase; otherwise, they change their orders at the 

beginning of their movement provided they are in command 
[10.1.1]. Orders cannot be changed if out of command. 
However, a unit can ALWAYS change its orders to pancake 
regardless of command status, and the change to pursuit 
orders as a result of tallying is not affected by command.

Units that tally automatically receive a pursuit order. Units in 
pursuit cannot change their orders except to pancake [12.2, 
10.3.4] or if the tally is removed [12.3]. An RAF unit that 
loses its tally for any reason must change orders in the next 
RAF Movement Phase. If it is out of command, its orders are 
changed to pancake.

Pancake orders may not change until the unit has landed.

If the RAF player wants to vector a unit to a hex out of R/T 
range and then have it orbit or enter a Patrol Line on reaching 
that hex he can, when issuing the vector order, pre-specify 
the orbit/patrol line order by placing an orbit or patrol line 
counter on the Order counter [10.3.2, 10.3.3]. (For a patrol 
line the second patrol line counter must also be placed.) In 
the Patrol Phase after reaching the Order counter the unit 
changes to the specified order without a command check.

10.2.7 CHANGING ORDERS: LUFTWAFFE UNITS
Luftwaffe units may voluntarily change their orders to 
pancake at the beginning of their movement. Once issued, 
pancake orders cannot be changed; the unit keeps them until 
it has recovered [17.2.2]. The Luftwaffe player may always 
issue pancake orders to his units; particularly if he feels a raid 
would suffer unnecessarily by continuing.

Freie Jagd units that tally automatically receive a pursuit 
order [12.1.2]. Units that lose their tally do not receive any 
orders but revert to their previous tasking [12.3].

An orbit order is issued to a Freie Jagd unit in the Patrol 
Phase [10.3.2]. An orbiting Freie Jagd may exit the orbit at 
the beginning of any Luftwaffe Movement Phase, at which 
point it must continue moving along its plotted course.

10.2.8 CHANGING ORDERS: COMBAT
After combat, fighter units may change their orders to 
pancake. Any unit that reaches its maximum disruption level 
must change its orders to pancake [13.5.1, 13.6].

1 0 . 3  O r d e r  D e s c r i p t i o n s
10.3.1 VECTOR

DESIGN NOTE: RAF squadrons were given a bearing and 
altitude to intercept a raid. 

At the beginning of the RAF Movement Phase if a unit with a 
vector order is in its target hex, issue a new order. If it is out of 
command, it must change its order to pancake.

On receiving a vector order, place the squadron’s Order 
counter anywhere on the map (even in the squadron’s 
current hex). This is its target hex for movement [10.2.5]. 

A squadron ordered to the hex it currently occupies does not 
move out of the hex, though it can change altitude.

OPTIONAL RULE: Roll a die when issuing a vector order. 
On a 2-6 the squadron receives the order, as normal. On a 1 
it does not receive the order and continues with its previous 
order. The failure to receive an order does NOT mean a unit 
is out of command. Do not roll if the vector order was issued 
on takeoff.
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DESIGN NOTE: Fighter controllers learned that issuing vector 
orders too frequently could sometimes cause confusion.

10.3.2 ORBIT
DESIGN NOTE: Squadrons orbited (i.e., flew patrol circles 
above) key targets to defend them against attack.

In the Patrol Phase RAF units can be issued orbit 
orders. They must occupy a hex containing a 
landmark, airfield, coastline or convoy counter. 
Mark the unit with an orbit counter. It can exit the 

orbit in the RAF Movement Phase by changing its order.

Freie Jagd raids may have an orbit point plotted along their 
course [9.2.1, 9.4.1]. They stop moving at the orbit point and 
in the next Patrol Phase place an orbit counter on the raid. 
They may exit the orbit at the beginning of any Luftwaffe 
Movement Phase and continue their plotted course.

Orbiting units cannot move, climb or dive until they change 
their orders. They have an orbit zone that extends from the 
hex they occupy into all adjacent hexes. Each time an enemy 
unit expends a Movement Point to enter or change altitude 
in a hex of the orbit zone during its movement, the orbiting 
unit must attempt to tally it [12]. The tally takes place before 
any other action by the moving unit such as bombing or an 
attack. If the tally is successful and the orbiting unit is eligible 
to attack, play is immediately  interrupted so that it can attack 
the moving unit [13.2.1].

EXAMPLE: A unit orbiting an airfield has a Luftwaffe raid 
move adjacent to it. It attempts a tally but fails. The Luftwaffe 
raid then moves into the orbiting unit’s hex where it will bomb 
the airfield. The orbiting unit gets another tally attempt and this 
time succeeds; movement is interrupted to resolve an attack on a 
unit in the moving stack. After combat resolution the raid’s move 
continues and it can now bomb the airfield.

If the orbiting unit’s tally fails or it is ineligible to attack, 
or declines to pursue, the moving stack may, if the owning 
player wishes, immediately attempt to tally the orbiting unit. 
Only RAF and Freie Jagd units may attempt it. If successful, 
the moving unit(s) commence pursuit of the orbiting unit 
[12.2].

10.3.3 PATROL LINES
In the Patrol Phase RAF units may set 
up patrol lines. If a squadron occupies 
a hex containing a landmark, airfield or 
coastline, mark the hex with a patrol line 

counter. Each patrol line counter has a second counter with a 
matching number; place this counter in any other landmark, 
airfield or coastline hex.

Units on patrol lines move in the RAF Movement Phase. 
The unit treats the second patrol line counter as its target 
hex. When it reaches the counter it doesn’t stop moving 
but immediately begins to fly back toward the first patrol 
line counter, treating it as a new target hex. When it reaches 
the first patrol line counter the second counter becomes the 
new target hex again. In this fashion the unit continues to 
fly a direct route back and forth between the two patrol line 
counters until the order is changed. Units flying patrol lines 
do not change altitude.

10.3.4 PANCAKE
DESIGN NOTE: ‘Pancake’ was the RAF codeword for returning 
to base. The unit must go home.

A pancaking unit’s target hex is its base airfield (RAF) or its 
recovery point (Luftwaffe). Place the unit’s Order counter in 
the airfield or recovery point hex. The unit may not climb. 
When in the airfield hex or at the recovery point the unit 
must land or recover [8.2.2, 17.2.2].

Units with pancake orders cannot tally, react to or attack 
enemy units or make air to ground attacks.

An RAF unit may divert to another friendly airfield, provided 
it is in command. Move its Order counter to the new airfield. 
Players should not abuse the divert rule to keep a unit in 
the air. Divert a unit only if its base airfield is closed or is 
threatened with attack and the unit might be caught on the 
ground.

Luftwaffe units that pancake must break out of their raid 
[9.3.6]. Pancaking Luftwaffe units are no longer subject to 
plotted altitude restrictions.

OPTIONAL RULE: Luftwaffe units don’t place an Order 
counter. Instead, when they pancake plot a fresh course on 
the planning map from their current hex back to a recovery 
point. A new recovery point may be plotted and the course 
should not have more than two waypoints plus the recovery 
point. They must fly this course instead of flying direct to the 
recovery point.

1 1  D E T E C T I O N
DESIGN NOTE: The RAF relied on the early warning provided 
by the Observer Corps and radar (codenamed Radio Direction 
Finding or RDF to disguise its function). 

When Luftwaffe raids form up [9.3.2] they are undetected. 
Through detection checks the RAF player can detect raids 
and find out information about their strength and altitude. 
Detected raid counters are placed on their detected side and 
undetected raids on their undetected side (with the “?”). 

It is possible for detected raids to become undetected again as 
a result of detection checks.

1 1 . 1  U n d e t e c t e d  R a i d s
If a raid is undetected, no information on its strength, altitude 
or the units in the raid has to be given to the RAF player. 
Remove the strength and altitude counters if a detected raid 
becomes undetected.

11.1.1 HIDDEN MOVEMENT
If a raid is undetected and not in an orbit zone or a hex 
containing Ack-Ack capable of attacking it, remove the raid 
counter and associated strength/altitude markers from the 
map. The raid is now ‘hidden’. The Luftwaffe player tracks 
the hidden raid’s movement by noting its location on the 
planning map.

A hidden raid counter must be placed on the map if:

(a) It becomes detected.

(b) It enters an RAF unit’s orbit zone.

(c) It enters a hex containing Ack-Ack capable of attacking 
the raid.
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(d) In the RAF Air Combat Phase it is within 1 hex of a non-
pancaking RAF unit.

Place the counter on the map showing its detected (case a) or 
undetected (cases b, c, d) side. If the raid is undetected and 
none of the above conditions apply (i.e., it moves out of an 
orbit zone or Ack-Ack hex, or is no longer adjacent to an RAF 
unit in the RAF Air Combat Phase), then the raid becomes 
hidden again and is removed from the map.

Freie Jagd units in a hidden raid tally RAF units as normal. If 
a tally is successful, place the raid’s Tally Ho! counter on the 
target stack but keep the raid hidden.

If a hidden raid bombs a target, the Luftwaffe player should 
announce the target and the bombing VP to the RAF player.

11.1.2 LUFTWAFFE DECEPTION
When the Luftwaffe player removes a dummy form up 
counter he may draw a detection card to conceal whether the 
raid is a real raid that is undetected at form up. The Luftwaffe 
player may also deceive the RAF player into believing that 
hidden raids are moving across the map, or that Freie Jagd 
raids contain bombers by making die rolls as desired to 
fake navigation checks, or drawing detection cards to fake 
detection and tally checks.

1 1 . 2  D e t e c t i o n  C h e c k s
Players check detection on the following occasions:

(a) In the Form Up Phase when a raid forms up, check for 
detection via RDF. (EXCEPTION: Do not check if the 
raid forms up in a location not within the arc and range 
of RDF [11.3.1]. Such raids are undetected.)

(b) If a raid moves from a movement box without an RDF 
icon to a box that has one (such as from the Caen to Baie 
de Seine movement boxes) check for detection via RDF.

(c) When a raid is created by breaking out from an existing 
detected raid [9.3.6] or when a detected raid splits up 
[11.5.6].

(d) If a ‘1’ is rolled on either die when rolling a random event 
[7], check detection for all currently detected raids. If a 
‘6’ is rolled on either die, check all undetected raids. This 
check is done before applying the event instructions.

Never check detection on tallied raids [12.1.2].

11.2.1 DETECTION CARDS
The pack of 55 detection cards 
contain all the tables used in 
detection and tallying. Shuffle the 
pack before play and place it face 
down. Cards are drawn from the 
top of the pile. Discard all detection 
cards face down in a separate pile 
after use. If the pack runs out 
shuffle the discarded pile and start 
anew.

A detection check is made by 
picking a detection card and 
applying the results [11.3.3, 11.4]. 
The detection card is placed in the raid’s box on the raid 
display. If there’s another check against that raid, pick a new 
card and discard the previous one.

11.2.2 EFFECTS OF DETECTION
The result of a detection check will be that the raid is either 
detected or undetected. If detected, then information on the 
raid’s strength and altitude may be given. See 11.5 for more 
details.

Once a raid is detected, it stays detected, even if the raid 
moves out of the arc and range of RDF [11.3.1] or moves away 
from land/coastline hexes in England [11.4]. The raid may 
only become undetected as the result of another detection 
check.

1 1 . 3  R D F
DESIGN NOTE: A line of radar stations known as ‘Chain Home’ 
monitored the sea approaches to Great Britain.

11.3.1 RDF STATIONS
RDF stations are printed on the map and are indicated as 
being either Chain Home (CH) or Chain Home Low (CHL) 
type. Raids must be within the arc and detection range of a 
station to be detected.

Each RDF station has an arc marked. Extend the arms of the 
arc outwards to encompass an area of the map. The station 
can detect raids within that arc. Hexes half inside and half 
outside the arc are considered to be within the arc.

ILLUSTRATION: Rye Chain Home station can detect targets 
within the shaded area extending out between the arms of the arc. 
Hexes which are half-shaded are considered within the arc.

Chain Home stations have a maximum detection range of 20 
hexes and Chain Home Low stations have a maximum range 
of 10 hexes. (The 10 hex range limit of Chain Home Low is 
printed on the map as a reminder.) Raids in movement boxes 
cannot be detected unless the box contains a RDF icon. The 
box will list which RDF stations can detect into that box. Raids 
in the box are considered to be in the arc and range of these 
stations.

RDF stations may be damaged by bombing, or designated 
as damaged or non-functioning by a scenario [16.4.4]. A 
damaged RDF station is non-functional.

11.3.2 SPECIAL RDF STATIONS
Four RDF stations on the North Sea coast are marked with an 
asterisk (*) next to their name: Canewdon, Bawdsey, Bromley 
and Walton. These stations may only detect raids in the North 
Sea weather zone and coastline hexes bordering that zone. 
Some of them can see into the Dunkerque movement box.

Dover (hex 1835) has a Chain Home and a Chain Home Low 
RDF station. They both use the same arc.
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11.3.3 RDF DETECTION
At the moment of the detection check, determine if the raid 
is in the arc and range of a functioning RDF station [11.3.1]. 
If not, it cannot be detected. Unless it qualifies for detection 
by the Observer Corps [11.4] it becomes undetected.

To check detection the Luftwaffe player secretly draws a 
detection card and checks the RDF table. If the raid is in the 
arc and range of one or more RDF stations (CH and/or CHL 
types), consult the Chain Home row of the table. Results are 
given as three values: detection value, strength and altitude 
[11.5].

If the lowest unit is at Angels 30 or higher, add 1 to the 
detection value (however, do not add 1 to ‘0’ results).

DESIGN NOTE: Very high-flying aircraft were more difficult to 
detect by RDF.

11.3.4 CHAIN HOME LOW
DESIGN NOTE: Chain Home could not detect low flying aircraft, 
so an advanced radar, Chain Home Low, was deployed to pick up 
low flying threats.

If an RDF detection check is being made against a raid in 
which ALL the units are flying at Angels 0, the Luftwaffe 
player simply announces the raid is undetected. However, 
Chain Home Low stations may detect such raids. If the raid is 
within the arc and 6 hexes of a Chain Home Low station when 
detection is checked, consult the Chain Home Low row of the 
RDF table and read off the result there.

The 6 hex low altitude range of Chain Home Low stations is 
printed on the map as a reminder.

1 1 . 4  O b s e r v e r  C o r p s
DESIGN NOTE: Manned observer posts dotted across England 
tracked raids over land by visual and sound location.

The Observer Corps are used if the target raid is over a land 
or coastline hex in England. If the raid is not over such a hex 
it cannot be detected by the Observer Corps; unless it can 
be detected by RDF it becomes undetected. If a raid can be 
detected by both RDF and Observers, always use the Observer 
Corps.

To check detection the Luftwaffe player secretly draws a 
detection card and checks the Observer Corps table. The row 
used depends on the prevailing weather in the target raid’s 
hex between the ground (at 0 Angels) and the lowest unit in 
the raid. Use the worst weather that applies [19.1.1]. Results 
are given as detection value, strength and altitude [11.5].

If the lowest unit is at Angels 20 or higher, add 1 to the 
detection value (however, do not add 1 to ‘0’ results).

1 1 . 5  D e t e c t i o n  I n f o r m a t i o n
Results are given as detection value, strength and altitude.

EXAMPLE: A result of 2 C +2 means a detection value of 2, 
strength C, altitude +2.

If a raid is detected the Luftwaffe player reveals it by placing it 
on the map and declares its strength and its altitude.

11.5.1 DETECTION
Compare the detection value to the number of Gruppen in 
the raid. Count three Staffeln as one Gruppe when figuring 
the size of the raid. If the detection result is equal to or less 

than the raid size the raid is detected. If the detection result is 
greater than the raid size, the raid is undetected. A result of 0 
always means that the raid is detected, regardless of size.

EXAMPLE: A raid comprises two Gruppen and one Staffel. It 
counts as two Gruppen in size (there are not enough Staffeln for a 
third Gruppe). Any detection card result of 0 to 2 detects the raid. 
Any result of 3 or more means the raid is undetected.

11.5.2 STRENGTH
If the raid is detected, consult the Strength Table 
on the play aids, cross-referencing the strength 
result listed (from A to E) with the total number 
of units in the raid. When totalling the number of 
units count three Staffeln as one Gruppe. 

Announce the table result as the strength of the raid.

DESIGN NOTE: Raid strength is described as the approximate 
number of aircraft in the raid. So a result of 100+ indicates a raid 
of 100 or more aircraft, roughly three or four Gruppen.

11.5.3 ALTITUDE
If the raid is detected, announce an altitude equal to that 
of the lowest unit in the raid plus the card’s altitude value.  
Altitude results less than Angels 0 are announced as 0 and 
above Angels 34 are announced as 34.

11.5.4 ANNOUNCEMENT
The Luftwaffe player announces the strength and the altitude 
of the raid by placing altitude and strength counters on it. The 
altitude and strength counters may not accurately describe 
the actual strength and altitude of the raid. This is deliberate 
as the RAF player may be fooled by the false information.

11.5.5 DETECTION CARD PLACEMENT
After announcing the detection results, place the detection 
card in the raid’s box on the raid display without showing the 
RAF player. If the raid is tallied, the Luftwaffe player should 
reveal the card to verify the information he gave earlier was 
truthful, then discard the card face down [11.2.1].

11.5.6 CHANGING INFORMATION
If a detected raid becomes undetected, remove the strength 
and altitude counters and discard the detection card. If a 
detected raid is detected again, apply the strength value and/
or altitude modifier results only if they are more accurate 
(i.e., the strength is higher or the altitude is closer to the 
actual altitude). Announce the new values and change the 
altitude and strength counters.

If a detected raid breaks into separate raids, remove all 
altitude and strength counters. Then make a detection check 
on each separate raid (including the original they have split 
or broken out from).

11.5.7 TALLIES
Once a raid has been tallied, the RAF player can see the 
exact strength and altitudes of the raid [12.1.2]. So discard 
the detection card and strength counter, and set the raid’s 
altitude to its accurate altitude (i.e., that of the lowest unit).

1 1 . 6  F o r m  U p  D e t e c t i o n
When a form up counter is first placed on the map, perform 
a detection check if it is inside the range and arc of RDF 
[11.3.1]. If the form up counter is detected, place a strength 
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counter on it as if it were a raid (but do not place an altitude 
counter). If it is undetected, place the form up counter, but 
no strength information.

11.6.1 STRENGTH CHECKS
If the form up counter is ‘detected’ apply the strength result 
[11.5.2] and place a strength counter based on the number 
of units in the raid. If the raid counter is a dummy, use the 
1g or 2g Gruppe value on the counter reverse to calculate the 
strength [9.3.1].

Discard the detection card after applying the result; do not 
place it on the raid display. Only check form up strength (not 
altitude) when placing the form up counter. Random event 
detection results [7] do not apply to form up counters.

11.6.2 FORM UP STRENGTH AND ALTITUDE
When a raid forms up [9.3.2], it checks for detection if eligible 
[11.2]. If it is detected, place the raid’s altitude counter and 
either the form up counter’s strength counter (if any), OR a 
new strength counter if the detected strength is now greater 
as per 11.5.6.

1 2  T A L L Y I N G
DESIGN NOTE: Enemy aircraft needed to be found and sighted 
visually before they could be attacked. The tally rules do not reflect 
all the visual sighting going on in the battle. Rather, they are the 
critical visual contacts with enemy formations.

Units pursue and attack targets they have tallied. Tallies occur 
on the following occasions:

In the RAF Air Combat Phase all RAF fighter units that do not 
have a tally or pancake order may attempt to tally an enemy 
raid. Detected and undetected raids may be tallied.

In the Luftwaffe Air Combat Phase all Freie Jagd units without 
a tally or pancake order may attempt to tally an enemy stack.

In the movement and pursuit phases, orbiting units must 
attempt to tally enemy units that move into their orbit zone 
[10.3.2]. If an orbiting unit fails to tally, moving RAF and 
Freie Jagd units may tally in return.

1 2 . 1  M a k i n g  Ta l l i e s
Units are not required to tally; they do so at the player’s 
discretion. (EXCEPTION: Orbiting units must attempt to 
tally stacks that move through their orbit zone [10.3.2].) 
Units that already have tallies cannot make tally attempts.

Tally attempts may be made up to the following distances, 
depending on the weather. Tallies may not exceed these 
visibility distances:

Weather Distance (hexes)

Fine 5

Patchy Cloud, Haze 1

Broken Cloud, Dense Haze 1

Overcast, Fog, Rain 0
Use the worst weather that applies to the raid [19.1.3]. Bad 
weather effects apply only if they affect ALL units in the raid. 
If the RAF player believes that a weather effect applies when it 
doesn’t, the Luftwaffe player should admit it doesn’t without 
giving any other information about the raid away.

EXAMPLE: A raid with bombers at Angels 12 and fighter top 
cover at Angels 16 is flying through broken cloud at Angels 12. 
An RAF squadron at Angels 10 treats the raid as being in broken 
cloud. Another squadron at Angels 14 treats it as fine weather.

Because a Luftwaffe raid’s announced altitude may differ 
from its actual altitude, use the announced value when 
checking what weather applies to that raid. However, if the 
Luftwaffe player believes his raid should benefit from the 
weather because of the actual altitudes of the tallying unit and 
the raid, he can declare that the weather applies. He does not 
have to give details of the actual altitudes when he does this.

EXAMPLE: There is broken cloud at Angels 14. An RAF 
squadron at Angels 8 is trying to tally a raid with an announced 
altitude of Angels 12. However, the raid is actually at Angels 
16. The Luftwaffe player declares that he’s claiming the benefit of 
broken cloud without admitting the altitude of his raid.

Each fighter unit makes a separate tally check. (EXCEPTION: 
Only the lead RAF unit in a wing may check tallies [20.2.2].) 
Freie Jagd units that tally must break out from their raid and 
form a new raid [9.3.6].

A unit makes one tally per enemy stack; it cannot tally separate 
units within a stack. A unit may make any number of attempts 
against different stacks, but must place a Tally Ho! counter on 
the first target it successfully tallies. If it fails to tally one target, 
it may make an attempt against another and keep going until 
it has either tallied or run out of potential targets. Once a unit 
has a tally, it makes no more tally attempts.

12.1.1 TALLY CHECK
Draw a detection card for each target and look at the Tally 
Ho! table. There are three Air Picture columns on the card 
for a Good (Gd), Degraded (Dg) and Poor (Pr) Air Picture.

Normally, players reference the Poor column (marked with 
a yellow background). However, if an RAF unit is attempting 
to tally a detected raid and is either in command OR is out of 
command but has a Vector order, it uses the column indicated 
by the Air Picture counter [12.1.5].

Cross reference the row for the applicable weather with the 
Air Picture column. There are four possible results.

No Result. A ‘-’ means there is no result. The Tally attempt 
has failed and there is no further effect.

Tally. If the result is a number that is equal to or greater 
than the distance in hexes to the target, the target is 
tallied. Otherwise, it is treated as no result.

If the target is in or adjacent to a hex marked with an 
Ack-Ack Barrage counter [14.1.2], the RAF player may 
increase the card value by 1.

Confusion. In the combat phases only, if the result is an RAF 
roundel symbol, the tallying player’s opponent may select 
an alternative target, which is automatically tallied instead. 
If he declines to pick a unit, this is treated as No Result.

The alternative target must be an enemy unit that is at a 
distance equal to or closer than the original target and is 
not in worse weather than the original. Hidden units may 
be picked. 

Large Raids. If the result is a bomber icon and the target 
is a raid comprising two or more bomber Gruppen the 
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Luftwaffe player announces this and the raid is tallied. 
Otherwise, this is treated as No Result.

After applying the result discard the card face down.

12.1.2 TALLY RESULTS
If the target is tallied the tallying player 
places the squadron’s or raid’s Tally Ho! 
counter on it. A unit that tallies a target 
has its orders changed to pursuit. While 

the target remains tallied, the tallying unit(s) are in pursuit 
and must move according to the pursuit rules [12.2]. They 
must attack that target if eligible [13.3.1].

Tallied raids are automatically detected and cannot become 
undetected while they are tallied. Do not make detection 
checks on tallied raids [11.2]. As soon as a stack is tallied the 
enemy player must show all the units in the stack, revealing 
the disruption levels and altitude of each unit. The counters 
are placed so that only the fighter and bomber silhouettes 
on the reverse can be seen. So long as a stack remains tallied, 
the owning player must reveal unit and altitude information 
on request and tell his opponent when any changes to this 
information are made.

(To save the Luftwaffe player the inconvenience of getting 
out the counters each time from the raid display when a raid 
is tallied, he can simply tell the RAF player the composition of 
the raid, if both players agree.)

If, after revealing the information, all units in the target stack 
are 4 or more Angels above or 8 or more Angels below the 
tallying unit, it may decline to pursue. Do not place a Tally 
Ho! counter; the unit cannot continue making tally attempts 
in that phase. 

12.1.3 ESCORTS
Luftwaffe escorts never tally or pursue RAF units.

12.1.4 MULTIPLE TALLIES
RAF fighter units in wings only use the wing leader’s tally 
target [20.2.2].

If multiple Freie Jagd units in a raid attempt to tally the same 
target, make one tally attempt. If successful, all the units tally 
the target; if not, none of them tally the target. Freie Jagd 
units may also attempt to tally separate targets. Tallies on 
separate targets are resolved individually.

If a tallied raid breaks up into separate raids the Luftwaffe 
player must show the new raids as if they were tallied [12.1.2]. 
The RAF player then chooses which raid he wishes to tally 
and places his Tally Ho! counter on that raid. The other raids 
are not tallied by that unit. After the tally allocation is made, 
detection checks are made on the non-tallied raids [11.5.6].

12.1.5 AIR PICTURE
DESIGN NOTE: RAF fighter controllers maintained a picture of 
the air situation that enabled them to control the battle. As the 
fighting wore on the Air Picture became confused and chaotic.

At the start of play the Air Picture counter is 
placed on the Air Picture Track on the map in the 
Good box. Each time a cohesion check roll [13.5] 
results in a roll of 3 or less on the dice (before 

modification), move the Air Picture counter one space 
toward Poor. The counter cannot be moved beyond Poor.

Each Admin Phase if the Air Picture counter is less than 
Good, the RAF player rolls one die. On a roll of 6 the Air 
Picture counter is moved one space back towards Good. The 
counter cannot be moved beyond Good.

1 2 . 2  P u r s u i t
A tally results in a pursuit order. The unit (or raid’s) Tally Ho! 
counter is placed on the target and moves with it. This marks 
the pursuing unit’s target hex [10.2.5].

If Freie Jagd units in a raid tally multiple targets, use spare 
Tally Ho! counters to mark each target. If a unit must leave a 
raid to pursue a target, break it out into a new raid [9.3.6].

So long as a unit has a tally, it cannot change orders except 
to pancake, unless the tally is lost [12.3]. Pursuing RAF 
squadrons move in the Pursuit Phase. Pursuing Freie Jagd 
units may move in either the Luftwaffe Movement Phase or 
the Pursuit Phase. However, units that enter pursuit against 
orbiting units during The RAF or Luftwaffe Movement Phases 
[10.3.2] complete their pursuit movement in that phase and 
do not move again that game turn.

A pursuing unit must try to enter the target hex [10.2.5] at 
the same or higher altitude as its target. It cannot dive below 
its target. Units in pursuit can only attack their tallied target.

If the pursuing unit ends its movement in the same or 
adjacent hex to its target, immediately resolve an attack on 
the target [13.2.2].

If a tallied target moves adjacent to or into the same hex 
as its pursuing unit during movement, the pursuit unit 
immediately attacks its target. Movement temporarily stops 
while the attack is resolved [13.2.2].

1 2 . 3  Ta l l y  L o s s
A tally is automatically lost and the Tally Ho! counter removed 
in the following circumstances:

1. At the beginning of the tallying unit’s Air Combat 
Phase the target is beyond the visibility distance for the 
prevailing weather [12.1].

2. The tally is broken due to weather [12.3.1].

3. The tallying unit receives a pancake order.

4. The target is destroyed.

5. The target recovers (i.e., it lands) [17.2].

A pursuing unit may voluntarily lose its tally after any combat 
it takes part in involving the target stack unless the result is a 
dogfight [13.6]. 

A pursuing unit may also voluntarily lose its tally at the 
beginning of its movement if the target is not in the same hex 
or adjacent, and at an eligible altitude to be attacked [13.3.1]. 
After removing its Tally Ho! counter the unit does not move 
in that phase but stays in the same hex at the same altitude

An RAF unit that loses its tally must change its orders before it 
next moves [10.2.6]. A Luftwaffe unit that loses its tally reverts 
to its previous task [10.2.7].

12.3.1 BROKEN TALLIES
If broken cloud, haze or foul weather affect the tally at the 
beginning of the tallying unit’s Air Combat Phase, there is 
a chance the tally may be broken. Roll one die and check 
the following table. If the result is rolled, the tally is broken. 
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However, the tallying unit may attempt to tally again in that 
Air Combat Phase.

Weather Roll to Break Tally

Haze 1-2

Broken Cloud, Dense Haze 1-3

Overcast, Rain, Fog 1-5

1 3  A I R  C O M B A T
Fighter units may attack enemy fighter and bomber units; 
bomber units cannot attack. RAF units and Freie Jagd require 
a tally to attack. Escorts do not require a tally to react and 
attack.

1 3 . 1  C o m b a t  R e s o l u t i o n  O v e r v i e w
An attacking unit or stack rolls to intercept a target unit [13.3]. 
On interception a combat is resolved. However, escorts may 
try to react and prevent the interception of bombing-tasked 
units [13.3.4]. A successful reaction in turn generates its own 
separate attack. 

Each attack is resolved separately. The attack procedure and 
combat (including all reactions and resulting combats) must 
be completed before the next can be resolved.

EXAMPLE: 74 and 111 Squadrons both attack a Luftwaffe raid 
in the RAF Air Combat Phase. The RAF player decides to resolve 
74 Squadron’s attack first. However, the escort successfully reacts 
against 74. It stops 74’s attack and resolves its own attack on the 
squadron before 111’s attack can begin.

1 3 . 2  W h e n  C o m b a t  Ta k e s  P l a c e
Combat takes place on the following occasions:

In the RAF Movement Phase, Luftwaffe Movement Phase and 
Pursuit Phase

• Orbiting fighter units must attack when they tally an 
enemy moving through their orbit zones.

• If an orbiting unit fails to tally, the moving fighter units 
may try to tally and attack the orbiting unit.

• Pursuing fighters must attack when their targets move 
into the same or adjacent hex, or they end their move in 
or adjacent to their tallied target’s hex.

In the Dogfight Phase

• Dogfighting units conduct combat.

In the RAF Combat Phase and Luftwaffe Combat Phase

• Units must attack tallied targets in the same or adjacent 
hex.

A unit can take part in combat in more than one phase, or 
be in combat more than once in a phase. A fighter unit may 
attack any number of times in the same phase, provided it is 
eligible [13.3.1]. However, units may not attack the same unit 
twice in the same phase.

EXAMPLE: An RAF squadron attacks a raid comprising two 
bomber Gruppen in the RAF Air Combat Phase. It intercepts and 
combats one of the Gruppen and does not pancake after combat. It 
can now attack the other bomber unit if the RAF player wishes.

EXAMPLE: A Luftwaffe Me109 Gruppe is tasked with top 
cover on a Gruppe of bombers. It is the RAF Air Combat Phase. 

Through escort reaction it attacks an RAF squadron that was 
trying to attack the bombers. The Gruppe does not pancake after 
combat, so it remains eligible to react against any other RAF 
squadrons that try to attack the bombers that phase. 

13.2.1 ORBITING UNITS
Orbiting units must attack if they tally a stack that enters or 
changes altitude within their orbit zone during movement 
[10.3.2]. The orbiting units must be eligible to attack 
[13.3.1], otherwise no attack is allowed. The attack takes 
place following the expenditure of the Movement Point, 
after any Ack-Ack fire [14.1.1] but before any other action 
by the moving unit such as bombing or an attack. Movement 
temporarily stops while the attack is resolved and resumes 
when combat is complete.

If an orbiting unit fails its tally attempt, the moving 
stack may attempt to tally and attack the orbiting 
unit in return. If the moving stack is a Luftwaffe 
raid, only Freie Jagd may try to tally. If the tally is 

successful, movement temporarily stops to resolve the attack. 

13.2.2 PURSUING UNITS
If a pursuing unit is in the same or 
adjacent hex to its target at the end of 
its movement, it attacks. This is resolved 
before any other units move.

Pursuing units must immediately attack if their tallied target 
moves adjacent to or into their hex during movement [12.2]. 
As with orbiting units [13.2.1], movement temporarily stops 
while interception and combat is resolved, though if the unit 
is not eligible to attack [13.3.1], no attack is allowed.

The pursuing unit is the attacker and its target the defender, 
but if two units are pursuing each other and one moves next 
to the other, triggering an attack, roll a die to see which is the 
attacker. On a 1-3 it’s the RAF unit, a 4-6 the Luftwaffe unit.

13.2.3 DOGFIGHTS
If opposing units at the same altitude in the 
same hex are marked with a dogfight counter, 
they conduct combat only in the Dogfight Phase 
[13.6.1]. No interception roll is necessary.

13.2.4 RAF AIR COMBAT PHASE
If an RAF unit has tallied an enemy stack and is in the same 
or adjacent hex in the RAF Air Combat Phase, it must attack 
if it is eligible to attack.

13.2.5 LUFTWAFFE AIR COMBAT PHASE
If a Freie Jagd unit has tallied an enemy stack and is in the 
same or adjacent hex in the Luftwaffe Air Combat Phase, it 
must attack if it is eligible to attack. 

13.2.6 ESCORT REACTION
When the RAF attacks a bombing-tasked unit, escorts may 
react. If escort units successfully react, the RAF unit’s attack 
may be halted and instead the escorts attack the RAF unit 
[13.3.4]. The RAF unit is no longer the attacker; the escort 
attacks and the RAF unit defends.

13.2.7 ORDER OF COMBAT RESOLUTION
Combats that occur as a consequence of movement are 
resolved immediately. In the RAF Air Combat Phase the 
RAF player chooses the order of combat resolution. In the 
Luftwaffe Air Combat Phase the Luftwaffe player chooses.
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1 3 . 3  I n t e r c e p t i o n
Attacking units resolve interceptions as follows:

1. Identify the attacking units and pick an enemy stack for 
them to attack [13.3.1].

2. Reveal the attacking and target stacks and provide 
information [13.3.1].

3. Select unit(s) in the target stack to attack. The hex and 
altitude of the selected unit is the point of intercept.

4. Roll to intercept [13.3.2]. Move attacking RAF and Freie 
Jagd units to the point of intercept. Flip the units in 
combat to their front side.

5. If the RAF player has rolled an intercept or bounce 
against a bombing-tasked unit [9.4.2], the Luftwaffe 
player rolls for escort reaction [13.3.4]. If the escort 
successfully reacts, select escort units to attack and 
resolve an interception. This may halt the original RAF 
attack.

6. Resolve combat against the target unit [13.4].

7. If the Luftwaffe escorts received a Late or Fend Off 
result, finally resolve the escort’s attack on the attacker 
[13.3.4].

13.3.1 INTERCEPTION PROCEDURE
A unit is eligible to attack a target if it is in the same or 
adjacent hex, and is not more than 2 Angels below. If not 
eligible, the unit cannot attack.

The attacking player selects the target stack and 
replaces it with the Combat counter to note the 
location of the combat. Take all the units in the 
stack and reveal them, face down, showing their 

reverse sides with the fighter or bomber silhouette. The 
attacker also takes his attacking units and reveals them face 
down.

Players may ask for information on the altitude and disruption 
level of each revealed unit. Players must freely give this 
information but do not have to reveal a unit’s aircraft type.

The attacking player now declares which target unit(s) will 
be attacked. The point of intercept is the hex location and 
altitude of the selected target.

If the target is a Luftwaffe raid, the RAF player points to ONE 
UNIT in the target stack that he wants to attack. He then 
declares which of his units is attempting the attack. 

If the target is an RAF wing, the Luftwaffe player must attack 
the entire stack [20.2.3]. (He can’t pick out individual units.) 
The wing will defend as a stack of units.

More than one unit can attack together provided they are 
in the same wing (for RAF) or raid (for Luftwaffe) and are 
at the same altitude. They intercept together (make one 
interception roll for the stack) and resolve combat together. 

The attacker now makes an interception roll. 

13.3.2 INTERCEPTION ROLL
The attacker rolls two dice and consults the Interception 
Table on the play aids, applying modifiers as appropriate for 
his attacking unit(s), and refers to the column for the target’s 
disruption level. A unit at its max disruption level uses the 
maximum column.

The results of the roll are as follows:

• Intercept. The target unit is intercepted. Luftwaffe 
escorts may react [13.3.4]. Resolve a combat [13.4]. 

• Bounce. The intercepting unit bounces the target, 
gaining a tactical advantage. Luftwaffe escorts may react 
[13.3.4]. Resolve a combat, applying the bounce modifier 
[13.4]. 

• Stragglers. The intercepting unit attacks stragglers in 
the target unit. Resolve a combat, applying the Straggler 
rules [13.4.4]. Luftwaffe escorts may NOT react.

EXAMPLE: An Me109 Gruppe at Angels 14 attacks an RAF 
fighter squadron in the same hex at Angels 10. The target 
squadron has 1 level of disruption and is therefore at its maximum 
disruption level. As the attacking unit is ‘up sun’ of the target it 
claims a +1 and an additional +1 for being 4 Angels above.

Total modifiers are +2. The Luftwaffe player rolls 4, modified to 
6: a stragglers result on the maximum disruption column.

DESIGN NOTE: The ‘bounce’ was a surprise move that gave a 
tactical advantage. It was often achieved by diving fast out of the 
sun or through shock tactics such as head-on attacks.

After rolling for interception, move attacking RAF and Freie 
Jagd units (not escorts) to the point of intercept (i.e., the 
target’s hex and altitude [13.3.1]). This movement is in 
addition to any other movement they have done that turn. 
Mark units that increase altitude with climb counters [8.1.5].

All units now engaged in combat flip their counters from the 
reverse to their front side and reveal their type.

13.3.3 UP SUN
An attacking RAF or Freie Jagd unit (NOT an escort) may 
apply ‘up sun’ modifiers to the interception roll if it is 4 or 
more Angels above the target in either the same hex or the 
adjacent hex that is ‘up sun’ from the target (i.e., it is in the 
adjacent hex in the direction of the sun [19.2.6]). Also, the 
target must not have overcast at a higher altitude in its hex.

13.3.4 ESCORT REACTION
DESIGN NOTE: Reaction determines whether escorts tally 
attacking RAF squadrons in a timely fashion and engage them 
before they can reach the bombers.

Luftwaffe escort units react to defend bombers and bombing-
tasked units in the same raid. If the RAF player rolls an 
intercept or bounce when attacking a bombing-tasked unit, 
the Luftwaffe player rolls for reaction. Do NOT roll for 
reaction if the RAF player rolled a Stragglers result.

Reaction determines whether escorts stop the RAF from 
attacking. Escorts only react to attacks against bombing-
tasked units in the same raid. Each reacting escort roll must 
be made against one attacking RAF unit or wing.

The Luftwaffe player reacts only if there are escorts in the 
raid. Regardless of the number of escorts in a raid, only one 
roll is made to stop each attack.

To react roll two dice, modify as appropriate and consult the 
Escort Reaction Table. Use the 1 squadron column if a single 
squadron or flight is attacking. If the RAF is attacking as a 
wing, use the column for the number of squadrons in the 
wing. (Flights count as half a squadron.)
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The results of the roll are as follows:

No Reaction. The escort doesn’t react. The attacking RAF 
unit continues with its attack and resolves a combat. 

React. The escort heads off the attacking RAF unit from 
its target. The RAF attack fails (do not roll the combat) 
and it must instead defend against the escort’s attack. The 
Luftwaffe player selects escort units which immediately 
attack and roll an interception against the RAF unit. 

Dogfight. If there is a dogfight travelling with the raid the 
RAF unit is drawn into the fight. Its attack fails (do not 
roll the combat). Move the attacking units to the hex and 
altitude of the dogfight and mark them with a dogfight 
counter [13.6.1]. They join the dogfight and participate in 
combat in the next Dogfight Phase. If there is no dogfight 
travelling with the raid, treat as a React result.

Late. The escort arrives too late or fighters break through 
to the bombers. The attacking RAF unit rolls a combat 
against the bomber target. When this is complete the 
Luftwaffe player must select escort units to attack the RAF 
unit. The escorts roll to intercept. The RAF unit must now 
defend against the escort’s attack.

Fend Off #. Squadrons in the wing hold the escorts at 
bay while the rest of the wing attacks the bombers. A 
number of squadrons equal to the Fend Off number 
break away from the wing and are assigned to fend off. 
(If two squadrons break away they form a separate wing 
[20.2.4].) The remaining RAF squadrons in the wing 
resolve a combat against the bomber target.

After the RAF player resolves his combat with the bombers, 
the Luftwaffe player must select escort units to attack the 
fend off units, which defend against the escort’s attack.

In addition, the Luftwaffe player may optionally select 
escorts to attack the RAF units that attacked the bombers. 
This attack is separate from the one on the fend-off units 
and is treated as a Late reaction result.

EXAMPLE: A five-squadron wing attacks a bomber unit. The 
Luftwaffe player rolls a Fend Off 2 result. The RAF player assigns 
two squadrons to fend off, while three attack the bombers.

After the bomber combat is resolved the Luftwaffe player assigns 
one escort Gruppe to attack the fend off units, which defend as 
a wing. After the escort attack is resolved he takes the option to 
attack the wing (now reduced to three squadrons) that attacked 
the bombers. For this second attack he could assign a different 
escort Gruppe. However, as it is not in a dogfight he decides to 
attack with the Gruppe that attacked the fend-off units.

Late and React results mean the Luftwaffe player selects one 
or more escort units to attack. The units are selected the 
moment the escort attack is resolved. 

The Luftwaffe player may select top cover or close escort units 
but not both. Some specially marked dice results require the 
player to select close escorts if they are present; if not present 
he must use top cover. (EXCEPTION: In a Fend Off situation 
the optional Late attack may use any escort unit, and is not 
restricted by the marked dice result.) 

The Luftwaffe player may not select units engaged in a 
dogfight. If all escorts are tied up dogfighting, no reaction 
takes place. He may select more than one escort if he wishes. 
Multiple reacting units attack in combat together.

Escorts attack RAF units at the point of intercept—the 
location and altitude of their original bomber target [13.3.1]. 
Escorts maintain their altitude and do not move to the point 
of intercept unless they pancake or enter a dogfight.

13.3.5 ATTACKER AND DEFENDER
Escort reactions and fend-offs [13.3.4] may result in a string 
of interceptions and combats. Resolve these in order.

In a combat the target of an attacker is the defender. This 
also applies to escort reactions so that a Luftwaffe escort unit 
that reacts and intercepts is treated as the attacker and the 
formerly attacking RAF units as the defender.

EXAMPLE: An RAF squadron tries to attack a bomber Gruppe. 
The escort reacts but gets a Late result. So the squadron intercepts 
the bombers first and resolves combat as the attacker. When this is 
complete the late escort intercepts. It is the attacker and the RAF 
squadron is now defending.

1 3 . 4  C o m b a t  R e s o l u t i o n  S t e p s
If a combat commences, resolve it as follows:

1. If the combat is between fighter units, determine the 
attacker’s and defender’s combat strengths [13.4.1].

2. Attacks on bombers use the attack column for the 
defending bomber type. Attacks on fighters find the 
attack column by subtracting the defender’s combat 
strength from the attacker’s [13.4.2].

3. The attacker and defender both roll for combat results 
on the Attacker and Defender Combat Results Tables 
using the attack column determined above [13.4.3].

4. Note casualties and roll a cohesion check for each unit in 
the combat [13.4.3, 13.5].

5. Resolve the post-combat procedure [13.6].

13.4.1 TOTAL COMBAT STRENGTH
DESIGN NOTE: Combat strength is an assessment of the unit’s 
ability in combat and is based on its manoeuvrability, firepower 
and vulnerability in combat.

Each fighter unit has a combat strength listed on its counter. 
Select one attacking unit and the defending unit(s) and 
modify their combat strength as follows (modifiers are 
cumulative):

-2 The unit is an Erpro 210 Gruppe or Staffel and is 
carrying bombs

-1 The unit is disrupted

-1 The unit is a defending RAF unit in vic formation 
(do not apply if the RAF unit is disrupted or in a 
dogfight)

-1 The unit is a Spitfire unit at Angels 30+

-1 The unit is a Hurricane unit at Angels 26+

-1 The unit is a close escort

+1 For each additional friendly squadron or Gruppe 
(see below)

Where there are multiple attackers or defenders in the combat, 
RAF units add 1 to the unit’s strength for each additional 
squadron or squadron-equivalent (i.e., two flights); Luftwaffe 
units add 1 to the unit’s strength for each additional Gruppe 
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or Gruppe-equivalent (i.e., three Staffeln). These modifiers 
are added regardless of the type of additional unit.

EXAMPLE: A Spitfire squadron at Angels 30 is defending using 
vic formations. Its strength is modified by -2 from 6 to 4.

The Spitfire unit is attacked by a Me109 Gruppe and a Me110 
Gruppe. The Me110 has one disruption level. The Luftwaffe 
player selects the strength 7 Me109 unit and adds 1 for the 
disrupted Me110 Gruppe. The total combat strength is 8. 

13.4.2 ATTACK COLUMN
When attacking bombers, use the attack column for the 
defending bomber type. There are two columns: one for 
Do17, He111, Ju88 bombers; and one for Ju87 and BR.20s.

When attacking fighters find the attack column on the 
Combat Results Tables by subtracting the defender’s total 
combat strength from the attacker’s. The result can be 0 or a 
positive or negative number.

EXAMPLE: A defending unit has a total combat strength of 6 
and the attacker is 4. 6 subtracted from 4 is a result of -2. The 
attack column used is -2.

Use the column corresponding to the result. If the result is 
greater than 4, use the +4 column; if less than -4 use the -4 
column.

13.4.3 COMBAT RESULTS TABLES
The attacker rolls two dice and modifies the result as 
indicated. He refers to the Attacker Combat Results Table 
using the attack column determined earlier. At the moment 
the attacker rolls, the defender also rolls two dice and applies 
the same modifiers as the attacker, but refers to the Defender 
Combat Results Table, also using the same attack column 
determined earlier.

The results against the enemy are given as the number of 
aircraft shot down and its cohesion check modifier as follows: 
# aircraft/cohesion check modifier.

Total the number of shot down aircraft and note the casualties 
on the log sheet. (If multiple units were involved, the owning 
player shares them out amongst his units as he wishes.)

If a unit takes casualties equal to or greater than its casualty 
threshold, it is destroyed and removed from play. Casualty 
thresholds are 6 for flights, 8 for Staffeln, 12 for squadrons, 
and 24 for Gruppen.

DESIGN NOTE: Big air battles tended to be fairly indecisive. 
Most damage was achieved at the beginning of the engagement 
where an attacker could achieve tactical surprise. 

The casualties inflicted by these dice rolls might not be the result 
of a single fight. They could be the result of a running battle over 
the course of the game turn and in some cases kills may take place 
many miles away from the original scene of the battle.

13.4.4 STRAGGLERS
DESIGN NOTE: As units disintegrated, small groups of aircraft 
began to straggle. Attacking pilots often preferred to tackle 
vulnerable stragglers rather than the main body of the enemy.

If a unit intercepts stragglers, treat the combat as if it were a 
bounce attack, but halve all casualties on both sides (round 
fractions up).

The straggler unit does not roll a cohesion check, or expend 
ammo or endurance. (However, the attacking unit still rolls 
for cohesion and expends ammo and endurance.)

1 3 . 5  C o h e s i o n
DESIGN NOTE: The results of air combats broke up and 
dispersed aircraft formations across the sky.

After combat, each unit involved in the combat rolls a 
cohesion check. (EXCEPTION: If the unit was a straggler in 
combat, it does not roll for cohesion [13.4.4].)

Roll two dice on the Cohesion Table and modify as indicated. 
Use the fighter or bomber/Erpro 210 column, as appropriate. 
The balloon column is used for bombing-tasked units that fly 
through balloon barrages [15.1]. The result is the number of 
disruption levels applied to the unit. 

If the cohesion roll is a 3 or less before modification, move 
the Air Picture counter one space right on the Air Picture 
Track (toward Poor) [12.1.5].

13.5.1 DISRUPTION
DESIGN NOTE: Disruption represents the breakdown of unit 
cohesion as well as aircraft damage. A disrupted unit is an 
expanding bubble of aircraft, scattered across the sky. Some of its 
strength has returned home or is off chasing enemies elsewhere. 

Mark disruption on the log sheet or place a 
disruption counter of the appropriate value on 
the unit. Disruption levels are cumulative with any 
previous levels accrued to the unit. The maximum 

number of disruption levels a flight, squadron or Staffel can 
have is 1, and for a Gruppe is 3. 

If a unit reaches its maximum disruption level it must pancake 
[10.2.8, 13.6]. If it reaches maximum level in the hex where it 
is plotted to make a bombing attack, the unit bombs its target 
before the pancake order is applied. Additional disruption 
has no effect on units at their maximum level.

Remove all disruption levels when the unit reforms at an 
airfield [18.2.5].

13.5.2 AMMO
DESIGN NOTE: Ammunition expenditure in combat was high. 
As pilots ran out they would break off and go home.

All fighter units have an ammo box on the log sheets. After 
the first combat they take part in, cross out the box. (Do not 
do this if the only combat the unit took part in was defending 
as a straggler [13.4.4].) Until the unit is rearmed at an airfield, 
it is now in a low ammo state. 

If a fighter unit is in a low ammo state at the beginning of a 
combat, add the indicated modifier to the cohesion roll. 

Fighter units that strafe or attack balloons use up ammo 
[15.2, 16.2.4]. Cross out the ammo box when they strafe or 
attack. If already crossed out, add 1 level of disruption to the 
unit each time it strafes or attacks balloons.

13.5.3 DIVE BOMBING
DESIGN NOTE: Dive bombing broke up a Stuka unit.

Following a dive bombing attack, roll a cohesion check 
[16.2.2].
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1 3 . 6  P o s t - C o m b a t  E f f e c t s
DESIGN NOTE: Combat was traumatic. Fighter units often 
found themselves scattered. For bombers, survival depended on 
keeping to the mission plan and maintaining a tight formation.

After a combat is finished, the units involved in that combat 
perform the following actions, in strict order:

(1) All units at their maximum disruption level receive a 
pancake order [10.2.8, 13.5.1]. Move them to the hex 
and altitude of the point of intercept [13.3.1]. Break 
pancaking Luftwaffe units out from the raid [9.3.6].

(2) If there are opposing RAF and Luftwaffe fighter units that 
participated in the combat that do not yet have a pancake 
order, the RAF player must decide whether he wants his 
units to pancake; the Luftwaffe player must then do the 
same [10.2.8].

 After this, if there are still opposing fighter units that 
have not received pancake orders, move them to the hex 
and altitude of the point of intercept [13.3.1] and place a 
dogfight counter on the units. They are now in a dogfight 
[13.6.1]. DO NOT enter a dogfight if the combat was a 
straggler combat.

(3) RAF and Freie Jagd units not in a dogfight may, at the 
owning player’s option, remove their Tally Ho! counter 
from the map and are no longer in pursuit. 

(4) Attacking fighter units that are not in a dogfight and 
retain their pursuit order may attack other eligible units 
in the target stack provided they have not attacked them 
before [13.2].

If the combat occurred during movement, all moving fighter 
units that finish the combat with a pancake or pursuit order 
stay in the hex and have finished their movement for the 
phase. All other moving units in the raid continue their 
movement.

13.6.1 DOGFIGHTS
DESIGN NOTE: Sometimes fights degenerated into extended 
slogging matches that exhausted the participants.

Units engaged in a dogfight cannot tally, react or intercept. 
Wings separate into their component squadrons when they 
enter a dogfight [20.2].

A dogfight involving Freie Jagd units stays in the 
hex under the dogfight counter at their current 
altitude. A dogfight involving escorts stays with the 
bomber raid and moves with the raid.

In the Dogfight Phase dogfighting units conduct a combat. 
Do not roll for interception. Straggler combat is not allowed 
in a dogfight. No status effects (i.e., vics or Green status 
[3.2.4]) or dice modifiers apply to dogfight combat.

Both sides total the combat strengths of their dogfighting 
units as if they were attacking. The side with the greater 
strength is the attacker and the other side is the defender. (If 
both sides have the same strength, roll a die to see which is 
the attacker. On 1-3 it is the RAF, a 4-6 the Luftwaffe.) Halve 
all aircraft casualties inflicted in the dogfight (round up).

EXAMPLE: In a dogfight, the attacker gets a result of 2 and the 
defender gets a result of 1. Both sides lose one aircraft apiece.

A unit leaves a dogfight any time it receives a pancake order. 
If all units of one side in a dogfight pancake, the dogfight is 
over. Remove the dogfight counter. Top Cover escort units 
may move to an altitude above the bombers [9.3.7]

If a subsequent dogfight breaks out in a hex at the same 
altitude, add the units to the existing dogfight. If another 
dogfight breaks out at a different altitude, resolve it 
separately.

A non-dogfighting unit may tally, intercept and attack an 
enemy unit in a dogfight. Such a combat is not resolved as 
a dogfight. If, after the combat, the attacking unit does not 
pancake, it joins the dogfight. 

1 4  A C K - A C K
DESIGN NOTE: Ack-Ack was the British term for Anti-Aircraft 
artillery. Heavy Ack-Ack represents heavy calibre guns (usually 
3.7 or 4.5-inch weapons), while Light Ack-Ack represents 
machineguns, light cannon and parachute and cable rockets. 

1 4 . 1  A c k - A c k  C o n c e n t r a t i o n s
There are two types of Ack-Ack: Light Ack-Ack (LAA) and 
Heavy Ack-Ack (HAA). Ack-Ack concentrations are printed 
on the map. HAA is represented by a gun icon; LAA by a 
triangle with a dot. In addition, all RAF airfields have LAA (to 
save space this is not printed on the map).

Some HAA icons in London are printed in red with a dot. 
These red icons are present only in scenarios 4 and 5; not in 
scenarios 1, 2 and 3.

DESIGN NOTE: After the attacks on London began, HAA 
reinforcements were moved in from the provinces.

14.1.1 ACK-ACK ATTACKS
At the end of the Patrol Phase, Ack-Ack concentrations attack 
any orbiting Luftwaffe raid occupying the same hex.

During movement, if a Luftwaffe raid expends a Movement 
Point entering or changing altitude in a hex containing Ack-
Ack, an Ack-Ack attack is rolled after the MP is expended but 
before any other action takes place, including bombing, raids 
splitting up, or orbiting/pursuing unit attacks. One roll is 
made for the entire raid, regardless of the number of units 
in the raid.

Roll two dice on the Ack-Ack Table, using the appropriate 
column for a LAA or HAA attack.

NE results mean there is no effect. All other results are listed 
as the number of aircraft shot down and a cohesion check 
modifier as follows: # aircraft/cohesion check modifier.

The Luftwaffe player chooses one unit. It must be the lowest 
altitude unit in the raid [14.1.4] and also a bomber unit if 
one is present (otherwise select a fighter). If there is a choice 
of such units it must be the one with the least number of 
disruption levels. Apply the casualties and the cohesion check 
to that unit [13.4.3, 13.5].

14.1.2 HAA
HAA concentrations may attack raids at altitudes between 
Angels 6 and 24, inclusive. 
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DESIGN NOTE: The reliance on optical fire directors and the 
poor performance of gun laying radar restricted the ability of HAA 
to engage very high-flying targets above 24,000 feet.

When a HAA unit attacks, place a barrage counter 
in the hex. This increases the detection card value 
by one for tallies on Luftwaffe units in the same or 
adjacent hex [12.1.1]. Remove the counter in the 
Admin Phase.

HAA does not attack if the hex also contains RAF units 
(including dogfighting units travelling with the raid).

14.1.3 LAA
LAA concentrations may attack raids between Angels 0 and 
Angels 4, inclusive.

14.1.4 ALTITUDE AND ACK-ACK
Since Ack-Ack attacks the lowest unit in the raid, the 
Luftwaffe player must admit whether the lowest unit is within 
the altitude limits of LAA or HAA so the RAF player can select 
the correct type of Ack-Ack to attack with, but otherwise does 
not have to reveal the exact altitude of the raid. 

1 5  B A L L O O N  B A R R A G E
DESIGN NOTE: RAF Balloon Command defended targets from 
attack by low-level aircraft.

Balloon barrages exist in all hexes bordered by balloon 
barrage symbols and in hexes with Convoy counters. Balloon 
barrages affect the hex from Angels 0 up to Angels 4.

1 5 . 1  E f f e c t s  o f  B a l l o o n  B a r r a g e s
Any bombing-tasked unit that enters a balloon barrage hex 
at the barrage altitudes immediately rolls a cohesion check 
using the Balloon column of the Cohesion Table [13.5]. (Do 
so before bombing or any other action.) Apply modifiers for 
shot-down balloons [15.2] and if the unit entered the barrage 
as a result of diving preparatory to a dive bombing attack.

If the cohesion roll is a ‘double’ number (i.e., the dice roll a 
double-six, double-three, etc.), roll one more die. On a 1 one 
aircraft in the unit hits a balloon and is shot down.

Units without a bombing task ignore balloons.

1 5 . 2  S h o o t i n g  D o w n  B a l l o o n s
Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units may attack balloons by diving to 
Angels 4 when entering the hex. No tally or interception roll 
is required; just roll for combat.

Only the attacker rolls for combat; the defending 
balloons do not roll. Roll on the Balloon column 
of the Attacker Combat Results Table. Mark the 
balloons with shot down balloon counters of a 
value equal to the number of casualties rolled. Modify the 
cohesion check of any subsequent unit that travels through 
that barrage by +1 for each point of balloons shot down.

A unit that attacks balloons does not roll for cohesion, as it 
would in combat. However, after the attack it expends ammo. 
If already low on ammo it takes one level of disruption for 
making the attack [13.5.2]. After attacking, the Freie Jagd 
returns to its recovery point at Angels 4 [9.2.3].

1 6  B O M B I N G
DESIGN NOTE: The objective of the Luftwaffe was to bomb the 
British into submission. However, the quality of German bombing 
was poor, except when dive bombing or making low-level attacks. 

In this game, the Germans aren’t scored on how accurately they 
bomb, but on getting bombs to the target.

1 6 . 1  B o m b s
Units tasked with bombing carry a load of bombs when they 
form up. Bombs are carried until the unit jettisons them or 
drops them on a target. Cross through the bombs box of a 
unit on the log sheet once it drops or jettisons its bombs.

When a unit drops or jettisons bombs, it drops ALL its bomb 
load. A unit can never save a partial bomb load for later. 

1 6 . 2  B o m b i n g  A t t a c k s
There are four types of bombing attack: level bombing, dive 
bombing, low-level attacks and strafing.

Bomb attacks take place during movement. The unit moves 
into the target hex, drops its bombs, then finishes its 
movement. Bombing does not take place until all navigation 
rolls, tallies, interceptions, combats, Ack-Ack attacks and 
balloon cohesion rolls associated with movement into (or 
within) the target hex have been resolved. 

Units may not bomb or strafe more than once a game turn.

16.2.1 LEVEL BOMBING
All units may perform level bombing. Bomb from any altitude 
above Angels 0. The unit drops its bombs when it reaches its 
target hex.

16.2.2 DIVE BOMBING
DESIGN NOTE: Most Luftwaffe bombers were built for dive 
bombing, though the Ju87 was the primary dive bomber type.

Ju87s, Erpro 210 and Jabos may use dive bombing. Ju88 and 
Do17 bombers may use dive bombing only against convoy and 
RDF targets.

To dive bomb a unit must start at Angels 4 or higher in the 
target hex and no higher than Angels 14. If there is foul 
weather between the unit at its start altitude and the ground, 
dive bombing is not permitted. (Divert to the alternate 
target [9.3.5]; if that is also covered by foul weather, use level 
bombing instead.)

The bomber unit expends 1 MP to dive to Angels 2 in the 
target hex, then drops its bombs. If the unit began its dive 
from Angels 8-14 inclusive, it can claim the dive bombing 
column shift modifier [16.3.1].

After dropping its bombs, place a Dive Bombing 
counter on the unit. While marked, this modifies 
interception rolls against that unit [13.3.2]. 
Remove the counter in the Admin Phase. On 
completion of the attack, roll a cohesion check [13.5.3]. After 
bombing, the bombers’ plotted altitude is Angels 2 [9.2.3].

16.2.3 LOW-LEVEL ATTACKS
Only units designated as ‘low-level raiders’ by the scenario 
may conduct low level attacks. These units may fly and attack 
at Angels 0 [9.2.3]. The unit drops its bombs when it reaches 
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its target hex. Low-level attacks can claim the low level attack 
column shift modifier [16.3.1].

16.2.4 STRAFING
Freie Jagd units strafe airfields by diving to Angels 0 in the 
target hex. Strafing is not permitted if there is foul weather at 
Angels 0. Strafing counts as a use of ammo. If already at a low 
ammo state, the unit takes one level of disruption for making 
the attack [13.5.2]. After attacking, the Freie Jagd returns to 
its recovery point at Angels 2 [9.2.3]. 

1 6 . 3  R e s o l v i n g  A t t a c k s
16.3.1 BOMB SCORING
Bombing attacks score Victory Points (VP). The Luftwaffe 
scores VP for each unit that bombs its target.

To find the VPs for bombing, consult the Bomb Scoring Table. 
First find the line of the table corresponding to the unit type. 
Then determine the bomb scoring column by totalling all the 
column modifiers listed beside the Bomb Scoring Table. If no 
modifiers apply, use the 0 column. The resulting number at 
the junction of the line and column is the VP score [22].

EXAMPLE: A He111 Gruppe has 1 level of disruption and 
bombs through broken cloud. The column modifiers are +2 for the 
disruption and +2 for the cloud for a total of +4. Cross indexing 
the Bomber Gruppe line with the +4 column results in 3 VP.

Dive bombers have bombed through cloud if they dived 
through it as part of their dive bombing attack [16.2.2].

Lost and decoyed attacks [9.3.4], and attacks from/through 
broken cloud and foul weather cannot claim the modifier for 
low level attacks and dive bombing. 

16.3.2 STRAFE SCORING
Strafe scoring works the same as for bombing, though only 
the asterisked modifier applies.

1 6 . 4  A d d i t i o n a l  D a m a g e  E f f e c t s
After a raid has attacked an airfield or RDF station, roll for 
additional damage. Roll once for each applicable category 
regardless of the number of units in the bombing raid.

Subtract 1 from the roll if all bombing units are disrupted. 
Subtract 3 if the raid is lost [9.3.4]. Do not roll for additional 
damage if the raid was decoyed.

16.4.1 DAMAGE TO AIRFIELDS
If an airfield is attacked, roll one die. On a result of 2 or less 
there is no effect; a 3-4 the airfield capacity is reduced by 1; a 
5-6 the capacity is reduced by 2 (to a minimum of 0) [18.1.1]. 
Do not roll for damage if the attack is a strafing attack.

Place an Airfield Damaged counter on the airfield 
on the Tote Board for each level the airfield 
capacity is reduced by [18.1.1].

When an airfield is bombed or strafed, it is 
disrupted. Mark the airfield on the Tote Board 
with a Bombing Disruption (for bombing) or 
Strafe Disruption counter (for strafing), as 
appropriate. While the airfield is disrupted, no 
RAF unit at that airfield may change its readiness 
state or land; and only units already in the 
Scramble box may take off.

If marked with a Bombing Disruption counter, remove it at 
the end of the Admin Phase of the next game turn after the 
attack. If marked with a Strafe Disruption counter, remove it 
at the end of the Admin Phase of the game turn the attack 
took place. Removing the counter removes the disruption 
state.

16.4.2 DAMAGE TO SECTOR AIRFIELDS
After a raid has attacked a sector airfield, roll two dice. On 
a roll of 11 or 12 the sector operations room is hit. All units 
allocated to that sector are out of command for the rest of 
the scenario [10.1.1]. Do not roll for damage if the attack is 
a strafing attack. 

16.4.3 DAMAGE TO SQUADRONS ON THE GROUND
When an airfield is attacked, all squadrons on the ground at 
that airfield should each roll two dice and check for damage 
on the Ground Squadron Damage Table. Use the Available 
column if the unit is in the airfield’s Available box on the Tote 
Board [18.1.3], and the Other column if the unit is in any 
other box. The result is the number of aircraft destroyed.

DESIGN NOTE: Available squadrons had their aircraft safely 
dispersed or in blast pens. Ready and rearming squadrons were in 
the open and more vulnerable.

16.4.4 DAMAGE TO RDF
If a dive bombing or low-level attack is made on an RDF 
station, roll two dice. On a roll of 5 or higher the station is 
damaged and non-functional for the rest of the scenario. 
Level bombing attacks have no effect.

1 7  E N D U R A N C E
DESIGN NOTE: Fuel and range restrictions are expressed as a 
combat endurance value.

Fighter units must track endurance. If fighters fly for too long 
they may fail to return due to lack of fuel. Bomber units have 
unlimited endurance.

1 7 . 1  E n d u r a n c e  V a l u e
Fighter aircraft have an endurance value in game turns, as 
listed on the Aircraft Data Charts. The value converted to 
hours and minutes is also listed (in parentheses).

When a fighter unit takes off (for RAF) or when the log sheet 
is being filled out (for Luftwaffe) plot the game turn it must 
recover to its base on the log sheet. Simply add the time 
represented by the endurance value to the unit’s takeoff time 
(RAF) or original form up time (Luftwaffe) to get the time of 
recovery. Remember that one game turn is five minutes.

EXAMPLE: A Spitfire squadron takes off at 10:10 AM. Its 
endurance is 23 turns, or 1 hour 55 minutes. Its scheduled 
recovery time is 12:05 PM.

17.1.1 COMBAT EFFECTS
Each game turn a fighter unit engages in combat or is marked 
with a dogfight counter reduce the recovery time by 1 game 
turn (5 minutes) in the Admin Phase. (Do not do this if the 
combat the unit took part in was as a straggler.) Reduce the 
recovery time by 1 turn ONLY, regardless of the number of 
combats the unit engaged in during that turn.
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EXAMPLE: A Hurricane squadron is due to recover at 1:15 
PM. It gets into combat. In the Admin Phase its recovery time is 
reduced to 1:10 PM.

17.1.2 FORM UP EFFECTS 
Luftwaffe fighter units expend endurance when they form 
up (representing time spent taking off and forming up). The 
amount depends on the form up altitude (note that this is 
the altitude where the fighter unit forms up, not that of any 
units it is escorting). Consult the Luftwaffe Endurance Table 
on the play aids. Also decrease the recovery time by one turn 
of endurance (5 minutes) for every four full hexes, or each 
movement box, the form up point is from the fighter unit’s 
airfield.

EXAMPLE: A raid is plotted to form up at 10:40 AM with 
bombers at Angels 12 and their Me109 top cover at Angels 16. 
The top cover is considered to have used 3 turns of endurance. 
The Me109 has 20 turns of endurance. Subtracting 3 means 
it has 17 turns, or 1 hour 25 minutes of endurance left. The 
Me109s list their recovery time as 12:05 PM.

If the Me109 Gruppe’s airfield was four to seven hexes away from 
the form up point, the recovery time would be 12:00 PM. If eight 
hexes away it would be 11:55 AM.

Calculate endurance before making the form up roll for 
the raid [9.2.8]. If the raid forms up late DO NOT adjust 
the recovery time for the fighters. In effect the late form up 
means they have less endurance to complete the mission.

17.1.3 CHERBOURG FORWARD BASING
DESIGN NOTE: Airfields in the Cherbourg peninsula were often 
used as forward refuelling points for Luftflotte 3 fighters before 
they joined up with raids.

Luftwaffe fighter units based at Caen may also treat Cherbourg 
as their base airfield for the purposes of endurance.

1 7 . 2  R e c o v e r y
When a unit or raid recovers, remove it from the map.

DESIGN NOTE: Recovery is the term for landing at an airfield. 
If fuel was low, not all aircraft would make it. Many German 
Me109s were lost due to lack of fuel.

17.2.1 RAF RECOVERY
RAF units recover when they land at a friendly airfield 
[8.2.2].

17.2.2 LUFTWAFFE RECOVERY
Luftwaffe units recover when they reach their plotted 
recovery point [9.3.9].

17.2.3 FIGHTER RECOVERY
If fighter units recover before their recovery time, there is 
no effect. If they recover on or after their recovery time, they 
must roll for recovery.

If German fighter units try to recover anywhere except their 
own airfield hex or movement box, decrease their scheduled 
recovery time by one game turn (5 minutes) for each four full 
hexes or each movement box they are away from their own 
airbase.

EXAMPLE: Me109 Gruppe III JG26 is based at Caffiers. Their 
due recovery time is 12:00 PM. They can recover safely in the 
same hex as Caffiers without rolling for recovery by 11:55 AM. 

At 12:00 PM they would have to roll. If instead they recovered 
in coastal hex 1744, six hexes away, the recovery time would be 
reduced to 11:55 AM.

17.2.4 RECOVERY ROLL
If a fighter unit must roll for recovery, roll two dice and 
consult the column of the Recovery Table corresponding to 
the number of game turns of lateness.

The result is listed as two values separated by a slash. These 
are the number of aircraft that run out of fuel and crash. 
The first value is the number of aircraft lost by a squadron or 
Gruppe. The second is the number lost by a flight or Staffel. 
Any unit that recovers four or more game turns late loses all 
its aircraft. Recovering units cannot exceed their casualty 
thresholds as a result of the roll.

DESIGN NOTE: The recovery roll determines the number of 
late aircraft actually lost. Many more will have diverted to other 
airfields, or made emergency landings in farmers’ fields.

After the recovery roll, place RAF units in the Landing box on 
the Squadron Tote Board [18.2.5] for the airfield where they 
landed. Remove Luftwaffe raids from the map.

1 8  A I R F I E L D S

1 8 . 1  A i r f i e l d  Ty p e s
There are a number of airfields printed on the map. RAF 
Fighter Command airfields are red, non-Fighter Command 
airfields are blue, and Luftwaffe airfields are black.

There are two types of Fighter Command airfields: sector 
airfields (one per sector: the sector is named after them) and 
satellite airfields. Sector and satellite airfields are listed in the 
RAF Order of Battle Tables [4.3.1].

18.1.1 RAF AIRFIELD CAPACITY
RAF airfields have a limit on the number of units that can 
scramble or land in the same game turn. This is two units 
for sector airfields and one for all other airfields. However, 
bombing may reduce this capacity [16.4.1]. Place an Airfield 
Damaged counter on the airfield’s track on the Tote Board 
for each unit of capacity by which that airfield is reduced.

An airfield with its capacity reduced to zero may not scramble 
or land units. An airfield may be used to scramble or land in 
a game turn, but not both.

18.1.2 AIRFIELD ASSIGNMENTS
All fighter units are assigned to an airfield. This is the airfield 
the unit takes off from and recovers to.

An RAF unit may recover to any Fighter Command airfield. 
The scenario notes may allow the RAF player to assign some 
squadrons to two airfields: its primary field and a forward 
airfield. Such units are considered assigned to both.

18.1.3 TOTE BOARD
DESIGN NOTE: RAF fighter controllers had a display that 
showed the current status of squadrons. This was nicknamed the 
‘Tote Board’ after the betting totaliser display at racecourses.

The Squadron Tote Board display tracks the status of RAF 
units at airfields. All RAF units not in the air must be placed at 
an airfield on the Tote Board. The Tote Board is organised by 
Group, and within groups airfields are organised by sector.
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Each airfield has a track. Sector airfields have two tracks to 
reflect their capacity [18.1.1]. Each track is a series of boxes 
representing different readiness states [18.2.1]. While at an 
airfield, place a unit’s counter in the box for its status. When 
changing state move it to the appropriate box.

1 8 . 2  A i r f i e l d  O p e r a t i o n s
18.2.1 RAF READINESS STATES
While at an airfield, RAF squadrons may be in one of six 
readiness states: Available; Scramble; Ready; Reforming; 
Rearming and Refuelling; Landing.

Where permitted, the RAF player may change squadrons 
between these states in the Admin Phase. Ready squadrons 
may be scrambled in the Scramble Phase. Move units to the 
correct box on the Tote Board to note the state.

Disruption caused by bombing or strafing can hinder airfield 
operations [16.4.1].

18.2.2 AVAILABLE
DESIGN NOTE: Units that are available are resting and can be 
made ready to scramble in 30 minutes or less.

A squadron that is available may not take off. The RAF player 
may announce he is bringing the squadron to readiness in 
any Admin Phase. Roll one die, on a 6 the squadron is moved 
to the ready box, otherwise it remains available but rolls again 
in subsequent Admin Phases.

OPTIONAL RULE: If the squadron has not become ready by 
the fifth attempt, it automatically becomes ready on the sixth 
(do not roll). On the first turn the squadron rolls, place the 
unit’s order counter five spaces clockwise along on the game 
clock from the current time to mark the sixth attempt.

EXAMPLE: A squadron starts rolling at 12:15 PM. Place its 
order counter in the 12:40 PM space. If it hasn’t become ready by 
then, it is readied in the Admin Phase of that turn.

18.2.3 READY
DESIGN NOTE: A squadron at readiness is ready to scramble 
and take off within five minutes.

A squadron that is ready may be scrambled.

18.2.4 SCRAMBLE
DESIGN NOTE: In a squadron scramble men are running for 
their aircraft, starting the engines and taxiing for takeoff.

In the Scramble Phase the RAF player may place ready units 
in the Scramble box on the Tote Board. In the Take Off Phase 
the squadron is airborne and is placed on the map with a 
0 altitude counter [8.2.1]. There is a limit on the number 
of squadrons that may be scrambled in a Scramble Phase 
[20.1.1].

18.2.5 REFORMING
DESIGN NOTE: When units land they do not immediately rearm 
and refuel. It may take a while for stragglers to filter in. 

On recovering at an airfield, a unit is placed in the Landing 
box on the Tote Board [8.2.2]. (Fighter units that arrive on or 
after their recovery time must also roll for recovery [17.2.3].) 
In the Admin Phase, move it into the Reform box. In 
subsequent Admin Phases it rolls to reform. The unit cannot 
leave the Reform box until it has reformed.

Roll one die. On a 3 or greater the unit reforms and is moved 
into the Rearm/Refuel 2 box. On reforming remove all 
disruption from the unit.

18.2.6 REARMING AND REFUELLING
After a unit reforms at its assigned airfield, it is rearmed and 
refuelled. In the Admin Phase the unit reforms, place it in 
the Rearm/Refuel 2 box. Move the unit to the Rearm/Refuel 
1 box in the next Admin Phase. Move it to the Available or 
Ready box (RAF player’s choice) in the Admin Phase after 
that. The unit is now rearmed and refuelled. Uncross the 
ammo box on the log sheet [13.5.2]. When the unit takes off 
again it can claim its full endurance [17.1].

If an RAF unit is at an airfield other than its assigned airfield 
[18.1.2] it takes longer to rearm and refuel. Instead of moving 
the unit from the Rearm/Refuel 1 box to the Available or 
Ready box, move it back to the Rearm/Refuel 2 box. Such 
units have to go through the Rearm/Refuel boxes twice 
before they can be made Available or Ready.

1 9  W E A T H E R
DESIGN NOTE: Weather was critical to the battle as if affected 
detection, tallying, form up and bombing. On some days, raids 
were not possible because of the weather.

Weather can affect movement, detection, tallying, 
interception, reaction, navigation and bombing.

1 9 . 1  We a t h e r  Z o n e s
A weather zone is an area of the map containing weather 
[2.2.4]. Before play place a weather counter in each and every 
weather zone [6.3.3]. Place counters in the weather box with 
the cloud icon.

The counter defines the type of weather throughout that 
zone and the altitude it affects (given in Angels). Sometimes 
a weather counter may define more than one weather type at 
different altitudes.

EXAMPLE: A weather counter states “Broken 10”. This counter 
indicates that Broken cloud exists at Angels 10.

Another weather counter states “Broken 10, Patchy 14”. This 
counter indicates that Broken cloud exists at Angels 10 and 
Patchy cloud at Angels 14.

The weather described on the counter exists in every hex of 
the weather zone at the defined altitudes. Fine weather exists 
at any altitude where there is no weather.

EXAMPLE: A weather counter states “Broken 10-14”. Broken 
cloud exists at Angels 10, 12 and 14. Above Angels 14 and below 
Angels 10, the sky is treated as Fine weather.

19.1.1 OVERLAPPING WEATHER
If more than one type of weather overlaps at the same altitude 
(either because a hex is on a boundary between two weather 
zones or because of weather intersecting with the London 
Haze), the worst type of weather applies. From best to worst, 
weather is as follows:

Category 1: Fine

Category 2: Patchy Cloud, Haze

Category 3: Broken Cloud, Dense Haze

Category 4: Overcast, Fog, Rain
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Except where otherwise indicated (see 19.2-19.2.9), treat the 
weather in each category as the same, so that Patchy Cloud is 
the same as Haze. Sun and crosswind/headwind effects exist 
in addition to these weather types.

19.1.2 FOUL WEATHER
For the purposes of these rules, overcast, fog and rain are all 
termed ‘foul weather’.

19.1.3 WEATHER EFFECTS
If an action or event is affected by the weather, the worst 
weather at or between the unit’s altitude and that of its target 
always applies. If a unit has to check weather effects relative to 
the ground, the ground’s altitude is Angels 0.

If units are in different hexes, draw a line between the two 
hexes. The worst weather at or between the unit’s altitude and 
that of its target anywhere along the line is applied.

At the beginning of an Air Combat Phase check to see 
whether tallies are broken by weather [12.3.1]. 

1 9 . 2  We a t h e r  Ty p e s
Weather types are as follows:

19.2.1 FINE
Fine weather exists anywhere there is no other weather type.

19.2.2 CLOUD
DESIGN NOTE: RAF meteorologists measured cloud in terms of 
the number of ‘tenths’ of sky it covered. Patchy cloud is one to four-
tenths cloud cover. Broken is five to eight-tenths cover. Overcast is 
nine or ten-tenths of cover. Patchy cloud may also represent thin, 
translucent layers of high stratus.

Cloud comes in three varieties: patchy, broken and overcast.

Units that move through two or more hexes of overcast at the 
altitude of that cloud must each roll two dice at the end of 
their movement and consult the Cloud Cohesion Table.

The result is the number of disruption levels applied to the 
unit.

DESIGN NOTE: Units travelling through overcast could quickly 
get lost and lose cohesion.

19.2.3 RAIN
Rain may exist below overcast layers. Treat the weather as rain 
at Angels 0.

19.2.4 HAZE, DENSE HAZE
Haze applies from Angels 0 up to the specified altitude.

19.2.5 FOG
Fog effects apply from Angels 0 to the specified altitude.

19.2.6 SUN
The sun exists above the uppermost overcast layer. 
It has a direction, determined in the Time of Day 
Phase [6.2]. An RAF or Freie Jagd unit 4 or more 
Angels higher, in the same hex or adjacent hex 

in the sun direction, qualifies for the up sun modifier for 
interception rolls [13.3.3].

EXAMPLE: The sun is SE. A Luftwaffe raid in hex 1823 is 
intercepted by RAF squadrons in hexes 1723 and 1724. Only the 
unit in 1724 can claim the Up Sun modifier. If the target is at 
Angels 12, squadrons in the same hex at Angels 16 or higher can 
also claim the Up Sun modifier.

19.2.7 CROSSWINDS
Crosswinds exist at and above the listed altitude. Raids with 
bombers at the crosswinds altitude apply a modifier to their 
navigation rolls [9.3.4].

19.2.8 HEADWINDS
DESIGN NOTE: Westerly headwinds up to 60 mph or greater 
were not unknown, and could slow raids to a crawl. Returning 
raids would benefit from the tailwind.

If headwinds are in effect, movement is affected. 
When a unit or stack moves, check its destination 
hex for the movement phase (i.e., the final hex 
it intends to move into that phase). If the hex is 

into the headwind, reduce the stack’s movement by 1 MP 
and move that distance instead. If the hex is away from the 
headwind, increase its movement by 1 MP. Do not modify the 
unit’s movement if it starts its move at Angels 0.

A unit is moving into the headwind or away if its destination 
hex is in the shaded area shown below:

EXAMPLE: A raid comprising bombers and escorts normally 
moves three hexes, expending 3 MP. However, its destination hex 
is into the headwind, so its movement is reduced to 2 MP instead. 
The raid only moves 2 hexes.

Any unit not moving into or away from the headwind is 
treated as being in a crosswind for the purposes of navigation 
[9.3.4].

19.2.9 FOUL WEATHER AT AIRFIELDS
If there is rain at an RAF airfield, units landing there roll on 
the 0 game turn column of the Recovery Table, even if they 
would not normally roll for endurance [17.2.4]. Units may 
not take off or land at airfields affected by fog.

2 0  R O Y A L  A I R  F O R C E
Special rules apply to RAF operations.

2 0 . 1  R A F  R e s p o n s e  R e s t r i c t i o n s
DESIGN NOTE: Early in the battle it was RAF practice to keep 
a sizeable reserve on the ground in case a raid was a feint or a 
second wave was close behind. It wasn’t until late in the battle 
that controllers began to respond to raids in large numbers.

The RAF player is restricted in the number of squadrons he 
can scramble in a scenario. If he scrambles more than this 
number he is penalized for maintaining insufficient reserve.

The RAF player tracks the RAF Response on the 
Victory Point Track using response counters. The 
RAF Response starts at zero and one is added for 
each squadron that is set up in the air at the start 
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of play, or which scrambles during play. A squadron that lands 
and then scrambles again is counted twice.

Flights count as half a squadron toward the total. Flip the 
‘units’ Response counter to its ‘+0.5’ side to mark the half.

When victory is totalled at the end of the scenario [22] 
compare the total RAF Response with the RAF Response Level 
for the scenario. Each scenario has a printed RAF Response 
Level. In addition, each raid chit picked by the Luftwaffe 
player has a Response Level (RL) listed in parenthesis 
beneath its VPs. Total the RLs of all the raid chits together. 
Use the higher of either the printed Response Level OR the 
total of the raid chits.

EXAMPLE: A scenario has a printed RAF Response Level of 8. 
The Luftwaffe player picked three raid chits with RLs of 6, 2 and 
3. The total of the raid chits is greater than the printed value and 
so the Response Level is 11. If the raid chit total had been less 
than the printed value the Response Level would have been 8.

If the total RAF Response is equal to or less than the Response 
Level there is no effect. If it is greater, then the Luftwaffe 
player receives Victory Points for each squadron greater than 
the Level.

EXAMPLE: The RAF player’s response is 13 squadrons and 3 
flights, for a total of 14.5. After totalling the raid chits the RAF 
Response Level is 11, the Luftwaffe player receives VPs for 3.5 
squadrons.

Note that the Luftwaffe raid chits are not revealed until the 
end of the scenario, so the RAF player cannot be exactly sure 
of the Response Level until victory is tallied [6.4.2].

OPTIONAL RULE: To create a more realistic level of 
uncertainty for the RAF player, the players should ignore the 
printed scenario Response Level and score ONLY on the basis 
of the raid chit Response Levels.

20.1.1 SCRAMBLE LIMIT
The RAF may only scramble one unit (flight or squadron) per 
game turn. This one unit limit is the Scramble Limit.

Increase the Scramble Limit to two units per turn if over 
the course of the scenario raids (NOT form ups) have been 
detected totalling 60+ strength or if 2-3 Gruppen have been 
revealed by tallying.

Increase the Scramble Limit to three units per turn if over 
the course of the scenario raids (NOT form ups) have been 
detected totalling 150+ strength or if 4 or more Gruppen have 
been revealed by tallying.

EXAMPLE: Raids of 10+ and 40+ have been detected and a 
raid with 3 Gruppen has been tallied. The RAF may scramble two 
units each game turn.

If the Scramble Limit increases, it stays at the new limit for 
the rest of the scenario. It does not decrease if Luftwaffe 
units become undetected. Some random events may alter the 
Scramble Limit, but only for a given turn. 

2 0 . 2  R A F  W i n g s
DESIGN NOTE: The preference of Air Vice-Marshal Keith Park, 
11 Group commander, was to meet enemy raids with single 
squadrons or two-squadron wings. The commander of 12 Group, 
Air Vice-Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory, was a proponent of the 
‘Big Wing’ Balbo formed from his Duxford wing.

RAF units may form into stacks called ‘wings’. All units in a 
wing have the same orders, move, tally and attack together. 
Units in wings only separate from the wing if they pancake, 
enter a dogfight [13.6.1] or split as the result of a fend-off 
[13.3.4].

Any wing of three or more squadrons is a Balbo, 
for which additional rules apply [20.2.6].

To save the RAF player from pushing an unwieldy 
stack of squadron counters around, Wing counters 

and corresponding order counters have been provided. The 
RAF player can substitute a Wing counter for the stack of 
squadrons if he wishes. Stack the squadrons in the holding 
box on the map corresponding to the wing [2.2.5].

20.2.1 FORMING WINGS
A wing may form in the Form Up Phase if two or more 
squadrons are in the air in the same airfield hex at the same 
altitude at Angels 10 or less. The RAF player rolls a single die 
and the wing is formed on a result of 1-4 (a 1 if there is foul 
weather in the hex at that altitude). The wing must form up 
over an airfield in the same Group as all the squadrons.

20.2.2 WINGS AND TALLYING
DESIGN NOTE: The lack of multi-channel radio communication 
meant that wings had to follow their wing leader.

On forming a wing, the RAF player should designate one 
squadron as wing leader. Radio range is measured to the wing 
leader and only the wing leader unit may roll for tallies in 
that wing [12.1]. No other units in the wing may roll, but they 
share the benefits of the wing leader’s tally.

EXAMPLE: A wing comprises three squadrons: 242 (Canada), 
310 (Czech) and 19. 242 is designated the wing leader. Only it 
can roll for tallies. If 242 achieves a tally on an enemy raid, 310 
and 19 Squadrons are also assumed to have tallied it.

20.2.3 WINGS AND COMBAT
If a wing attacks, all units in the wing must attack the same 
target. Wing units attack a single enemy unit together. 
Wings attacking a bomber unit receive a +1 die modifier for 
attacking as a wing, regardless of the size of the wing.

If a wing is attacked, all the units in that wing must defend 
together in the combat. Only the wing leader’s vic or Green 
status is applied to the combat [3.2.4].

Because units must separate from a wing if they pancake, a 
wing that attacks bombers and obtains a Late escort reaction 
might be broken up by cohesion results before the escorts 
make their attacks. Escorts must attack at least one former 
component of the wing. Resolve each attack separately.

EXAMPLE: A wing of two squadrons is broken up when one 
squadron pancakes. An escort Gruppe attacks the non-disrupted 
squadron. Following this combat, the escort is not in a dogfight, 
so it may attack the other, disrupted squadron. 

20.2.4 FEND-OFFS
DESIGN NOTE: Wings could detail some squadrons to take on 
the escort while the remaining units went for the bombers.

Reaction rolls may result in a Fend Off [13.3.4]. In a fend off 
units split from the wing and are attacked by the Luftwaffe 
escort while the remainder of the wing attacks the bombers.
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If two units fend off they form a separate wing. Designate a 
wing leader for the new wing. The new wing has a Tally Ho! 
counter placed on its target raid.

After the reaction roll, split off the fend off units. Next, 
resolve the bomber attack with the remaining wing units, then 
resolve the escort combat with the fend off units. Finally, the 
Luftwaffe player may, at his option, attack the units attacking 
the bombers as if it were a Late reaction result.

The Luftwaffe player selects escorts to attack the fend off units 
as normal. If required to select close escorts he should do so, 
if possible. Any optional Late attacks on the bomber attackers 
may select any escorts and are not so restricted.

20.2.5 TWO-SQUADRON WINGS
The RAF player may form a wing of two squadrons as they 
scramble, provided they are attached to the same sector 
and take off at the same time from the same airfield. The 
squadrons are automatically treated as a wing as soon as they 
are placed on the map.

20.2.6 BALBO
DESIGN NOTE: The Balbo was named after Italo Balbo, 
an Italian Air Marshal and Fascist famed for his pioneering 
aviation records with large formations of aeroplanes.

The RAF player may form a ‘Balbo’—a wing of three or 
more squadrons. Balbos are restricted in how they may climb 
[8.1.5].

Balbos must successfully roll to form up twice in separate 
Form Up Phases before they are formed up. Until the Balbo is 
formed, all units stay in the same hex without moving (though 
they can break away if they pancake or tally an enemy).

Place a Balbo Forming 1 counter on the squadrons after the 
first successful die roll to note that one more roll is required 
to form the Balbo.

EXAMPLE: At 3:15 PM three squadrons roll to form a Balbo. The 
first roll of 2 is successful and a Balbo Forming 1 counter is placed. 
In the Form Up Phase at 3:20 a second roll of 5 fails; the Balbo is 
still unformed. At 3:25 a roll of 3 makes the second success and the 
Balbo is formed. 

2 0 . 3  R A F  G r o u p  O p e r a t i o n s
20.3.1 10/11 GROUP COOPERATION

DESIGN NOTE: Late in the battle radio crystals were exchanged 
so as to permit 10 Group fighters to be controlled from 11 Group 
and vice versa.

In scenario 4, 10 Group squadrons from Middle Wallop sector 
may accept orders from Northolt sector as well as their own 
sector airfield. Similarly, 11 Group squadrons from Tangmere 
may accept orders from Middle Wallop sector. 

20.3.2 12 GROUP
DESIGN NOTE: 12 Group’s ability to track events south of the 
Thames was limited. Their maps didn’t even extend that far! 
Squadron Leader Douglas Bader, acting on his own initiative, 
would often lead his Duxford-based Wing south of the Thames, 
much to 11 Group’s consternation. Later, 11 Group would 
instruct the Duxford Wing to patrol southern England.

12 Group squadrons may not place order, orbit or patrol line 
counters south of the 23XX hexrow except as noted below. 

In scenario 4, any Wing led by 242 Squadron may place an 
order counter south of the 23XX hexrow.

In scenario 5, any Wing from 12 Group may place an order 
counter south of the 23XX hexrow.

12 Group units always use the Poor (Pr) column of the Tally 
Ho! table for any tally attempt on raids south of the 23XX 
hexrow. They do not use the Good (Gd) or Degraded (Dg) 
columns for such tally attempts, even if they would otherwise 
qualify to use them [12.1.1].

In scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4, the first time a 12 Group unit moves 
south of the 23XX hexrow, move the Air Picture counter one 
space to the right (toward Poor).

20.3.3 ENGLISH CHANNEL
DESIGN NOTE: RAF squadrons were discouraged from chasing 
Luftwaffe bombers too far out to sea.

RAF units cannot enter the Channel East or West movement 
boxes.

2 0 . 4  4 2 1  ( R e c o n n a i s s a n c e )  F l i g h t
DESIGN NOTE: To counter high-flying raids late in the battle, 
a special unit of Spitfires, 421 (Reconnaissance) Flight, was 
assigned to patrol near the Luftwaffe form up points with pairs 
of aircraft and shadow the raids as they headed toward England. 
These flights were known as ‘Jim Crows’.

421 Flight is a special RAF unit, comprising 
Spitfires equipped with VHF R/T, to which several 
rule exceptions apply. 421 Flight is only used in 
scenario 5 and as an optional rule in scenario 4.

421 Flight always sets up on the map and does not count 
toward the results of the Early Warning roll. It can set up in 
any land or coastline hex over England at Angels 16. It has 
used nine turns of endurance (0h45) at the start of play. 421 
Flight does not count towards the RAF Response Level.

If 421 Flight has a tally, it does not have to pursue or attack 
its target. Instead it moves in a manner that permits it to 
maintain its tally on the raid. It does not have to move closer 
and may refuse to attack. The flight is always allowed to lose 
its tally at the beginning of movement. 421 Flight’s casualty 
threshold is 2.

If the Luftwaffe player successfully rolls a Channel patrol 
result against 421 Flight [21.1], he must roll for Channel 
patrol again. Only the result of the second roll applies. If 
either roll results in an empty box on the Channel Patrol 
Display, no attack takes place.

2 1  L U F T W A F F E
Special rules apply to Luftwaffe operations.

2 1 . 1  C h a n n e l  P a t r o l s
DESIGN NOTE: Luftwaffe fighter patrols swept the straits of 
Dover and coast, protecting the French airfields against RAF 
attack.

Me109 units are allocated to Channel patrols as a result of 
the Channel patrol chit pick [6.4.4]. The Luftwaffe player 
takes the units and places them on the Channel Patrol 
Display on the map, which is a series of boxes numbered 1 
to 6. The Channel patrol units are distributed between the 
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boxes however the Luftwaffe player wishes. Multiple units are 
permitted in the same box.

In the Luftwaffe Air Combat Phase, if RAF stacks occupy 
hexes in the Straits of Dover or France weather zones, or are 
within four hexes of the French coastline, roll one die for 
each stack. If the roll matches the number of an empty box 
on the Channel Patrol Display, nothing happens. If the roll 
matches the number of a box containing Me109 units, place 
them in the RAF stack’s hex, at 4 Angels above the stack. They 
have a tally on the RAF units and immediately attack as if they 
were Freie Jagd.

After any combat if a Channel patrol unit is at maximum 
disruption level, remove it from the game (it has returned 
to its airfield). If not removed, or if it failed its interception, 
it has the option of retaining the tally on the RAF stack and 
pursuing it (in which case create a new raid containing that 
fighter unit), or of returning to its box on the Channel Patrol 
Display. If a Channel patrol unit loses its tally for whatever 
reason, return it to the Channel Patrol Display.

21.1.1 CHANNEL FREIE JAGD (OPTIONAL RULE)
DESIGN NOTE: Luftwaffe Channel patrols would sometimes 
range inland, looking for trouble.

The Luftwaffe player can divert one Channel patrol unit, a 
Staffel or Gruppe, to conduct a Freie Jagd. The Freie Jagd 
unit does not set up on the Channel Patrol Display. Instead it 
has a Freie Jagd raid plotted for it as if it was a regular unit.

If the Luftwaffe allocates a Channel patrol unit to Freie Jagd it 
is penalized VP at the end of the scenario [22].

2 1 . 2  W i t h d r a w a l  E s c o r t
DESIGN NOTE: Because combat stripped bombing raids of their 
fighter escort it was sometimes necessary to lay on additional escort 
when the bombers reached the coast. 

A raid that is planned to return to its recovery point via 
the Straits of Dover or North Sea weather zones can plot 
a withdrawal escort for that raid. Designate one or more 
Channel patrol units as the escort. Also plot the altitudes at 
which they will join the raid.

If units are allocated to withdrawal escort, the Luftwaffe is 
penalized VP at the end of the scenario [22].

Provided it does not have a pancake order, when the raid 
reaches the Straits of Dover or North Sea weather zones or a 
coastline hex adjacent to them, remove the plotted Channel 
patrol unit(s) from their boxes on the Channel Patrol Display 
and add them to the raid as close escorts or top cover. If the 
designated units have already been removed from the game 
due to combat, the withdrawal escort does not take place.

If the returning raid has a pancake order or was diverted to 
its alternate target, the withdrawal escort does not join it and 
the Me109s stay in their boxes on the Channel Patrol Display. 
(The rushed return means the raid misses the rendezvous.)

Withdrawal escort units have expended 12 game turns (1h00) 
of their endurance when they join the returning raid.

2 2  V I C T O R Y
At the end of a scenario the players should assess victory, 
based on the Luftwaffe’s performance.

During play, track the Victory Points scored for 
bombing and strafing [16.3.1-16.3.2] on the 
Victory Point Track. Move the counters each time 
the VP score changes.

Add 1 VP for every four casualty results obtained against 
balloons [15.2].

Add 0.5 VP to the total for each RAF aircraft destroyed on 
the ground.

Add 1 VP to the total for each RAF aircraft shot down. Add 
an additional 0.5 VP if the aircraft was shot down while 
NOT over England.

Subtract 1 VP for each Luftwaffe fighter shot down and 1.5 
VP for each bomber. Subtract an additional 0.5 VP if the 
aircraft was shot down over England.

Casualties due to recovery count for VP purposes. For the 
purposes of scoring, an aircraft is classed as shot down over 
England if its unit is over an England land or coastline hex, or 
is in an all-sea hex adjacent to the English coastline.

DESIGN NOTE: A unit is ‘over England’ if it is within gliding 
distance of land. Luftwaffe crews lost over England would be 
captured while those downed over the water benefited from the 
Luftwaffe’s air-sea rescue. By comparison the RAF’s sea rescue 
service was inadequate.

At the end of the scenario add the following victory points:

Add 3 VP for each squadron by which the RAF response 
exceeded the scenario’s RAF Response Level [20.1]. (Add 
1.5 VP for each flight.)

Subtract 0.5 VP for each Channel patrol unit allocated to 
withdrawal escort [21.2].

Subtract 2 VP if a Channel patrol unit is allocated to Freie 
Jagd [21.1.1].

Compare the Victory Point total to the combined VP value of 
all the raid forces involved in the scenario (i.e., the VP values 
of all the raid chits put together; Channel patrol units do not 
have a VP value and so do not count toward this score). If 
the total is greater, the Luftwaffe player has won a victory. If 
the total is less than or equal to the combined VP value, but 
greater than half the value, the result is a draw. If the total is 
less than or equal to half the combined VP value, the RAF has 
won a victory.

EXAMPLE: The combined VP total of all the raid forces in a 
scenario is 87. The Luftwaffe must score 88 VP or greater to win. 
A score of 44-87 VP is a draw. A score of 43.5 or less VP is an 
RAF victory.

22.1.1 RAID MATCHING (OPTIONAL RULE)
DESIGN NOTE: The RAF’s object was not just to shoot down 
bombers or stop individual raids, but to oppose every raid that 
came over. The failure to fight every raid was tantamount to 
conceding the skies.

This rule is optional, but without it the balance slightly favours 
the RAF player.

If a raid includes bombing-tasked units, it is considered 
‘raid matched’ if the RAF attacks that raid with a number of 
squadrons equal to or greater than the Raid Matching Level 
for the scenario for each bomber or Jabo Gruppe in the raid, 
regardless of the results of the attacks. If a raid is NOT raid 
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matched when it reaches its target each unit that bombs gets 
the raid matching column shift.

EXAMPLE: The Raid Matching Level is 2. A raid has two 
bomber Gruppen. The RAF player must make attacks with four or 
more squadrons against that raid to have raid matched it.

Count flights as half a squadron. Do not count squadrons 
twice if they attack the raid more than once. Count a Staffel 
as one-third of a Gruppe when counting bomber/Jabo 
Gruppen. Attacks do not have to combat bombers to count 
toward raid matching. Do not raid-match raids without 
bombers or Jabos.

Track raid matching on the raid log sheet or a scrap of paper. 
If a raid splits, distribute interceptions between the split raids 
as evenly as possible. The Luftwaffe player decides which raids 
odd numbers of squadrons are assigned to. 

2 3  C A M P A I G N  G A M E S
DESIGN NOTE: A typical day of the Battle of Britain might see 
the Luftwaffe launch two, three or four major waves of attacks.

A campaign represents a whole day of the battle. The players 
play all the major raid events of that day.

2 3 . 1  C a m p a i g n  P a r a m e t e r s
The players jointly decide which of the five scenarios they will 
base their campaign on. Then they decide how many times 
they will play that scenario in their campaign: two, three or 
four times.

EXAMPLE: The players decide they will use Scenario 2: Leg 
Before Wicket for their campaign and that they will play the 
scenario three times.

The Luftwaffe player then chooses a time of day for each 
game in the campaign. Instead of rolling for the time of day, 
he chooses a different time for each game from the Time of 
Day Table. The only restriction is that ‘adjacent’ times on the 
table cannot be picked.

EXAMPLE: If the Luftwaffe player picks mid-morning for the 
first game he cannot pick late morning for the second.

2 3 . 2  P l a y i n g  t h e  C a m p a i g n
Players play the agreed number of games one after the other, 
in order of the time of day.

23.2.1 PLOTTING RAIDS AND SCRUBS
The Luftwaffe player plots all the raids for all games in the 
Luftwaffe Planning Phase of the first game of the campaign.

This rule means that raids are plotted before the weather 
for subsequent games is determined. So after the Weather 
Determination Phase of a game, the Luftwaffe player is 
permitted to ‘scrub’ one or more of his plotted raids. Any 
raid may be scrubbed (it is assumed the players will generally 
scrub raids whose targets are affected by weather, but there 
is no requirement for them to do so and no restrictions on 
which raids may be scrubbed). A scrubbed raid does not form 
up or fly in that game.

If ALL the raids formed from a raid chit are scrubbed, that 
raid chit’s VP are not counted in the total used in assessing 
Luftwaffe victory [22]. Also, that chit’s RL value is not added 
to the Response Level of the remaining chits [20.1].

EXAMPLE: In the second game of a scenario 3 campaign the 
Luftwaffe player has picked chits N and T for a VP total of 
8 + 15 = 23 and a Response Level total of 4.5 + 9 = 13.5. Chit N 
is used to generate two raids: one raid on Rochford comprising a 
bomber and an escort Gruppe; the second a Freie Jagd Gruppe.

The weather in Hornchurch sector turns out to be Overcast, so the 
Luftwaffe player scrubs the raid on Rochford. By also scrubbing 
the chit N Freie Jagd he gets to reduce the VP total to 15 and the 
Response Level total to 9.

OPTIONAL RULE: Because scrubbed raids may reduce the 
Response Level, it is strongly recommended that players 
adopt the optional rule in rule section 20.1 and ignore the 
printed Response Level when scoring campaign games.

23.2.2 RAID CHITS
A raid chit picked for one game cannot be used in later games 
in that campaign.

23.2.3 PERSISTENCE OF DEATH AND DAMAGE
At the end of each game, assess the lasting effects of casualties 
and damage.

A squadron or Gruppe completely destroyed in a game (i.e., 
that has taken total casualties equal to its casualty threshold) 
is removed and does not appear in later games. A deployed 
squadron is destroyed if both its flights are destroyed. A 
deployed Gruppe is destroyed if all its Staffeln are destroyed.

For all other air units, casualties are noted (for the purposes 
of VP calculation at the end of the campaign) but are then 
wiped from the log sheets. (The aircraft have been replaced 
from reserve.)

The following effects apply to damaged ground targets:

Airfields. If an airfield has its capacity reduced by 
bombing, roll one die at the end of the game. On a 1-2 
there is no effect; on a 3-5 its capacity is increased by one; 
on a 6 it is restored to maximum capacity.

Sector Operations Rooms. If a sector operations room 
has been hit, roll 1 die. On a 1 there is no effect and 
squadrons in that sector remain out of command; on a 
2-6 the emergency sector operations room is activated and 
command is restored.

If the sector operations room remains out of operation, 
squadrons in that sector may be reassigned to other 
sectors in the same Group. Move each squadron to an 
allowed airfield (sector airfield or satellite) in another 
sector and change its sector and airfield assignment on 
the log sheet. A sector is not allowed to have more than 
four squadrons in total assigned to it.

RDF. If an RDF station has been hit, roll 1 die. On a 1-3 
there is no effect and the station stays non-functional; on a 
4-6 the RDF station is restored to functioning condition.

Damage effects carried over from previous games should also 
be rolled for, to see if their function is restored.

23.2.4 CAMPAIGN VICTORY
The campaign victory is assessed just like in regular scenarios, 
except that the Luftwaffe player totals all VP scored in all 
games. He then compares the total to the combined VP value 
of all raid forces in all the games.
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23.2.5 SURGE RATES (OPTIONAL RULE)
DESIGN NOTE: The Luftwaffe’s capacity to surge their sortie 
rate was limited. They were likely to launch no more than one or 
maybe two big waves of raids in a day. The remaining waves were 
much smaller affairs.

Instead of playing a campaign using the standard number of 
raid chits and Victory Point thresholds consult the Campaign 
Surge Rate Table for the scenario. Look up the number of 
games due to be played in that campaign day. The column 
to the right lists a number of games and the raid chits and 
VP thresholds for each game in that campaign. Before a 
campaign starts the Luftwaffe player may secretly choose the 
order in which these will be played.

EXAMPLE: There are two games due to be played that day. The 
Campaign Surge Rate Table says: “Play one game with 1-3 chits, 
VP threshold 30-70; and one game with 1 chit, VP threshold 
1-21”. The Luftwaffe player decides to play the 1 chit game first 
and the larger 1-3 chit game second.

Note that some campaigns actually restrict the number of 
games played when using this optional rule.

EXAMPLE: Scenario 4 limits campaigns to no more than two 
games a day.

23.2.6 CAMPAIGN WEATHER (OPTIONAL RULE)
Normally, weather is determined during each Weather 
Determination Phase of the campaign. However, this might 
lead to many scrubbed raids [23.2.1]. So in subsequent games 
after the first of a campaign, instead of determining new 
weather, players can carry the previous game’s weather over 
to the new one. However, they must apply a Weather Change 
random event to it in the Weather Determination Phase.

2 3 . 3  E x t e n d e d  C a m p a i g n
Players may extend the campaign by playing two or three days 
worth of games back to back. The same rules apply as regular 
campaigns. Victory is based on the total VP and combined VP 
values in all the games.

23.3.1 LUFTWAFFE EFFORT (OPTIONAL RULE)
DESIGN NOTE: The Luftwaffe found it difficult to sustain 
heavy attacks for very long. A big effort might be preceded or 
followed by days of fairly light attacks.

Before an extended campaign starts the Luftwaffe player 
secretly chooses how many games are played in a day. On only 
one of the campaign days may four games be played, and on 
just one other day may three games be played. Play two games 
on all other days.
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Landing, 5.2, 8.2.2, 17.2.1, 18.2.1, 18.2.5, 19.2.9

Landmarks, 2.2.3, 9.3.4

Log sheet, 3.2.2, 6.6.4

London haze, 6.3.3, 6.3.4

Lost, see Navigation

Luftflotte, 1.6, 3.2.1, 4.2, 6.1, 6.4.1

Movement, 1.4, 5.2, 8, 9.3.2, 9.3.3, 9.3.7, 10.2.1, 10.2.2, 10.2.5, 
10.2.6, 10.2.7, 10.3.1, 10.3.2, 10.3.3, 10.3.4, 11.1.1, 12.2, 13.2, 
13.6, 14.1.1, 16.2, 19.2.2, 19.2.8

Movement boxes, 2.2.1, 6.3.2, 8.1.6, 9.2.2, 9.2.4, 10.1.2, 11.2, 
11.3.1, 11.3.2, 17.1.2, 17.2.3, 20.3.3

Navigation, 9.3.4, 19.2.7

Observer Corps, 11.3.3, 11.4

Optional rules, 6.4.7, 9.2.9, 9.3.8, 10.3.1, 10.3.4, 20.1, 20.4, 21.1.1, 
22.1.1, 23.2.1

Orbit, 9.4.1, 9.4.4, 10.2.6, 10.3.2, 13.2.1

Order counters, 10.2.4

Orders, 2.3.2, 10.2, 10.3

Overcast, see Weather

Pancake, 8.2.2, 9.3.6, 10.1.1, 10.2.7, 10.2.8, 10.3.4, 13.5.1, 13.6

Patrol, 10.2.6, 10.3.3, also see Channel patrol

Pursuit, 9.3.3, 9.3.6, 10.2.3, 12.2

Radio Telephone, R/T, 10.1.2

Raid Matching, 22.1.1

Raids, 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.3, 6.4.5, 9, 11.1

Rain, see Foul weather

Random events, 7

RDF, 2.2.3, 11.2, 11.3, 16.4.4, 23.3.3

Rearming & refueling, 18.2.1, 18.2.5, 18.2.6

Recovery point, 9.2.1, 9.2.4, 9.3.9, 17.2.2

Recovery time, 8.2.2, 17.1.1, 17.1.2, 17.2.3

Reforming, 8.2.2, 18.2.5

Response restrictions, 20.1

Scramble, 1.4, 1.6, 5.2, 8.2.1, 16.4.1, 18.1.1, 18.2.1, 18.2.4, 20.1. 
20.1.1, 20.2.5

Scrubbed raids, 23.2.1, 23.2.6

Staffel, 1.6, 3.1.1, 3.2.5, 3.3.2, 6.4.3, 11.5.1, 11.5.2

Stragglers, 1.4, 13.3.2, 13.3.4, 13.4.4, 13.5, 13.5.2, 13.6, 13.6.1, 
17.1.1

Strafing, 9.4.1, 16.2.4, 22

Sun, 2.2.8, 5.1, 6.2, 6.3.3, 13.3.3, 19.1.1, 19.2.6

Takeoff, see Scramble

Tallying, 1.4, 1.6, 2.9, 5.2, 9.4.4, 10.1.1, 10.2.1, 10.2.2, 10.2.3, 
10.2.4, 10.2.6, 10.2.7, 10.3.2, 11.1.1, 11.2, 11.2.1, 11.5.5, 
11.5.7, 12, 13, 13.2, 13.2.1, 13.2.2, 13.2.4, 13.2.5, 13.3.4, 13.6, 
13.6.1, 14.1.2, 19.1.3, 20.1.1, 20.2.2, 20.2.4, 20.3.2, 20.4, 21.1

Thames (river), 2.2.2, 2.2.3

Top cover, 6.4.3, 9.1.2, 9.1.3, 9.2.3, 9.3.7, 9.3.8, 9.4.3, 13.3.4, 
17.1.2, 21.2

Tote Board, 1.6, 2.6, 3.1.4, 5.1, 5.2, 6.6.6, 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 16.4.1, 
17.2.4, 18.1.1, 18.1.3, 18.2.1, 18.2.4, 18.2.5

Vics, 3.2.1, 3.2.4, 6.6.2

Waypoints, 5.2, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 9.2.9, 9.3.4, 10.3.4

Weather, 1.6, 2.2.4, 2.3.3, 4.3.3, 5.1, 5.2, 6.3, 6.4.2, 9.2.3, 9.2.8, 
9.3.4, 9.3.5, 9.3.8, 9.4.1, 9.4.2, 11.4, 12.1, 12.1.1, 12.3, 12.3.1, 
16.2.2, 16.2.4, 16.3.1, 19, 23.2.1, 23.2.6

Wings, 1.6, 3, 5.2, 6.6.4, 6.6.7, 8.1.5, 12, 12.1.4, 13.3.1, 13.3.4, 
13.6.1, 20.2, 20.3.2

Withdrawal escort, 21.2
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P r e - G a m e  S e q u e n c e  o f  P l a y
Players go through the following steps to set up the game:

TIME OF DAY PHASE. Roll the time of day and sun direction. 
Place the Air Picture counter, VP counters and RAF Response 
counters [6.2].

WEATHER DETERMINATION PHASE. Determine the weather 
for all weather zones. Roll for Crosswinds [6.3].

LUFTWAFFE PLANNING PHASE. [See section 6.4] The 
Luftwaffe player: Determines raid forces by pulling raid chits and 
making up raids [6.4.1-6.4.3]. Picks a Channel patrol chit and 
selects Channel patrol units [6.4.4]. Plots raids on the planning 
map [6.4.5]. Fills out a log sheet for the Luftwaffe forces [3.2.2]. 
Calculates the recovery time of each fighter unit [17.1]. Makes a 
form up roll for each raid [6.4.6, 9.2.8].

LUFTWAFFE SET UP PHASE. [See section 6.5] The Luftwaffe 
player: Places form up counters (if any) on the map [9.3.1]. 
Checks the strength of form up counters [11.6]. Sets up Channel 
patrol units [21.1].

RAF SET UP PHASE. [See section 6.6] The RAF player: Rolls for 
squadron readiness [6.6.3]. Fills out an RAF log sheet [6.6.4]. 
Checks the scenario Early Warning Table [6.6.5]. Sets up RAF 
units on the map and Tote Board [6.6.6]. Sets the RAF Response 
counters to match the number of units that start in the air. Moves 
units from Available to Ready state based on the number of 
squadrons set up on the map [6.6.5]. 

START PLAY. The scenario begins [6.7].

S c e n a r i o  S e q u e n c e  o f  P l a y
Once play starts, each game turn proceeds as follows: 

RANDOM EVENTS PHASE. Check for random events [7]: roll 
the dice, make detection checks on raids as indicated by the roll 
[11.2], then apply the event instructions.

SCRAMBLE PHASE. Deploy RAF squadrons into flights if 
desired [3.3.1]. Units at readiness may be ordered to scramble; 
place them in the scramble box on the Tote Board [18.2.4].

FORM UP PHASE. Form up RAF units into wings if desired 
[20.2.1]. Form up Luftwaffe units into raids [9.3.2]. Check for 
detection of newly-formed raids [11.2]. Place and remove form 
up counters [9.3.1]. Check the strengths of newly-placed form up 
counters [11.6.1].

PATROL PHASE. Place eligible units into orbits or patrol lines 
[10.3.2, 10.3.3]. The RAF player places his units into orbits/
patrol lines first, then the Luftwaffe player. Ack-Ack attacks any 
raids orbiting its hex [14.1.1].

RAF MOVEMENT PHASE. All RAF units not orbiting or in 
pursuit move according to their orders [8.1, 10.3]; orders may be 
changed before a unit moves [10.2.6]. During movement resolve 
tallies, attacks and combats by eligible orbiting, pursuing and 
moving units [10.3.2, 12.1, 13.2.1, 13.2.2]. Units may land; roll 
for recovery for eligible landing units [8.2.2, 17.2.3-17.2.4].

LUFTWAFFE MOVEMENT PHASE. All Luftwaffe units move 
according to their plotted movement [9.3.3]. Roll for navigation 
on reaching waypoints [9.3.4].

Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units in pursuit can either move toward their 
tallied targets now or wait until the Pursuit Phase to move [12.2]. 
If a pursuing unit ends its movement in the same or adjacent 
hex as its target, it attacks. Resolve any combat against the target 
[13.2.2].

If a moving raid is detected, place a track counter for the turn’s 
clock colour in the hex where it ended its move [5.3.1].

During movement, resolve tallies, attacks and combats by eligible 
orbiting, pursuing and moving units [10.3.2, 12.1, 13.2.1, 13.2.2]. 
Resolve Ack-Ack attacks on any units that move through Ack-Ack 
hexes [14.1.1] and Cohesion checks on bombing-tasked units 
that move through balloon barrages [15.1]. Resolve bombing 
attacks on raid targets [16.2].

Raids that reach their recovery point are removed from the 
map [9.3.9]. Roll for recovery for eligible fighter units [17.2.3-
17.2.4].

PURSUIT PHASE. RAF units in pursuit move toward their tallied 
targets. Pursuing Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units that did not move in 
the Luftwaffe Movement Phase move now [12.2].

If there is a ‘daisy chain’ of pursuit, such that unit A is pursuing 
unit B is pursuing unit C, then move the units in order such that 
the first unit in the chain moves first, the next one after, and so 
on. (So in the example given, C moves first, then B, then A.) 
Move daisy chains before any other units. Then move all other 
pursuing units: RAF first, then Luftwaffe.

During pursuit movement resolve tallies, attacks and combats 
by eligible orbiting and pursuing units [13.2.1, 13.2.2]. Resolve 
Ack-Ack attacks on any units that move through Ack-Ack hexes 
[14.1.1]. If a pursuing unit ends its movement in the same or 
adjacent hex as its target, it attacks that target [13.2.2].

DOGFIGHT PHASE. Units marked with dogfight counters 
conduct dogfight combats [13.2.3].

RAF AIR COMBAT PHASE. Place hidden raid counters on the 
map if they are in the same or adjacent hex as non-pancaking 
RAF units [11.1.1].

RAF units check for loss of tally due to visibility range or weather 
[12.3.1]. Units without a tally, or pancake orders, may attempt to 
tally raids [12.1]. Place Tally Ho! counters on tallied raids.

After all tally checks, RAF units with tallies attack their target 
raids if they are in the same or adjacent hex. Luftwaffe escorts 
may react [13.2.6]. Resolve air combats [13.4]. 

LUFTWAFFE AIR COMBAT PHASE. Luftwaffe units check for 
loss of tally due to visibility range or weather [12.3.1]. Freie Jagd 
units that do not have a tally, or pancake orders, may attempt to 
tally RAF units [12.1]. Place Tally Ho! counters on each tallied 
unit or stack.

After all tally checks, Luftwaffe Freie Jagd units with tallies attack 
their target RAF units if they is in the same or adjacent hex. Check 
if Channel patrol units attack RAF stacks in the Straits of Dover or 
France weather zones [21.1]. Resolve air combats [13.4].

TAKE OFF PHASE. RAF units in the Scramble box of the Tote 
Board take off and are placed in the appropriate airfield hex at 
Angels 0 [18.2.4]. Calculate endurance and note their recovery 
time [17.1].

ADMIN PHASE. All fighter units that conducted combat this 
game turn or are marked with dogfight counters modify their 
endurance [17.1.1]. Remove Dive Bombing counters [16.2.2]; 
Ack-Ack barrage counters [14.1.2]; Climb counters [8.1.5]. Move 
Available squadrons to Ready. Move units in the Rearm/Refuel 1 
box on the Tote Board to Available or Ready. Move units in the 
Rearm/Refuel 2 box to Rearm/Refuel 1. Roll to reform and move 
reformed units in the Reform box to Rearm/Refuel 2. Move units 
in the Landing box to the Reform box [18.2.1]. Rejoin flights in 
the same box on the Tote Board into their original squadron 
[3.3.1]. Roll to increase the Air Picture counter; on a 6 move it 
one space left [12.1.5]. Remove Bombing Disruption and Strafe 
Disruption counters from airfields [16.4.1]. Move the game clock 
markers forward five minutes (i.e. one game turn) [5.3].
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